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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
NOVEMBER 2001
Friday, December 7, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton and Dunn; Senators Reed, Corzine,
and Sarbanes.

Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen J. Healy,
Darryl Evans, Brian Higginbotham, Matthew Salomon, and Daphne
Clones-Federing.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. I am pleased to welcome Acting
Commissioner Orr before the Joint Economic Committee (JEC) once
again to testify on the November employment situation.

The employment data reported today are consistent with the findings
recently made by the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)
that the U.S. economy is in recession. Payroll employment declined by
331,000 and the unemployment rate rose to 5.7 percent. Overall the
report today indicates that labor market conditions remain weak.

According to the NBER, the October payroll employment and
industrial production data following the terrorist attacks indicated that the
slowing economy had slipped into a recession earlier this year. The
NBER report also noted that the declines of two of three major
contracting indicators it considered began in 2000.

Even before the events of September 1 Ith, the available economic
data indicated that the economic slowdown that began in the middle of
2000 remained underway. The downward trends in investment led the
recession, with the rate of real GDP growth slowing quite sharply since
the second quarter of 2000, actually falling in the third quarter of this
year. The staggering manufacturing sector was another leading signal of
recession, with losses of over one million factoryjobs since July of 2000.

On the other hand, real personal income continues to grow. Housing
and consumer spending also have held up fairly well. In addition, since
last January the Fed has reduced interest rates 10 times, Congress has
lowered the tax drag on the economy, and energy prices are declining.
Many economists had expected these factors to lead to an economic
rebound by the last half of 2001, but the attacks on the World Trade
Center have led them to forecast a delay in the recovery. Although in
recent weeks there have been some signs that the economy may have
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bottomed out, economic stimulus legislation is still needed as an
insurance policy to bolster the economy and ensure that a rebound does
not falter.

Financial markets and the economy have been disrupted by the
terrorist attacks. The attacks have increased uncertainty and caused a
widespread reevaluation of risk and security. Delays and higher shipping
costs in air and ground transport, additional inventory and insurance
costs, higher expenses for security personnel and equipment, fortification
of buildings and facilities and other measures will have the effect of
imposing something like a "security tax" on an already vulnerable
economy.

This burden will undermine the economy in the short run and could
tend to adversely affect both the productivity growth and the economy's
potential growth rate. A logical policy response would be to offset these
costs by relieving some of the tax burden on the private sector. Measures
to reduce the cost of capital and address the sharp declines in business
investment are particularly needed.

Monetary policy has addressed the economic situation with an easing
that began last January. The Fed's policy moves so far this year have
certainly provided economic stimulus, but the lags in monetary policy are
long and variable. Given the lack of inflationary pressures, prudent
action by the Federal Reserve this Tuesday to reduce interest rates further
could also contribute to improving the economic outlook.

At this point I will turn to Senator Reed for any statement he may
have.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 15.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for convening
this hearing but also for maintaining the practice of reviewing these
unemployment statistics as they are released. It is a very important
opportunity to talk about economic policy.

As the Chairman pointed out, the National Bureau of Economic
Research declared that the country entered a recession last March. We
understood even before that there were difficult economic circumstances
facing the country. Those circumstances were aggravated significantly
by the terrorist attacks on September I Ith.

The U.S. economy has lost more than a million jobs since the
beginning of the recession in March. Despite some hopeful signs, the
number of Americans losing their jobs continues to climb, and the
number of people who are still unemployed after more than six months
is rising. Those are disturbing statistics.

Some 290,000 unemployed workers exhausted benefits in the month
of October alone. The last time we saw numbers this high was 10 years
ago in the wake of the last recession. At that time, in November 1991,
legislation was enacted providing 13 to 20 additional weeks of benefits
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to workers who exhausted their regular benefits. Passing a 13-week
extension of unemployment benefits now could help more than
three-quarters of a million people, almost one in 10 unemployed workers.

There should be no doubt about the importance of extending benefits
as part of the stimulus package. Getting money into the hands of lower-
income households, either through expanded unemployment benefits or
tax rebates, would boost consumption spending. People who have lost
their jobs and have trouble making ends meet are the targets to get the
most bang for the buck out of our stimulus policies. There must be a
demand for a company's products or services before a firm will invest in
new equipment or hire additional workers.

The task before us as policy makers is to get the economy out of this
recession quickly and put it back on the path of strong and sustainable
growth.

A fiscal stimulus package is only a good idea to the extent that it has
a maximum impact on the short run without undermining long-term fiscal
discipline. A poorly designed fiscal policy could be a waste of valuable
resources or could even be counterproductive.

I am looking forward to the testimony of the Acting Commissioner
on the state of our labor markets. I welcome the Acting Commissioner.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 17.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
Commissioner, thank you for being with us this morning. We have

had a sneak preview of the numbers that you are going to talk about this
morning. As I mentioned to you on the way in the room, it is Christmas
so we were hoping you would bring good news, but we understand the
reality of the situation, and so we are here and the floor is yours.

OPENING STATEMENT OF Lois ORR, ACTING
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Orr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the labor market
data that we have released this morning.

As noted earlier by the Chairman, the job market continued to
deteriorate in November. The unemployment rate rose three-tenths of a
percentage point to 5.7 percent, following a jump of half a percentage
point in October. Payroll employment fell by 331,000, as noted earlier,
in November in the wake of deep job cuts totalling 468,000 in October.
Job losses were widespread again in November, although the largest
decline continued to be concentrated in manufacturing and help supply
services. Since its recent peak in March, total nonfarm employment has
fallen by 1.2 million. I would note, as has been noted earlier this
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morning, that the March peak in payroll employment coincides with the
onset of the recession, as recently announced by the National Bureau of
Economic Research.

In terms of the sheer number of jobs lost, manufacturing continued
to bear the brunt of the downturn in the economy. In November the
industry shed yet another 163,000 jobs. Employment in the Nation's
factories has fallen by almost one million since March and a total of 1.4
million since July of 2000. Although nearly all manufacturing industries
lost jobs over the month, decline continued to be pronounced among
durable goods manufacturers. Particularly large declines occurred in
electrical equipment, which was down 29,000 in November, industrial
machinery, down 26,000, and fabricated metals, down 19,000. The
factory workweek and factory overtime also continued to trend down
over the month, to 40.3 and 3.7 hours, respectively. Manufacturing hours
have been drifting down since the spring of 2000.

Reflecting the declining demand for factory workers as well as the
softening demand for labor throughout much of the rest of the economy,
employment in the help supply industry fell by 87,000 in November, on
the heels of an even steeper decline in October. I think that was the 14th
straight month with employment declines in the help supply industry.
Employment in this industry actually has declined by 629,000 since its
most recent peak in September 2000. That is a drop of nearly 18 percent.
Elsewhere in the services industry, employment in amusement and
recreation services declined by 25,000. In addition, hotels lost 7,000
jobs, following a much larger decrease in October. One services industry
that is growing in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks is guard services,
which I think we noted also last month. It added 15,000 jobs in
November after adding 14,000 jobs in the prior month. Health services
continued to record steady job growth, adding 32,000 jobs in November
and nearly 300,000 jobs over the past year.

The wholesale trade industry continued to be adversely affected by
the slump in manufacturing. In November wholesale trade employment
fell by 25,000 with almost all of the job cuts in durable goods
-distribution. In retail trade, overall employment was down slightly in
November after seasonal adjustment, following large losses in the prior
two months. Employment in department stores and apparel stores fell for
the second month in a row, as hiring has fallen short of the normal
seasonal buildup for the holiday period. Elsewhere in retail trade, there
were small job gains in November among car dealers and in eating and
drinking establishments.

In the transportation industry, employment in air transportation and
transportation services, largely travel agencies, fell sharply for the second
month in a row, with November declines at 45,000 and 12,000,
respectively. As in October, these declines were likely related to
reductions in air travel since September 11.

Employment in finance expanded by 14,000 in November, aided by
low interest rates that continue to spur activity in banking and mortgage
brokerages. Construction employment was unchanged in November at
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6.9 million, and the job total in the construction industry has held at this
level since February. I should note that construction employment is
normally quite cyclical, falling sharply during recessions. This year,
however, the industry has been buoyed by high levels of residential
building activity, due in part to the favorable lending rates and by growth
in heavy construction, such as road work.

Finally from the payroll data, average hourly earnings rose five cents
in November; over the year hourly earnings have risen by 3.9 percent.

As I mentioned at the beginning of my remarks, the jobless rate in
November was 5.7 percent, up three-tenths of a percentage point over the
month. The rate increased from 3.9 to 4.3 percent between October of a
year ago and the start of the recession in March. Since March the rate
has risen by an additional 1.4 percentage points. The number of jobless
persons currently is at 8.2 million, and that is an increase of 2.6 million
since October of last year.

Unemployment rates were up in November for adult men and whites.
These two groups and the other major worker groups, adult women,
teenagers, blacks and Hispanics, have experienced increases since
October of last year as well. The November increase in unemployment
occurred principally among those persons who had lost theirjobs and did
not expect to be recalled.

The deteriorating job market is making it increasingly difficult for
job seekers to find work. Indeed, the number of unemployed who have
been searching for work for six months or longer has nearly doubled
since July, to 1.2 million in November.

Finally, from the household data, total civilian employment fell by
nearly 500,000, that is, half a million, in November, and the proportion
of the population with a job declined three-tenths of a percentage point
to 63 percent. That is what we call the employment-population ratio.

In summary, nonfarm payroll employment fell by 331,000 in
November, the second extremely large drop in a row. Losses were
widespread, with the largest employment declines occurring in
manufacturing and help supply service industries, and the unemployment
rate rose three-tenths of a percentage point to 5.7 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your questions.
[The prepared statement of Acting Commissioner Orr appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 18.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much. The
Senate is going to have a vote very shortly, so we are going to pass on my
initial questions and go to Senator Reed and Senator Corzine. Then we
will come back.

Senator Reed.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner, the last U.S. recession ended in March of 1991. At

that time the unemployment rate was approximately 6.8 percent. And
even though the economy began to recover in March of 1991, the
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unemployment rate continued to lag for another 15 months, peaking at
7.8 percent in June of 1992. My concern is that even if the economy
begins to recover in the first quarter of 2002, or any time in 2002, the
unemployment rate may continue to rise for another year or more. How
long might the unemployment rate lag a recovery?

Ms. Orr. You know, we are not in the business of projecting. As
you state, the last recession there was a substantial lag. I think it has
varied over time. But it is not uncommon that unemployment continues
to increase or stays at a high level for a number of months after the trough
is reached in a recession.

Phil, do you want to comment?
Mr. Rones. I think I will just add that in the last recession the delay

before the employment and unemployment measures started improving
was unusually long. But I think the point is correct, that those things can
deteriorate even after general economic activity starts picking up.

Senator Reed. Thank you.
Ms. Orr. It is not uncommon for us to see some increase in the

hours at work for those that are employed before we see much of a pickup
in employment.

Senator Reed. In the same spirit with which the Chairman was so
gracious, let me yield to my colleague. We have 13 minutes left before
we have to respond to a vote. So I will now yield to Senator Corzine.

Senator Corzine. Thank you. I appreciate the Chairman for
allowing me to ask a question. The help supply services I take it are
temporary workers, people that are assigned out. Many of these I would
suspect, the way our unemployment compensation system worked, would
not be eligible for unemployment compensation?

Ms. Orr. I think it varies that some would be eligible for
unemployment compensation through their employer, the temporary help
supply agency. But I can't say definitively. Phil?

Mr. Rones. Yeah. It wouldn't be a legal restriction to their being
compensated.

Senator Corzine. They have to work consistently at one job?
Mr. Rones. That is the issue. There are many people in the industry

who are what would look like fairly permanent employees of that
company. They work regular hours for extended periods of time. But it
is clearly the case that the average duration of employment in a temporary
help setting would be shorter than it would in a regular full-time wage
and salary kind of setting.

Senator Corzine. I ask that question because again our
unemployment compensation system isn't geared to people who do work
in these transient, temporary employment roles.

Are there statistics on how long folks are in the help supply services,
the duration of their employment? Do we have numbers on that or do we
track that?
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Mr. Rones. We can get those for you. We should be able to produce
those.
[The information on temporary workers appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 45.]

Senator Corzine. I would appreciate actually getting a feel for that.
Do you get the general observation that about 50 percent of the
unemployed are not eligible for unemployment compensation? I wonder
how much of this particular category which is rising rapidly might fit that
category.

Thank you.
Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, might we include one or two

questions in the record for a response since we have to depart?
Representative Saxton. Sure. Without objection.
Senator Reed. I thank you very much. Thank you, Commissioner.

[The letter from Senator Reed to Acting Commissioner Orr, with
response, appears in the Submissions for the Record on page 137.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Commissioner, as I noted in
my opening statement and I believe as you alluded to as well, the
downturn in the economy actually began quite some time ago in the
middle of 2000. And if I just may by way of use of some charts that we
have brought along, demonstrate actually what has happened in the
economy over the last year or so.

This is a chart that shows GDP growth over the past several years,
and it is fairly obvious from this chart that GDP growth began to diminish
actually significantly in the third quarter of 2000. Actually the second
quarter of 2000 was fairly robust growth, something around six percent,
and in the third quarter of 2000 it looks like the rate of GDP growth was
well under two percent. And of course it has been diminished since until
the second quarter of this year, when we actually saw negative growth.
[The chart entitled "Gross Domestic Product" appears in the Submissions
for the Record on page 187.]

The next chart shows a similar pattern with fixed private
nonresidential investment, where we again saw robust growth in
nonresidential investment through the first and second quarter of 2000
but by the third quarter of 2000 we saw diminished growth of about half
what it was in the first quarter of 2000. And of course we see the
continuing pattern in 2000 of diminished nonresidential investment
growth.
[The chart entitled "Fixed Private Nonresidential Investment" appears in
the Submissions for the Record on page 188.]

Another chart, which I think is telling, is the chart detailing personal
consumption over the same period of time. And again, we see that
personal consumption growth, the rate of growth has continued to
diminish, beginning, again, in the second and third quarter of 2000.
[The chart entitled " Personal Consumption Expenditures" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 189.]
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The unemployment rate, which was going down quite steadily
through the late 1990s and into the first half of 2000, also began to show
increases in early 2001 and I suspect that that is a very direct result of the
economic factors that we have demonstrated on the previous charts.
[The chart entitled "Civilian Unemployment Rate" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 190.]

So we have seen the economy continue to show signs of weakness in
2001, and of course the increases in unemployment are obviously a result
of the same thing.

Now, last December the Committee released an analysis of the
economy that warned of the serious economic slowdown then, which we
have demonstrated here, was well underway. This slowdown has
recently been designated as a recession by the National Bureau of
Economic Research, which noted a decline in industrial production well
before the recession officially began.

The recession seems to have started in the manufacturing sector,
which lost over a million factory jobs since July of 2000. With the data
released today, how large is the decline in factory jobs since July of
2000? Do you have those - I think Mr. Rones probably has charts which
he can tell us just how large that loss in factory jobs is during the second
and third quarter of 2000 as well as the first and second quarter of this
year.

Ms. Orr. Well, the decline in factory jobs since July of 2000 has
been 1.4 million.

Representative Saxton. 1.4 million jobs. Do your charts show how
many of those losses were during 2000?

Ms. Orr. We can quickly look at it. Do you want to check on that?
955,000 of those jobs were lost since March.

Representative Saxton. Since March of this year?
Ms. Orr. Um-hmm.
Representative Saxton. The official figures released by the

Commerce Department show that this is an investment-led slowdown.
Private investment has been trending downward since the start of the
slowdown in the third quarter of 2000 and has actually declined at double
digit rates during the last three quarters. Real fixed nonresidential
investment has declined sharply in the last two quarters of the designated
recession. This decline in investment may have been reflected in
employment in industries such as industrial machinery and equipment.

How does the level of employment in the industrial sector compare
with the level of July of 2000 and how many jobs have been gained or
lost since July of 2000 in that sector?

Ms. Orr. Which sector is that again, sir?
Representative Saxton. Real fixed nonresidential investment in

industrial machinery and equipment.
Ms. Orr. We will check those numbers. But in the year 2000, to

answer your earlier question, Chairman, we lost about 200,000 jobs in
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manufacturing in the year 2000. The remainder of the 1.4 million, that
is 1.2 million, have been lost in this calendar year.

Representative Saxton. So your figures show that the decline in
industrial jobs actually began in the second quarter of 2000, is that
correct - the third quarter of 2000?

Ms. Orr. Although there had been some modest declines prior to
that time, since July of 2000. You want to take that, Phil?

Mr. Rones. Industrial machinery employment has gone down
219,000 on a base of 2.1 million since July of 2000. So a little more than
10 percent.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. And the other question relates
to industrial machinery and equipment. How does the level of
employment in this sector compare with the level of July of 2000?

Mr. Rones. That is the one I had just given you, the industrial
machinery.

Representative Saxton. I am sorry, I thought you were talking about
the previous question.

Ms. Orr. Help us.
Representative Saxton. Help us again with this issue of the

industrial machinery and equipment. If you gave us this answer, would
you please restate it in the context of this question?

Mr. Rones. I am sorry. The employment in industrial machinery has
gone down 219,000 since July, and that represents a little more than 10
percent of its employment.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Ms. Dunn, do you have questions?
Representative Dunn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think what

caught my eye, Commissioner, in your report was the sentence on page
three, "Health services continued to record steady job growth, adding
32,000 jobs in November and nearly 300,000 jobs over the past year."

Could you give us the reasoning behind your analysis there, please?
Why did that occur?

Ms. Orr. Employment increases in a number of the components of
the health services, care for the elderly, hospitals, the full array of the
components without major kind of increases in any one of the health care
industry components, but sort of generally across the board.

Representative Dunn. I am especially interested in the numbers of
nurses out there. We are told we have a shortage in the nursing area. Did
you break that out?

Ms. Orr. The information that I am citing here comes from our
series of nonfarm payroll employment by industry as opposed to
occupational data. We don't really have any specific data that speaks to
the matter of nursing shortages, although we do collect data on the
number of nurses that are employed in the U.S. but we don't have any
vacancy data on nurses.
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Representative Dunn. I would be interested in that data that you
have on nurses. Maybe we could get that from your office.
[The information on the employment of nurses appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 191.]

Representative Dunn. According to your most recent data,
Washington State, the State that I represent, has the highest
unemployment rate in the Nation at 6.6 percent right now, almost a full
percentage point above the 5.7 percent that you have given us today in
your analysis. Obviously the setbacks by the high tech sector coupled
with the job losses in aviation, the Boeing Company, that has already sent
notices out and will continue to do that through the end of next year for
30,000 jobs, have contributed to this unfortunate situation.

We are working right now in the Congress to put together a stimulus
package that will help all of these workers as quickly as we possibly can.
Setting aside fiscal policy and the stimulus package that we are working
on in the Congress, can you give to me some sense of what the short-and
long-term employment prospects are in Washington State?

Ms. Orr. I would like to be able to do so, but as I mentioned before,
you know, we are not in the activity of making projections. You know,
we do in the Bureau have a cooperative program with each of the
individual states in which we jointly collect data and produce it as to
employment and unemployment by industry and the likes.

So for example, I know that in the State of Washington that during
the past year the unemployment rate, as you noted, has climbed by 1.4
percentage points, largely reflecting declines in employment in
manufacturing, trade and marginally offset by increases in health care
employment in your state. But I can't help you in terms of making
projections about employment in the state.

Representative Dunn. No trend line that gives you a clue? I know
that it is very difficult to quantify the impact of September 1th on the
labor market. Undoubtedly businesses such as hotels and the airline
industry, the restaurant industry, have been devastated by the attacks on
the first level. But there are many other industries who have been hit at
the second level. I think of - for example, I mentioned Boeing before but
the suppliers for the aircraft that Boeing is now not selling because of
airlines cutbacks in what they are ordering. They have been hurt in the
second order of fashion.

The concern that many of us have is we haven't seen the end of
layoffs related to September 1 Ith. In your opinion, is the worst behind
us or can we expect a further round of cutbacks?

Ms. Orr. That question has some characteristics that are somewhat
similar to your prior question. I am really not in the position to make
forecasts.

Representative Dunn. Thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. The gentlelady's time has expired.
Senator Sarbanes, do you have questions at this time?
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Senator Sarbanes. Yes. Commissioner Orr, I think that the monthly
unemployment rate you are announcing this morning is 5.7 percent. Am
I correct that a year ago last October, October of 2000, the rate was 3.9
percent?

Ms. Orr. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. So it has gone from 3.9 percent just over a year

ago to 5.7 this morning, is that correct?
Ms. Orr. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. I want to ask about the index you keep that

includes in people working part time for economic reasons and
discouraged workers as well. What is the rate?

Ms. Orr. The most inclusive rate that we have that includes the
marginally attached workers and those who are working part time for
economic reasons gives us an unemployment estimate of nine percent.

Senator Sarbanes. Nine percent.
Ms. Orr. Right. What was that figure in October of 2000?
Mr. Rones. I have November, that is a year ago, when it was 6.8

percent.
Senator Sarbanes. I have a figure of 6.3 percent last October, 2000,

which I understand was a record low. Is that correct?
Ms. Orr. I don't have those data with me, but that could very well

be.
Senator Sarbanes. Was 6.8 percent close to a record low?
Ms. Orr. We don't have the historical data for that series with us, do

we?
Mr. Rones. That is a relatively new series that we introduced in the

'90s. So when we talk about a record low for that measure, that is very
different than a record low for unemployment, which we have been
measuring fairly consistently since 1948.

Senator Sarbanes. Yeah. But you don't have the October of last
year's figure?

Mr. Rones. I don't have the historical series with me. We can
certainly get that for you.

Senator Sarbanes. Could you do that and provide it for the record?
[The information on marginally attached workers appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 244.]

Senator Sarbanes. When was the unemployment rate last as high
as 5.7 percent?

Ms. Orr. The unemployment rate was at the same level in August
'95.

Senator Sarbanes. It was at 5.7 percent in August of-
Ms. Orr. Yes, that was the last time the labor market measure was

5.7 percent.
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Senator Sarbanes. At that time was it on its way down or on its way
up?

Ms. Orr. It was overall on its way down. But it was relatively flat
for several months. But since that time of course the unemployment rate
declined.

Senator Sarbanes. I gather earlier you were asked the questions
about whether the unemployment figure lags the bottoming out of the
economic downturn? Is that correct?

Ms. Orr. Yes, we were asked that.
Senator Sarbanes. What was your response to that?
Ms. Orr. We said that that has happened of course, and it has varied

from one recession to another as to the extent of the lag between the
trough and the time that employment starts to pick up substantially.

Senator Sarbanes. I take it, it is uniform that there is a lag and that
therefore even if we have hit the trough of this downturn, we can expect
the unemployment figure to rise on the basis of previous experience?

Ms. Orr. I think in the main that is correct, but I would like to have
an opportunity to look at the data to see if there are some instances where
employment rose very shortly after the trough.

Phil?
Senator Sarbanes. But I am correct in stating that as a general

proposition, the unemployment figure continues to rise after the trough;
it is not until later in the business cycle that the unemployment figure
levels off or begins to turn down, is that correct?

Mr. Rones. If you-
Ms. Orr. Typically.
Mr. Rones. It is hard to generalize because there are periods where

there is an extended lag. And I point out the last recession where the
unemployment rate went up to 7.8 percent in June of 1992 while the
recession ended in March of 1991.

Senator Sarbanes. It went up for 15 months, didn't it?
Mr. Rones. That is right. But that would be unusual. There would

be periods where the lag would be short. I don't have all the figures in
front of me, and of course we will provide them for you.
[The information on the employment lag appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 244.]

Senator Sarbanes. But you don't have any instance in which there
was no lag, do you?

Mr. Rones. I am not sure.
Senator Sarbanes. Probably not. I mean, I am just trying to - I am

not asking you to predict. I am not asking the sort of - I am asking you-
Ms. Orr. I would say probably.
Senator Sarbanes. - to look through the rear-view mirror and tell

me.
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Ms. Orr. Probably not. As we have noted earlier, we have had nine
recessions since World War II and we need to go back and carefully look
at that to say with certainty that there is never such a case.

Representative Saxton. I thank the Senator. Thank you very much.
We appreciate your thoughtful questions as always.

Commissioner, I have no other questions at this time. Ms. Dunn?
The Senator would like to ask another question or two. So we will

yield to him at this point.
Senator Sarbanes. I just wanted to pursue a couple of other points.

I understand that the unemployment rate for Hispanics and African
Americans is now starting to rise considerably more than the general rise
in the unemployment rate, is that correct?

Ms. Orr. Certainly not this past month. But if we looked at the
change over time, we would see it rising.

Mr. Rones. If you look at the-percent increase in the number of
unemployed persons, the increase for whites between October of last year
and the data we are releasing today has been - it has gone up 74 percent,
that is in the level, whereas the level for blacks and Hispanics has gone
up much less, 20 percent and 15 percent - I am sorry.

Senator Sarbanes. Are you sure about those figures?
Mr. Rones. The correct figures are the whites has gone up by 50

percent over that period from about four to about six million. The black
unemployment level has gone up 37 percent. The Hispanic has gone up
56 percent. But of course I would, point out that the base of
unemployment for blacks in particular, but also Hispanics, is higher than
that for whites in general, or at least the unemployment rate.

Senator Sarbanes. What is the unemployment rate for whites that
you are bringing in this month?

Mr. Rones. That is 5.1 percent.
Senator Sarbanes. And for blacks?
Mr. Rones. For blacks it is 10.1 percent. I would say that that is at

the bottom of the historical relationship. Usually the ratio between the
two ranges from double to about two and a half times. So this is slightly
less than double. The rate for Hispanics is 7.6 percent.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. I see the number of people unemployed
for five to 14 weeks - well, this is on last month's. Let me ask it on this
month's data. What is the increase in the number of people unemployed
for five to 14 weeks from a year ago?

Mr. Rones. It is a little more than 800,000.
Senator Sarbanes. And the percentage increase?
Mr. Rones. It would be slightly less than a 50 percent increase.
Senator Sarbanes. And the people unemployed for more than 15

weeks?
Mr. Rones. That is an increase of a million and the percent is 82

percent increase.
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Senator Sarbanes. 82 percent.
Mr. Rones. That is right.
Senator Sarbanes. From over a year ago.
Mr. Rones. That is right.
Senator Sarbanes. In the number of people unemployed for more

than 15 years, do you do anything with the unemployment insurance (UI)
coverage, its length and so forth, its duration, its expiration, anything of
that sort? Do you maintain any statistics on that?

Mr. Rones. Is your question whether any of the states have extended
benefits beyond the 26 weeks?

Senator Sarbanes. I am really trying to find out what the situation
is with respect to unemployment insurance coverage. Presumably, if
there is a significant upturn in the percent of long-term unemployed,
presumably there is an increase in the number of people no longer
covered or able to draw unemployment insurance, is that correct?

Ms. Orr. Well, currently approximately 40 percent of the UI folks
are in our Current Population Survey (CPS) total unemployed. Does that
answer your question?

Senator Sarbanes. I didn't follow that.
Ms. Orr. Currently regular UI recipients are approximately 42

percent of our household survey total unemployment.
Senator Sarbanes. Okay. So the people that you surveyed that you

found are unemployed, 42 percent are drawing unemployment insurance,
is that correct?

Ms. Orr. Um-hmm.
Senator Sarbanes. To turn it around, 58 percent are not drawing

unemployment insurance?
Ms. Orr. Right.
Mr. Rones. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. How does that compare with three months ago,

six months ago, any sort of comparison that shows a trend line?
Mr. Rones. It is a little bit high. If you look at the averages for

recent years, they have ranked around 35 percent of total unemployed are
actually drawing unemployment insurance benefits. Now, as the
Commissioner suggests, it is 42 percent.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. Thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Senator. Acting

Commissioner Orr, thank you very much for being here. Mr. Dalton, Mr.
Rones, we appreciate your appearance here again this month very much,
and we look forward to seeing you in the months ahead hopefully with
more encouraging and positive news.

Thank you very much for being here with us. We appreciate it. Have
a great holiday.
[Whereupon, at 10:16 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to welcome Acting Commissioner Orr before the Joint
Economic Committee (JEC) once again to testify on the November
employment situation. The employment data reported today are
consistent with the finding recently made by National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER) that the U.S. economy is in recession.
Payroll employment declined by 331,000 and the unemployment rate rose
to 5.7 percent. Overall, the report today indicates that labor market
conditions remain weak.

According to the NBER, the October payroll employment and
industrial production data following the terrorist attacks indicated that the
slowing economy had slipped into a recession earlier this year. The
NBER report also noted that the declines of two of three major
contracting indicators it considered began in 2000.

Even before the events of September 11, the available economic data
indicated that the economic slowdown that began in the middle of 2000
remained underway. The downward trend in investment led the recession,
with the rate of real GDP growth slowing quite sharply since the second
quarter of 2000, actually falling in the third quarter of this year. The
staggering manufacturing sector was another leading signal of recession,
with losses of over one million factory jobs since July of 2000.

On the other hand, real personal income continues to grow. Housing
and consumer spending also have held up fairly well. In addition, since
last January the Fed has reduced interest rates ten times, Congress has
lowered the tax drag on the economy, and energy prices are declining.
Many economists had expected these factors to lead to an economic
rebound in the last half of 2001, but the attacks have led them to forecast
a delay in the recovery. Although in recent weeks there have been some
signs that the economy may have bottomed out, economic stimulus
legislation is still needed as an insurance policy to bolster the economy
and ensure that a rebound does not falter.

Financial markets and the economy have been disrupted by the
terrorist attacks. The attacks have increased uncertainty, and caused a
widespread reevaluation of risk and security. Delays and higher shipping
costs in air and ground transport, additional inventory and insurance
costs, higher expenses for security personnel and equipment, fortification
of buildings and facilities, and other measures will have the effect of
imposing something like a "security tax" on an already vulnerable
economy.

This burden will undermine the economy in the short run, and could
tend to adversely affect both productivity growth and the economy's
potential growth rate. A logical policy response would be to offset these
costs by relieving some of the tax burden on the private sector. Measures
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to reduce the cost of capital and address the sharp declines in business
investment are particularly needed.

Monetary policy has addressed the economic situation with an easing
that began last January. The Fed's policy moves so far this year have
certainly provided economic stimulus, but the lags in monetary policy are
long and variable. Given the lack of inflationary pressures, prudent action
by the Federal Reserve this Tuesday to reduce interest rates could also
contribute to improving the economic outlook.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Chairman Saxton, for convening this hearing. I also want
to thank Acting Commissioner Orr for coming to testify before us today.

Since our last hearing, the National Bureau of Economic Research
declared that this country's longest economic expansion on record came
to an end back in March, as the nation entered a recession. Of course, it
was clear before the announcement that we had entered a period of slow
economic growth, which was aggravated by the terrorist attacks on
September I 1.

The U.S. economy has lost more than a million jobs since the
beginning of the recession in March. Despite some hopeful signs, the
number of Americans losing their jobs continues to climb. And the
number of people who are still unemployed after more than six months
is rising.

Some 290,000 unemployed workers exhausted benefits in the month
of October alone. The last time we saw numbers this high was 10 years
ago, in the wake of the last recession. At that time, in November 1991,
legislation was enacted providing 13 to 20 additional weeks of benefits
to workers who exhausted their regular benefits. Passing a 13 week
extension now could help more than three quarters of a million people -
almost one in ten unemployed workers. There should be no doubt about
the importance of extending benefits as part of the stimulus package.

Getting money into the hands of lower-income households - either
through expanded unemployment benefits or tax rebates - would boost
consumption spending. People who have lost theirjobs and have trouble
making ends meet are the ones to target if the goal is to get the most bang
for the buck out of stimulus policies. There must be demand for a
company's products or services before a firm will invest in new
equipment or hire additional workers.

The task before us as policymakers is to get the economy out of this
recession quickly and put it back on the path of strong and sustainable
growth. A fiscal stimulus package is only a good idea to the extent that
it has maximum impact in the short run without undermining long-term
fiscal discipline. A poorly designed fiscal policy could be a waste of
valuable resources or could even be counterproductive.

Mr. Chairman, I am looking forward to the testimony of Acting
Commissioner Orr on the state of labor markets.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the labor

market data we released this morning.

The job market continued to deteriorate in November.

The unemployment rate rose three-tenths of a percentage

point to 5.7 percent, following a jump of half a percentage

point in October. Payroll employment fell by 331,000 in

November in the wake of deep job cuts totaling 468,000 (as

revised) in October. Job losses were widespread again in

November, although the largest declines continued to be

concentrated in manufacturing and help supply services.
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Since its recent peak in March, total nonfarm employment has

fallen by 1.2 million. I would note that the March peak in

payroll employment coincides with the onset of the

recession, as recently announced by the National Bureau of

Economic Research.

In terms of the sheer number of jobs lost,

manufacturing continued to bear the brunt of the downturn

in the economy. In November, the industry shed 163,000

jobs, and employment in the nation's factories has fallen

by almost 1 million since March and 1.4 million since July

2000. Although nearly all manufacturing industries lost

jobs over the month, declines continued to be pronounced

among durable-goods producers. Particularly large declines

occurred in electrical equipment (down 29,000 in November),

industrial machinery (-26,000), and fabricated metals

(-19,000). The factory workweek and factory overtime also

continued to trend down over the month, to 40.3 and 3.7

hours, respectively. Manufacturing hours have been

drifting down since the spring of 2000.

Reflecting the declining demand for factory workers as

well as the softening demand for labor throughout much of

the rest of the economy, employment in the help supply

industry fell by 87,000 in November, on the heels of an

even steeper decline in October. Employment in this
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industry has declined by 629,000 since its most recent peak

in September 2000, a drop of nearly 18 percent. Elsewhere

in the services industry, employment in amusement and

recreation services declined by 25,000. In addition,

hotels lost 7,000 jobs, following a much larger decrease in

October. One services industry that is growing in the

aftermath of the terrorist attacks is guard services, which

added 15,000 jobs in November after adding 14,000 jobs in

October. Health services continued to record steady job

growth, adding 32,000 jobs in November and nearly 300,000

over the past year.

The wholesale trade industry continued to be adversely

affected by the slump in manufacturing. In November,

wholesale trade employment fell by 25,000, with almost all

of the job cuts in durable goods distribution. In retail

trade, overall employment was down slightly in November

after seasonal adjustment, following large losses in the

prior 2 months. Employment in department stores and

apparel stores fell for the second month in a row, as

hiring has fallen short of the normal seasonal buildup.

Elsewhere in retail trade, there were small job gains in

November among car dealers and in eating and drinking

establishments.
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In the transportation industry, employment in air

transportation and transportation services fell sharply for

the second month in a row, with November declines of 45,000

and 12,000, respectively. As in October, these declines

were likely related to reductions in travel since September

11.

Employment in finance expanded by 14,000 in November,

aided by low interest rates that continue to spur activity

in banking and mortgage brokerages. Construction

employment was unchanged in November at 6.9 million, and

the job total in the industry has held at this level since

February. Construction employment is normally quite

cyclical, falling sharply during recessions. This year,

however, the industry has been buoyed by high levels of

residential building activity, due in part to the favorable

lending rates, and by growth in heavy construction, like

road work.

Finally from the payroll data, average hourly earnings

rose S cents in November; over the year, hourly earnings

have risen 3.9 percent.

As I mentioned at the beginning of my remarks, the

jobless rate was 5.7 percent in November, up three-tenths

of a percentage point over the month. The rate increased

from 3.9 to 4.3 percent between October 2000 and the start
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of the recession in March; since March, the rate has risen

by an additional 1.4 percentage points. The number of

jobless persons, at 8.2 million in November, is up by 2.6

million since October of last year.

Unemployment rates were up in November for adult men

and whites; those two groups and the other major worker

groups - adult women, teenagers, blacks and Hispanics -

have experienced increases since October of last year. The

November increase in unemployment occurred principally

among those persons who had lost their jobs and did not

expect to be recalled.

The deteriorating job market is making it increasingly

difficult for jobseekers to find work. Indeed, the number

of unemployed who have been searching for work for 6 months

or more has nearly doubled since July, to 1.2 million in

November.

Finally from the household data, total civilian

employment fell by nearly 500,000 in November and the

proportion of the population with a job declined three-

tenths of a percentage point to 63.0 percent.

In summary, nonfarm payroll employment fell by 331,000

in November, the second extremely large drop in a row.

Losses were widespread, with the largest employment
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declines occurring in manufacturing and help supply

services. The unemployment rate rose three-tenths of a

percentage point to 5.7 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: NOVEMBER 2001

Employment fell sharply forthe secondmonth in arow in November, andtheunemploymentraterose
to 5.7 percent. the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Nonfarm

-. I: - payroll employment dropped by 331,000, following an even larger decline in October. As was the case in
- October, job losses in November were widespread.
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Unemploymet Househcld Survey Data)

The numberof unemployed persons increased by,419,000 to 8.2 million in November, and the
unemployment rate rose by 0.3 percentage point to 5.7 percent; this followed an increase of half a
percentage point in October. Thejobless rate in November was at its highest level since August 1995.
Since October 2000, when both measures were at their most recent lows, unemployment has risen by
2.6 million and the unemploymentrate has increased by 1.8 percentage points, of which 1.4 percentage
points have come since the beginning of the recession in March. (See table A-1.)

The unemployment rates for adult men (5.3 percent) and whites (5.1 percent) rose in November. The
rates foradult women (4.9 percent),blacks (10.1 percent), Hispanics (7.6 percent),andteenagers
(15.9 percent) were littlechangedoverthe month, butwere up substantially overthe year. (See tablesA-I
and A-2.)

Among persons age 25 and older, the unemployment rates for high school graduates with nocollege
(5.1 percent) and college graduates (3.1 percent) increased in November. Thejobless rates forall of the
educational groups have nsen over the year. (See table A-3.)
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The number of unemployed persons who had been jobless for 27 weeks or more rose by 280,000 in
Novemberto 1.2 million. This level has nearly doubled sinceJuly. (See table A-6.)

The number of unemployedjob losers not on temporary layoff rose by 427,000 in November to
3.4 million and has grown by 1.2 million since July. Thesejob losers accounted for42.0 percent of the
unemployed in November compared to 28.8 percent a year earlier. (See table A-7.)

Total EmployvLent andthe LaborFo cefHouseholdSurve Datal

The total numberofemployed persons fell by 478,000 in November to 134.1 million (seasonally
adjusted). The employment-population ratio dropped by 0.3 percentage point to 63.0 percent. Since its
most recent peakin January, employment has fallen by 1.9 million, and theemployment-population ratio has
lost 1.5 percentage points. (See table A-I.)

The civilian laborforce was essentially unchanged at 142.2 million in November, and the laborforce
participation rate remained at 66.9 percent. (See table A-I.)

Persons Not in the LaborForce fHousehpldSu ata)

About 1.3 million persons (notseasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
November, up from 1.1 million a yearearlier. These persons wanted and were available for work and had
looked for a job sometime in the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because they had not
actively searched forwork in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. The numberof discouraged workers was
322,000 in November, upfrom 234,000ayearearlier. Discouraged workers, a subsetof the marginally
attached, were notcuffendy lookingforworkspecificallybecausethey believednojobs were available for
them. (See table A-10.)

Nonfarm payroll employment fel by 331,000 in Novemberto 131.4 milion, seasonally adjusted,
following a decline of 468,000 (as revised) in October. Since the recession began in March, payroll
employment has fallen by 1.2 million. As was the case in October, job losses in November were broad
based. Manufacturing, helpsupply services, and transportationcontinued to have particularly large
employmentdeclines. (SeetableB-1.)

Widespreadjoblossescontinuedin manufacturing. Factoryemploymentfell by 163,000overthemonth.
bringing thedecline sinceJuly 2000 to 1.4 million. In November. large employmentcutbackscontinued in
bothelectricalequipment(-29,000)andindustrialmachiery(-26,000). Thesetwoindustrieshaveaccounted
forone-third of the factory jobs lost since July2000. Fabricated metals also had a particularly large decline
(-19,000) in November. Fouradditional manufacturing industries lostmorethan 10,000jobs each overthe
monthprinuymetalsapparelprintingandpublishing,andnibberandmiscellaneousplastics.

Elswheremithegoodspducing sector,constrctionemploymentwasessentiallyunchangedafter
seasonal adjustment. Unseasonably warm temperatures across virtually theentirecountry in November
helpedtonmitigate someof theseasonal layoffsthattypically occurduringthemonth. Asaresult,
employmentFse, afterseasonal adjustment in outdoorconsmwfion activities such as heavy construction.
concrete, and masonry. These increases were offset byjob losses in plumbing and electrical work.

The services industry lost 70,000jobs in November, over the last 2 months, employment in the industry
has fallen by 221,000. Much of the decline occurred in help supply services. That industry, which provides
workers to other businesses, lost a total of 188,000 jobs in October and November. About I job in 5 in
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the industry has been lostsince September2000. A decline of 7,000 in hotel employment followeda sizable
drop in October. Employment also fell over the month in amusement and recreation services (-25,000). In
contrast, employment in health servicescontinuedits steady growth with an increaseof 32,000 in
November, including 17,000 in hospitals. The healthservicesindustry has added277,000jobsthusfarin
2001. Employment in guard servicesacomponent of business services, continued to grow in the aftermath
of the September 11 terronst attacks.

Employment declines continued in transportation, with a loss of 54,000 jobs in November and 172,000
since March. Over-the-month job losses accelerated in air transportation (-45,000) and continued in
transportation services (-12,000), which includes travel agencies.

Wholesale trade employment fell by 25,000 in November. Since its peak in November 2000, the
industry has lost 124,000jobs. Mirroingthe recent trends in manufacturing, over-the-month declines were
concentrated in durablegoodsdistribution, particularly in machinery and inprofessional andcommercial
equipment.

Retail trade employment edged down in November, following a large drop in October. This was the
fourth consecutive monthly decrease, with total losses of 203,000 jobs in retail trade since July. Industries
thatusually hire extensively forthe holiday shopping season-departmentstores, apparel stores, and
miscellaneous retailers (such as toy stores and jewehy stores)-had largejob declines, afterseasonal
adjustment, for the second consecutive month. Car dealers added 6,000 jobs in November, reflecting the
incenti ves offered to boost car sales.

Finance added 14,000jobs over the month. Mortgage brokerages, commercial banks, and savings
institutions havebenefitedfromlow interest rates in recent months.

Employment in government was littlechangedin Novemberandhas shown no net growth since August.
Adecline in federal governmentemployment was dueprimarilytolimitedhholiday hiringby the postal service.
Local government education employment increased by 22,000 over the month and has risen by 117,000
sinceMay.

Weekly Hours fEstablishmnentSurvev Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarmpayrolls edged up
by 0.1 hour inNovemberto 34.1 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweekdecreasedby
0.2 hourto 40.3 hours, the same level as in March 1991, its lowest point in the last recession. Factory
overtime was down by 0.1 hour to 3.7 hours. Since July 2000, the manufacturing workweek has fallen by
1.5 hours and overtime by 1.0 hour. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production ornonsupervisoryworkers on privatenonfarm
payrolls edged down by 0.1 percent in November to 148.7 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The index
has fallen by 2.3 percent from its recent peak in January. The manufacturing index fell by 1.5 percentto
93.5 in November and has dropped by 12.6 percent since July 2000. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Su= 1ata)

Average hourly eamingsofproduction ornonsupervisoryworkermon private nonfarmpayroUs increased
by 5cents in November to $14.52, seasonally adjusted. This followed a gain of 2 cents in October.
Average weekly earnings rose by 0.6 percent in November to $495.13. Over the year, average hourly
earnings increased by 3.9 percent and average weekly earnings grew by 3.3 percenL (See table B-3.)
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Following usual practice, the 6-month updates to seasonal adjustment factors for the
establishment survey data are introduced with this release. These factors were used in the revisions
to the Septemberand Octoberdata as well as in the Novemberestimates, and will be used through
the Apnl 2002estimates. These factors will be published in the December2001 issue of
Employmentand Eamings and are available on the Internet (httpi/www.bls.gov/ces/) orby
calling (202)691-6555.

Also in accordance with usual practice, the releaseof Decemberdatain Januarywill
incorporateannual revisions in seasonally adjusted unemployment andotherlaborforcesenes from
the householdsurvey. Seasonally adjusteddataforthe most recent5 yearsaresubject torevision.

The Employment Situation forDecember 2001 isscheduledtobe released on Friday, January 4, 2002,
at 8:30 A.M. (EST). Release dates forthe balance of 2002 are as follows:

Feb. I May 3 Aug. 2 Nov. I
March 8 June 7 Sept. 6 Dec. 6
April 5 July 5 Oct. 4
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The Honorable Jon Corzine

Joint Economic Committee

United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Corzine:

At the December 7 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee, you

raised the issue of whether temporary workers stay in their jobs

long enough to qualify for unemployment insurance. We have some

data related to that topic, although it is not enough to provide

a complete answer to your question.

The information that we do have comes from our contingent work

supplement to the Current Population Survey. The contingent

work supplement collects information on the number and

characteristics of workers in contingent and alternative

employment arrangements. This includes persons who report that

they work for a temporary help firm.

People who say they are.working for temporary help firms are

asked how long they have been working at the place they were

assigned by the firm and how long they have been accepting

assignments from temporary help firms. The most recent data

available are from February 2001; these data show that the

median tenure at the place assigned for temporary help workers

was 6 months. The median tenure working as a temporary help

worker was about 7 months. In contrast, median tenure with

current employer for workers in traditional employment

arrangements was 4.4 years.

These measures do not indicate how long the worker will stay at

an assignment or with a particular employer. Rather they show

how long the worker has -been at that assignment or with that

employer up to the time they were in our survey. We do not have

data on completed spells of tenure for either temporary or

nontemporary workers.

There is information available from our Mass Layoff Statistics

(MLS) program in regard to filings from workers in the help

supply industry for unemployment insurance. The MLS is a
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federal-state program that tracks the effects of major job
cutbacks, using data from each State's unemployment insurance
database. These are cutbacks in which a business establishment
has at least 50 initial claims filed against it during a
consecutive 5-week period. I have enclosed a table showing data
on mass layoff events in the help supply services industry
during 2000 and the first 11 months of 2001. The table shows
that thousands of workers in the industry file for unemployment
insurance each month following large-scale layoffs.

These data refer only to mass layoffs which may not be the most
common type of job layoff in the temporary help industry. Many
of the separations may involve fewer workers. A broader
examination of access to unemployment insurance in nonstandard
employment arrangements is contained in the report, Labor Market
Changes and Unemployment Insurance Benefit Availability. Wayne
Vroman, an economist at the Urban Institute, prepared the report
under contract with the Employment Training Administration, the
federal agency responsible for the unemployment insurance
system. The report examines the evolution of benefit
availability in unemployment insurance programs. Section II
discusses access to unemployment insurance benefits by
individuals in nonstandard employment arrangements. I have
enclosed a copy of the report for your review. Additional
questions regarding coverage and eligibility of workers in the
help supply industry can be directed to Ms. Grace Kilbane,
Director, Office of Workforce Security, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor; her telephone number
is 202--693-3200.

,I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let me
'know if I can be of any further assistance. Also, Philip Rones,
Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, can be
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reached at 202--691-6378 and

follow-up questions that you

these data.

would be happy to answer any

or your staff may have regarding

Sincerely yours,

LOIS ORR
Acting Commissioner

Enclosures

BLS/OEUS
T. Nardone:klj:l/

2 3
/02

cc: Comm. RF, Orr, Galvin, Rones, Nardone, Parks,. Kilbane, RF,

DF
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Introduction

This report examines the evolution of benefit availability in

Unemployment Insurance (Ul) programs. The focus is regular UI, the

program that pays up to 26 weeks of benefits to eligible individuals.

A major objective of the report is to document changes in the U.S.

labor market that may have adversely affected access to UI benefits.

The report is divided into seven major sections. Section I

briefly documents the downtrend in UI recipiency that has occurred

since World War II. Section II examines the emergence of nonstandard

employment arrangements such as temporary help agency employment. It

provides a taxonomy of the various types of nonstandard employment,

estimates their prevalence and describes what is known about access

to UI benefits by individuals in these situations. Section III

examines some other key aspects of UI benefit availability including

differences in receipt by reason for unemployment, the duration of

unemployment and state of residence. Section IV examines the

implications of welfare reform for UI programs. It estimates the

likely UI recipiency rates of former welfare recipients. Section V

examines UI trust fund adequacy. It reviews recent pattern of trust

fund decumulations during 1990-1992, years of high unemployment, and

the subsequent recovery of trust fund balances. Section VI reviews

the performance of unemployment insurance as an automatic stabilizer

of the economy. It estimates the reduced stabilizing effect of the

program due to the decline in recipiency of the early 1980s. Finally,

Section VII draws together the principal findings and notes some

policies that would increase access to UI benefits. Based on the

analysis of Sections I-VI, it also identifies areas for future

research.

As indicated by the preceding paragraph, the report is broad in

scope, but much of the analysis focuses on access to benefits by

unemployed workers. In most recent years, less than one third of the

unemployed received UI benefits. The recipiency rate is lower than

twenty years ago and much lower than forty years ago.
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Several findings relate to the long term decline in UI

recipiency. Three should be noted here. (1) The decrease in

recipiency is not an inexorable phenomenon. Recipiency-has been

actually somewhat higher in the 1990s than it was during the 1980s.

(2) The changing distribution of the labor force across geographic

areas has contributed to the long term decline in UI recipiency. Low

recipiency in the South and Rocky Mountain states coupled with above-

average growth of the labor force in these areas have acted to

depress national measures of recipiency. (3) Policy initiatives can

raise recipiency. One that is examined in Section IV is offering an

alternative base period for persons monetarily ineligible under the

regular base period. However, increases in recipiency will be modest,

particularly for former welfare recipients because they will often

fail to satisfy nonmonetary criteria even if they are monetarily

eligible.

Three other findings should also be noted. (4) Trust fund

rebuilding following the recession-related drawdowns of 1990-1992 has

been slow. The slow recovery of trust fund balances during 1993-1997

is especially noticeable in the very largest states. This could have

ramifications during the next recession in terms of large scale

borrowing to pay benefits. (5) The UI program is now less important

as an automatic stabilizer of the economy than it was twenty years

ago. While the decline in this function is measurable, the earlier

stabilizing performance of the UI was only modest. Section VI

discusses this in more detail. (6) Our knowledge of several important

questions and issues related to UI benefit recipiency is incomplete.

Section VII discusses research needs drawing upon findings in

Sections II-VI.
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I. The Long Term Trend in the Receipt of UI Benefits

Several researchers have noted a long term trend towards

reduced availability of UI benefits.' Chart 1 provides a visual

representation of the downtrend using the most common measure of

availability, the so called IUTU ratio. The numerator of IUTU is

insured unemployment (IU), a count of people actively seeking or

currently receiving UI benefits as measured from UI program

reporting. The denominator of the IUTU ratio is total unemployment

(TU), a measure derived from the monthly household labor force

survey. Chart 1 shows time series for two IUTU ratios, the annual

series covering the fifty years 1947 to 1996 and centered five year

averages which extend from 1949 to 1994.2 Both series clearly show a

downward trend of a reasonably large magnitude. The first and last

observations of the five year averages are respectively 0.470 and

0.330 indicating a 30 percent decline in the centered five year ratio

between 1949 and 1994.

Three other points are indicated by these data series. 1) The

annual IUTU ratios are highly volatile with sharp increases observed

in recession years like 1949, 1954, 1958, 1971, 1975, 1980 and 1991.

Much of this short run noise is smoothed by the use of five year

averages. 2) In the five year averages, the long term downtrend is

seen to be discontinuous. There are three periods when the ratio is

roughly stable, and two periods when large declines occur.' Between

1959 and 1967 the centered five year average declined from 0.495 to

0.379 or by 0.116. Between 1976 and 1986 the decline was from 0.411

to 0.304 or by 0.107. These two periods account for all of the

decrease in the five year averages of the IUTU ratio between 1949 and

I Prominent in the literature are papers by Blank and Card

(1981), Saxe and Burtless (1984), Corson and Nicholson (1988), Vroman

(1991) and McMurrer and Chasanov (1995).

2 The centered observation for 1949, for example, is the average

of the IUTU ratios for the years 1947-1951.

I Both series displayed in Chart 1 are shown in Table 1 of

Vroman (1997).
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1994.' 3) Since 1986, the five year average actually increased

modestly from 0.304 to 0.330. Thus not all of the change in IUTU has

been inexorably downward.

This final point is reinforced by the analysis undertaken in

Appendix A. Time series multiple regressions were fitted that test

for a post-1981 downward shift in the IUTU ratio in individual

states. The regressions utilized annual data covering two data

periods: 1967 to 1989 and 1967 to 1996. For 37 of 51 programs the

point estimate for the size of the post-1981 downward shift was

larger during the 1967-1989 period than during 1967-1996. Adding the

seven most recent observations (1990-1996) caused the estimated size

of the decrease in IUTU to become smaller for nearly three quarters

of the state UI programs. Thus the long term downtrend in IUTU

appears to have been interrupted and even partially reversed in the

1990s.

While there is not a full consensus, many researchers would

assert that different factors were operating during the two periods

of large decreases in the IUTU ratio. The earlier period (1959-1967)

saw the entry of the post-World War II baby boom into the labor

market. This demographic effect would be expected to be strong since

those younger than age 25 are much less likely to collect UI benefits

than adults. During the later period (1976-1986) UI programs were

experiencing seriousfinancing problems and benefit eligibility was

restricted in several states.
5

The long term decrease in IUTU hinders the performance of

unemployment insurance in achieving its two major objectives:

The highest of the five year averages occurred in 1951 (0.512)

while the 1994 average was 0.330. The total end-point to end-point

decline was thus 0.182 whereas the sum for the two periods of decline

1959-1967 and 1976-1986 was 0.223.

1 See Corson and Nicholson (1988) for a detailed exploration of

factors leading to the decreases in IUTU during the early 1980s. They

attributed the largest contribution to changes in state UI provisions

affecting eligibility.
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maintaining income for individuals and families that experience

unemployment and providing increased automatic (or built-in)

stability to the macro economy. Each of these objectives is enhanced

when a larger share of the unemployed receive benefits.

The remainder of the report examines aspects of UI benefit

recipiency. A series of descriptive analyses are undertaken and some

suggests are made for changes that would increase benefit recipiency.

In certain subject areas there are uncertainties which could be

addressed by additional research. Some suggestions are offered in

Section VII. The next section explores the emergence of nonstandard

employment arrangements.

.II. Nonstandard Employment

The long term decline in unemployment insurance (UI) benefit

recipiency noted in Section I could be attributable to several

different factors. This section focuses on the emergence of what can

be termed nonstandard employment. Several types of nonstandard

employment are identified. For each type, its prevalence and growth

are documented along with available information on worker experiences

with unemployment and with the receipt of U1 benefits. The primary

source of information is the Current Population Survey (CPS), a

nationally representative monthly survey of 55,000 households.

A Taxonomy of Nonstandard Emnlovment

An increasing share of employment in the U.S. economy involves

work that can be termed nonstandard. Without attempting to

characterize the full range of emerging employment relationships,

this section will briefly introduce four dimensions that are

important to note. These are: 1) work for fewer hours than the normal

weekly schedule, 2) temporary work of finite duration, i.e., a time

beyond which there is no implied employer obligation to continue the
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employment relationship, 3) use of outside workers where the employer

directing the content of the work (the client employer) is not the

employer who hires and pays these workers, and 4) self-employment.

Persons employed in these situations are respectively referred to as:

1) part-time workers (usually measured as less than 35 hours worked

per week), 2) temporary or contingent workers (temporary direct

hires, temporary help agency employees and day laborers), 3) outside

workers (leased employees, contract workers and temporary help agency

employees) and 4) self-employed (incorporated, unincorporated and

independent contractors).

Table 1 provides a summary of these different employment

arrangements and shows estimates of their prevalence in 1995-1996.

Information on nonstandard employment has been greatly improved by

two recent supplements to the CPS (February 1995 and February 1997)

that focused on this subject. Several articles using data from the

February 1995 supplement appeared in the October 1996 issue of the

Monthly Labor Review. This report will also use data from the

February 1995 supplement.

Before discussing the employment estimates, some definitional

issues should be addressed. At the outset, note that the four

dimensions of nonstandard employment identified in Table 1 are not

mutually exclusive.' Temporary workers often work on a part-time

basis (hence are included in part-time employment). Temporary help

agency employees are both temporary as far as work duration and

outside employees (working under direction from the client firm but

an employee of the temporary help agency). When temporary help agency

employees work part-time, they are included in each of the first

three categories of Table l's left hand column. Most independent

contractors are classified as self- employed in the CPS. In certain

situations, the distinction between leased employees and contract

One breakdown which places individuals into mutually exclusive

categories based mainly on the February 1995 CPS data is shown in

Table 1 of Houseman (1997).
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Table 1. A Taxonomy of Nonstandard Employment Relationships and Estimates of Prevalence

Dimension of Distinguishing Common Prevalence in Prevalence in
Employment Characteristic Designation Household Employer

Survey Data Survey Data
(millions) (millions)

1) Hours worked
per Week

2) Work of temporar
duration

3) On-site employee
of another employer

4) Self-employment

Weekly hours at
less than a full-
time schdule

Employment known
to be of short

duration, less than
one year

Employer at the
worksite controls

the content of work
-but is not the
employer who

spays the salary
and fringe benefits

Individual owns
their business and

controls key
aspects of the

content and pace
of work

Part-time
worker

Temporary worker
(Contingent worker)

a) Temporary
direct hire

b) On-call worker

c) Temporary help
agency employee

Outside worker

a)Lased employee

b) Contract worker

c) Temporary help
-agency employee

Self-employed

a) Independent
Contractor

23.2- 1996-a
29.9- 1996-a

2.7 to 6.0 - 1995-b

1.8 to 4.0 -1995-c

2.0- 1995

1.2 -1995

INA

0.7- 1995

1.2 -1995

10.5 -1996-f

8.3 -1995-f

2.7 -1995-d

1.8 -1995-d
2.0 - 1996-e

INA

*0.4 - 1996-e

'1.8 -1995-d
2.0 -1996-e

Source: Household survey data are based on the Current.Population SurveyrEstimates for 1996 are
annual whereas 1995 estimates are for February. Employer survey data-are*om indicated sources.
INA -Information not available.
a -The estimates are the monthly-average (23.2 million) and the~annual number who usually worked

-part-time when they worked (29.9 million).
b -Three estimates were developed totaling 2.7, 3.4 and 6.0 million.
c -Three estimates were developed totaling 1.8, 2.0 and 4.0 million.
d -Based on percentages shown in Houseman (1997. pp.11-12) and total employment of 121 million.
e -Estimate derived by the author based on unofficial estimates from BLS.

-f -Total for unincorporated self-employed many of whom are independent contractors.
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workers is not always clear. In a classic leasing arrangement, a

leasing company provides all the eqiployees to a client firm. In

contrast, contract workers usually fill specialized occupational

niches within client firms, working closely with the permanent

employees of client firms. Self-employment covers both incorporated

and unincorporated individuals who direct their own businesses.'

The point estimates shown for part-time employment and self-

employment in 1996 come from standard CPS sources. These are measured

both monthly and for the year as a whole (work experience estimates).

The remaining household survey estimates were derived from the

special February 1995 supplement to the CPS previously noted. This so

called contingent worker supplement was repeated in February 1997. It

should be reemphasized that the estimates shown in Table 1 are not

additive as the same person may be included in two (or more) of the

four employment dimensions. From the table, however, a rank ordering

of the prevalence of each type of nonstandard employment can be

inferred. Part-time employment is most prevalent, followed by self-

employment, then temporary (contingent) employment, and, last,

outside employees who work on-site. Finally, observe that the three

estimates of temporary help agency employment fall within a

reasonably small range with the two employer-based estimates larger

than the household survey estimate.

Each of the nonstandard employment relationships is examined in

the following pages.

Part-time Emalovment

Part-time employment is pervasive. Table 2 summarizes

employment and unemployment of part-time workers with CPS data that

extend back to 1967 for all series and back to 1950 for so-called

work experience data.

As will be discussed below, the published estimates of self-

employment based on the CPS, however, cover just the unincorporated
self-employed.
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Table 2. Pant-time Employment and Unemployment

Total Women

16 Plug 16-24 25 Plus 16 Plus 16-24 25 Plus 16

Panel 1- Total Employment -Work Experience Data

1950 67534 13029 54505 22857 5582 17275 4

1967 88179 20062 68117 35787 9599 26188 E

1977 107096 26676 80220 46379 12672 33707 6

1987 127955 25097 102858 58936 12247 46689 6

1996 141379 23057 118322 66371 11110 55261 7

Panel 2 -Part-time Employment -Work Experience Data

1950 9663 2632 6831 5845 1225 4620

1967 16261 6841 9420 10532 3252 7280

1977 22897 9854 13043 15302 5293 10009

1987 27815 10854 16961 18537 5957 12580

1996 29868 11011 18857 19484 5850 13634 1

Panel 3 -Part-time Employment -Percent ot Employment -Work Expenence Data

1950 14.3 21.7 12.5 25.6 21.9 26.7

1967 18.4 34.1 13.8 29.4 33.9 27.8

1977 21.4 36.7 16.3 33.0 41.8 29.7

1987 21.7 43.2 16.5 31.5 48.6 26.9

1996 21.1 47.8 15.9 29.4 52.7 24.7

Panel 4 -Part-time Employment -Annual Average Data

1967 11362 4053 7311 7009 1870 5141

1977 16558 6620 9938 10639 3448 7191

1987 21189 7438 13749 13819 3993 9824

1996 23170 7751 15419 15725 4305 11420

Panel S -Part-time Employment -Percent of Total Employment -Annual Average Data

1967 15.3 28.6 12.1 26.1 30.2 24.8

1977 18.3 32.3 14.2 29.0 37.0 26.3

1987 18.8 36.9 14.9 27.5 41.1 24.2

1996 18.3 41.6 14.3 26.9 48.4 23.0

Men
Plus 16-24 25 Plus

4677
i2392
0717
69019
75009

7447 37230

10463 41929
14204 46513

12850 56169

11947 63062

3818 1607
5729 3589
7595 4561
9278 4897
10384 5161

8.5
10.9
12.5
13.4
13.8

21.6
34.3
32.1
38.1
43.2

4353 2183
5919 3172
7371 3447
7445 3447

9.2
11.0
11.9
10.9

Panel 6 -Total Unemployment -Annual Average Data

1967 2976 1349 1627 1468 667 802 1508

1977 6855 3220 3636 3268 1513 1753 3588

1987 7425 .2800 4625 3324 1290 2035 4100

1996 7236 2545 4690 3356 1137 2219 3880

Panel 7 -Part-lime Unemployment -Annual Average Data

1967 683 434 249 395 205 190 288

1977 1423 931 492 836 473 362 587

1987 1446 917 529 866 475 391 580

1996 1433 850 583 829 416 413 604

Panel 8 -Part-time Unemployment -Percent of Total Unemployment -Annual Avera6g Data

1967 23.0 32.2 15.3 26.9 30.7 23.7 19.1

1977 20.8 28.9 13.5 25.6 31.3 20.7 16.4

1987 19.5 32.8 11.4 26.1 36.8 19.2 14.1

1996 19.8 33.4 12.4 24.7 36.6 18.6 15.6

27.3
28.4
33.0
35.4

683
1707
1510
1408

229
458
442
434

33.5
26.8
29.3
30.8

2211
2140
3034
4381
5223

5.9
5.1
6.5
7.8
8.3

2171
2747
3924
3999

5.5
6.4
7.6
6.8

826
1881
2590
2472

59
128
138
170

7.1
68
5.3
6.9
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Panel 9 -Unemployment Rate -All Workers -Annual Average
1967 3.8 8.7 26 52 9.7 3.7 3.1 7.9 z0
1977 7.0 13.6 4.9 82 14.0 6.0 62 13.3 4.2
1987 6.2 12.2 4.8 6.2 11.7 4.8 6.2 12.6 4.8
1996 5,4 12.0 4.2 5.4 11.3 4.3 5.4 12.6 4.1

Panel 10 -Unemployment Rate -Part-time Workers -Annual Average
1967 5.7 9.7 3.3 5.3 9.9 3.6 6.2 9.5 2.6
1977 7.9 12.3 4.7 7.3 12.1 4.8 9.0 12.6 4.5
1987 6.4 11.0 3.7 5.9 10.6 3.8 7.3 11.4 3.4
1996 5.8 9.9 3.6 5.0 8.8 3.5 7.5 11.2 4.1

Source: All data from the Current Population Survey (CPS). Data measured in thousands.

77-816 02- 3
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The CPS distinguishes voluntary from involuntary part-time

employment. Most who work part-time do so voluntarily. In 1996, for

example, only about one fifth of part-timers worked part-time for

economic reasons.
8

For present purposes, the reason for part-time

employment will not be emphasized. Monetary eligibility for UI

benefits is linked to actual past earnings. If a claimant has

inadequate base period earnings and/or high quarter earnings, it does

not matter whether the part-time work was voluntary or involuntary in

reference to the monetary determination

Two types of employment estimates are shown, annual averages

and work experience data. Annual averages are the averages from the

twelve monthly CPS labor force surveys while work experience data are

gathered in March through retrospective questions asked about work

during the preceding year. Because many workers are not in the labor

force on a year-round basis work experience estimates of employment

are larger than monthly averages, e.g., 1996 part-time employment

totaled 29.9 million in work experience data while the annual average

was 23.2 million. The work experience data that underlie in Panels 1,

2 and 3 show that part-time employment tripled between 1950 and 1996

and grew from 14.3 percent to 21.1 percent of total employment. The

part-time percentage increased between 1950 and 1977 and then

remained quite stable through 1996.

Younger workers and women are more likely to work part-time

than adult men. Note in Panel 3 that the percentages for 16-24 year

olds have shown continuing growth after 1977. In 1996 nearly half

(47.8 percent) of those aged 16-24 with work experience, worked part-

time. In the same year about one quarter of adult women (24.7

percent) worked part-time while the male percentage was about one

third this level (8.3 percent). Finally, observe in Panel 3 that the

part-time employment percentage for adult women has been declining

See Table 21 in Emolovment and Earnings of January 1997. Those
who usually worked part-time totaled 17.2 million in 1996 compared to
4.1 million worked part-time for economic reasons.
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for the past 20 years while for adult men it has been slowly

increasing. Chart 2 summarizes historical developments in the part-

time employment percentages.

Part time workers are employed fewer weeks per year than full-

time workers. In 1996, for example, they worked an average of 36

weeks compared to 48 weeks for full-time workers. Thus the monthly

averages of part-time employment are not only lower than the work

experience counts but proportionately lower than for full-time

workers. Consequently in the annual average data, part-time

employment-is a lower percentage of total employment than in work

experience-data, 18.3 percent versus 21.1 percent in 1996. Note,

however, that the trends in the part-time percentages are similar in

annual average data (Panel 5) as in work experience data (Panel 3).

Part-time.employment.in.annual average data has been stable since

1977 at 18-19 percent of total employment.

It.:should be noted that the work commitment among part-time

workers is-substantial. In tabulations of CPS work experience data

from 1995 the average weeks worked by those 16 and older were 36.8

for women and 34.2-for men: For both genders average hours worked per

week,was about 21.5 hours-implying mean annual hours worked of 793

and 739 for part-time women and men respectively. The respective

means of annual earnings were.$7533 and $7841. The averages conceal a

large amount of variation in annual earnings, but compared to UI base

period earnings requirements the averages are substantially above the

amount needed-to qualify on monetary criteria.
9

Part-time workers also represent a substantial percentage of

9 There are issues of high quarter earnings and (in several

states) weeks of employment that also influence monetary eligibility

in individual states. The CPS does not provide quarterly data to make

fully accurate estimates of monetary eligibility. See Blank and Card

(1981) for an analysis of this issue. Bassi and Chasanov (1996)

utilized the Survey of Income and Program Participation to estimate

monetary eligibility but did not place major emphasis on part time

employment.
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total unemployment, e.g., 1.433 million out of 7.236 million in 1996

annual average data or 19.8 percent of the total. Among adults,

however, the unemployment rate for part-time workers is not above-

average. Note Panels 9 and 10 in Table 2. While the comparative

unemployment rates among everyone 16 and older was higher 
for part-

time workers in 1996 (5.8 percent versus 5.4 percent), the part-time

rate was the lower of the two adult unemployment rates 
(3.6 percent

versus 4.2 percent). For adult women who constituted nearly half of

total part-time employment, the issue of the part time unemployment

rate is particularly important. Note in Panel 10 that the

unemployment rate for part-time adult women was lower than 
the rate

for all adult women by at least a full percentage point 
in 1977 and

1987 and lower by 0.8 percent in 1996.

Another aspect of unemployment among part-time workers 
is its

comparatively short average duration. In 1996 the mean and median

duration of unemployment in annual average data were 16.7 
weeks and

8.3 weeks respectively.'" The means and medians for part-time 
workers

were 11.5 weeks and 5.2 weeks respectively. On average, unemployment

spells lastrfor shorter periods among part-time workers 
than among

full-time workers.

Some of the preceding contrast is explained by the

comparatively young average ~age of part-time workers who typically
experience numerous but short spells of unemployment. In annual 

work

experience data where all spells are combined into the annual

duration of unemployment, average unemployment duration for part-time

and full-time workers is quite similar. For example, the mean and

median durations in work experience data were 15.6 weeks and 13.0

weeks among full-time workers compared to 18.7 weeks and 15.9 
weeks

among part-time workers. Thus when unemployment duration is measured

for calendar years not for individual spells, part-time workers

10 See the unemployment duration distributions in Table 30 of

the January 1997 issue of Emnlovment and warnings.
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actually had longer average duration than full-time workers.
1
'

To summarize, part-time employment and part-time unemployment

represent a substantial share of total employment and total

unemployment, roughly 20 percent. While much of part-time

unemployment occurs among 16-24 year olds, an age group with very low

U0 recipiency, many adults, especially adult women work on a part-

time basis. On average, adult part-timers work about three fourths of

the year, and their annual earnings usually exceed base period

earnings requirements for UI. Thus most would be expected to satisfy

UI monetary eligibility requirements.

Receipt of UI benefits among part-time workers was examined in

tabulations of CPS work experience data and income data from 1994 and

1996. Recipiency patterns were studied among full-time and part-time

workers classified by age, gender and duration of unemployment. Table

3 summarizes the findings for 1996. Overall, 0.289 of those with

unemployment reported receipt of UI benefits.'
2

The proportion among

full-time workers (0.356) was about three times the proportion for

part-time workers (0.118).

Patterns of receipt by age and gender in Table 3 are

as would be expected. Persons 16-24 are about one fourth as likely to

receive UI benefits as adults (0.088 versus 0.366). Unemployed

women are less likely to receive U0 than unemployed men in

both age groups. Among all adults 25 or older with unemployment,

part-time workers are about half as likely to receive UI as full-time

"I Estimates of the duration of unemployment in the monthly CPS
surveys represent a different concept than in annual work experience
data. Monthly data measure the duration of the current spell up to
the time of the CPS interview. These spells are not complete when the
interview takes place. Work experience estimates of duration refer to
the entire 52 weeks of the past calendar year. Most of these spells
are complete. Many persons experience two or more spells of
unemployment per year, about 30 percent in recent years. Thus average
duration is shorter in the monthly data both because the spells are
incomplete and because work experience data reflect multiple spells.

12 The CPS question on UI benefits combines regular state UI
with UCFE (Unemployment Compensation for Fedefal Employees). The
latter program is less than 3 percent of the reported total.
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Table 3. Unemployment and Receipt of Ul Benefits by Ful-time and Part-time Status in 1996.

Total
Total Full- Part-

time time

Women
Total Full- Part-

time time

Men
Total Full- Part-

time time

Persons 16 and Older

Worked in 1996 14

Unemployment

Ul Benefits

Proportion with
Unemployment
Proportion with
Ul Benefits

Persons 16-24

Worked in 1996

Unemployment

Ul Benefits

Proportion with
Unemployment
Proportion with
Ul Benefits

Persons 25 and Older

Worked in 1996 1

Unemployment

Ul Benefits

Proportion with
Unemployment
Proportion with
Ul Benefits

11,379 111,512 29,868

14.454 10,347 4106

4173 3687 486

0.102 0.093 0.137

0.289 0.356 0.118

23,057 12,046 11,011

4027 2105 1923

353 278 76

0.175 0.175 0.175

0.088 0.132 0.040

18,322 99,465 18,857

10,427 8242 2183

3819 3410 411

0.088 0.083 0.116

0.366 0.414 0.188

66,371 46,887 19,484

6326 3936 2389

1606 1273 333

0.095 0.084 0.123

0.254 0.323 0.139

11,110 5260 5850

1828 816 1013

136 93 44

0.165 0.155 0.173

0.074 0.114 0.043

55,261 41,627 13,634

4498 3120 1376

1469 1180 290

0.081 0.075 0.101

0.327 0.378 0.211

75,009 64,625 10,384

8128 6411 1717

2567 2414 153

0.108 0.099 0.165

0.316 0.377 0.089

11,947 6786 5161

2199 1289 910

217 185 32

0.184 0.190 0.176

0.099 0.144 0.035

63,062 57,809 5223

5929 5122 807

2350 2230 121

0.094 0.089 0.155

0.396 0.435 0.150

Source: Tabulation of the March 1997 Current Population Survey. Data in thousands. Counts of those

with unemployment do not indude 2,329,000 with unemployment but no work in 1996.
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workers (0.188 versus 0.414). The pattern is similar for both men and

women. Note that the UI recipiency rate among adult part-timers was

higher for women than for men. All of the Table 3 patterns were

repeated in 1994 work experience data. Among adults, part-time

workers are about half as likely to receive UI benefits as full-time

workers.

From the earlier summary of data on weeks worked, hours worked

per week and annual earnings, it is clear that the majority of part-

time workers who file for UI benefits satisfy the monetary

eligibility criteria of UI. The low recipiency rate is due mainly to

other factors. Two will be noted and discussed: reason for job

separation and work search requirements. Most UI programs impose a

durational disqualification on workers who quit their jobs." Most

states also require the claimant to search for full-time employment

as a condition for benefit eligibility. This search requirement is

usually applied even if the person previously worked on a part-time

basis.

Access to UI benefits among unemployed part-time workers would

be increased if two specific changes were instituted. First, allow

compensation after a fixed length disqualification period, perhaps

six or eight weeks. The annual work experience data noted above

clearly show that many adult part-time workers have long unemployment

spells. Allowing them to receive UI benefits would help to6,stabilize

family incomes while requiring a substantial waiting period would

reduce the moral hazard of quitting to receive benefits. Secind, most

states interpret work search to mean searching for a full-time job.

Thus a blanket denial is often given to applicants who previously

worked as part-time workers. Eligibility would seem appropriate if

unemployed part-timers were available for work at jobs with at least

"1 Good personal reasons for leaving~a job are recognized in
some states. Most states do not disqualify in circumstances such as
sexual harassment. Because the determinations in these situations are
often set by administrative procedures, not by statutory language, is
not always clear how individual states apply quit disqualifications
in specific situations.
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the same hours as the jobs previously held.

Implementing these two changes would raise UI eligibility and

recipiency among adult workers. If the rate of UI recipiency were

raised by one-half above present levels (from 0.188 to 0.282 in 1996)

this would close about half of the gap between full-time and part-

time recipiency proportions among adults and add roughly five

percent to UI caseloads-"

Self-emnlovment

Although self-employment lies outside the scope of UI coverage,

there are reasons to discuss this type of nonstandard employment.

Many persons now classified as self-employed describe themselves with

terms such as independent contractor, independent consultant or free

lance worker. Unlike the traditional entrepreneur who owns a business

establishment and works at a fixed location, these 'independents" may

perform services at different locations and for more than a single

client.

When an independent's relationship with a single predominant

client persists for a long period (in excess of a year), the

relationship may be substantially the same as a traditional

employment relationship. In fact, individuals in this situation often

view themselves as employees and behave like employees when the j
employer terminates their jobs, i.e., they file for U1 benefits. UI

programs are frequently in the position of having to decide whether

such persons are self-employed or employees. Typically, common law

tests are applied in these situations. The right of the individual to

exercise direction and control over the work is often a key element

1' Table 3 shows there were 2,183,000 part-time workers 25 and

older with unemployment in 1996. Raising their beneficiary proportion

from 0.188 to 0.282 would increase the number of recipients by

205,000, or by 4.9 percent of the 4,173,000 UI recipients for 1996.

This estimate has considerable uncertainty attached. Among other

things UI receipt is underreported in the CPS. From U1 program data

it appears about 7.7 million persons received UI during 1996 whereas

the CPS records only 4.2 million with U0 among those with

unemployment.
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in these determinations.

This question is frequently addressed by the states where UI

tax administrators have to make coverage decisions. In Florida, for

example, the volume of such determinations averaged as much as 150-

200 per month in the past and still averages more than 50 per month.

It might be possible to derive information directly from the states

as to the monthly or annual volume of independent contractor

determinations. Such information would be helpful for assessing tax

enforcement resources devoted to this question. Another possible

source of information would be data from the Revenue quality control

(RQC) program. It might be possible to identify the number and the

amount of tax revenues involved in RQC decisions where independent

contractor status was an issue.

Defining the limits of self-employment versus wage and salary

employment is also a frequent subject of state UI legislation. During

1997, for example, six states passed laws excluding direct sellers

from UI coverage. Minnesota tightened coverage in 1997 legislation

focused on employment in commercial and residential construction.'

Self-employment has been measured in the CPS for fifty years.

One aspect of this measurement is noteworthy. Starting in 1967 the

CPS classified the self-employed who were incorporated as wage and

salary workers. In 1967 the number of incorporated self-employed was

about 1.0 million. By 1994 the number had grown to nearly 4.0

million and by 1996 to about 6.0 million.
1
' The CPS treats these

5 Laws related to direct sellers passed in Kansas, Maryland,
Nebraska, Oklahoma, Tennessee and Virginia in 1997. See Runner(1998)
for a summary of 1997 UI legislation in the states.

16 Growth in corporate self-employment after 1994 has probably
been influenced by 1994 changes in payroll taxes. Starting that year
all wages and salaries and self-employment income were taxable for
purposes of paying Health Insurance (HI) contributions into the
Social Security (OASDHI) program. For the unincorporated self-
employed this higher tax base applied to wages and salaries and to
profits. By becoming a so called IS Corporation, income received as
profits could be shielded from the HI payroll tax. See Wittman
(1997).
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people (in both sole proprietorships and partnerships) as working for

their corporations, hence as wage and salary workers. If the

incorporated self-employed were included with others, the self-

employment totals would be much larger than reported in the CPS,

about 40 percent larger in 1996.

Interest in self-employment as it relates to the UI programs in

the states centers on the distinction between being an employee and

being self-employed. Unfortunately, the CPS does not provide much

useful information on this issue. People's responses to survey

questions are taken as valid. Thus people classify themselves as they

perceive their employment situation. One type of potentially useful

information from the CPS is the ability to trace movements between

the two self-reported situations of self-employed and wage and salary

worker. Presumably much of the misclassification 'problem,

encountered by UI programs centers on CPS respondents who report

themselves as wage and salary workers but are being treated by their

employing entity as an independent contractor. The CPS does not

provide direct information on the prevalence of these situations.

Table 4 displays data on self-employment disaggregated by

sector (agricultural and non-agricultural), gender and age extending

back to 1950. For measuring the trend in self employment, the period

since 1950 falls into two phases. Between 1950-and 1970 there was a

steady downtrend in self-employment as.a percent of total employment.

Since 1970 the self-employment percentage remained a stable 8-9

percent of total employment.
1

Note in Panel 3 of Table 4 the self-

employment percentage was 17.6-percent in 1950 but fell into the

narrow 8.3-8.6 percent range in 1977, 1987 and 1996. Panel 2 shows

that total self-employment in 1996, 10.5 million was only slightly

larger than in 1950 (10.4 million). Even if the incorporated self-

employed were included in the totals, the 1996 level would be only

16.5 million and the percentage would be 13.0 percent.

17 See Table 1 in Bregger (1996).
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Table 4. Self-employment by Year, Age and Gender

Total Women
16 Plus 16-24 25 Plus 16 Plus 16-24 25 Plus

Men
16 Plus 16-24 25 Plus

Panel 1- Total Employment -Annual Average

1950 58918
1967 74372 14184 60188 26895 6190 20705

1977 90544 20466 70078 36686 9310 27376

1987 112440 20163 92277 50334 9725 40609

1996 126707 18640 108067 58501 8901 49600

Panel 2 -Total Sell-employment -Annual Average
1950 10359
1967 7170 256 6914 1383 79 1304

1977 7575 485 7090 1775 131 1644

1987 9624 477 9147 3007 152 2855

1996 10489 416 10073 3900 158 3742

Panel 3 -Self-employment Percentage
1950 17.6
1967 9.6 1.8 11.5 5.1 1.3 6.3
1977 8.4 2.4 10.1 4.8 1.4 6.0

1987 8.6 2.4 9.9 6.0 1.6 7.0

1996 8.3 2.2 9.3 6.7 1.8 7.5

Panel 4 -Agricultural Employment -Annual Average
1950 7160
1967 3844 634 3210 682 91 591

1996 3443 561 2882 871 108 763

Panel 5 -Agricultural Self-employment -Annual Average

1950 4340
1967 1996 66 1930 103 2 101

1996 1518 72 1446 394 7 387

Panel 6 -Agricultural Sell-employment Percentage
1950 60.6
1967 51.9 10.4 60.1 15.1 2.2 17.1

1996 44.1 12.8 50.2 45.2 6.5 50.7

Panel 7 -Non-agnrcultural Employment -Annual Average
1950 51758
1967 70528 13550 56978 26213 6099 20114
1977 87301 19692 67609 36081 9181 26900
1987 109232 19527 89705 49668 9630 40038

1996 123264 18079 105185 57630 8793 48837

Panel 8 -Non-agricultural Sell-employment -Annual Average

1950 6019
1967 5174 190 4984 1280 77 1203

1977 6005 372 5633 1658 125 1533

1987 8201 391 7810 2778 144 2634

1996 8971 344 8627 3506 151 3355

47480 7997 39483
53861 11155 42706
62106 10437 51669
68207 9739 58468

5787 177 5610
5801 353 5448
6617 324 6293
6589 259 6330

12.2
10.8
10.7

9.7

2.2 14.2
3.2 12.8
3.1 12.2
2.7 10.8

3165 544 2621
2573 452 2121

1893 64 1829
1124 65 1059

59.8 11.8 69.8
43.7 14.4 49.9

44315 7453 36862
51222 10510 40712
59564 9897 49667
65634 9287 56347

3894
4348
5423
5465

113 3781
246 4102
247 5176
194 5271
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Panel 9 -Non-a9iculhtun Setlemp4oyrn-\ Pe-ntage
1950 11.6
1967 7.3 1.4 8.7 4.9 1.3 6.0

1977 6.9 1.9 8.3 4.6 1.4 5.7

1987 7.5 2.0 8.7 5.6 1.5 6.6

1996 7.3 1.9 8.2 6.1 1.7 6.9

8.8 1.5 10.3
8.5 2.3 10.1
9.1 2.5 10.4
8.3 2.1 9.4

Source: Al data from the Current Population Survey (CPS). Data measured in thousands.
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The decline of employment in agriculture has contributed to the
comparatively slow growth in self-employment. This industry employed

about half as many in 1996 as in 1950 (3.4 million compared to 7.2

million), and the percentage that worked in agriculture as self-

employed declined from 60.6 percent to 44.1 percent. Since 1967 the

number of (unincorporated) self-employed in agriculture has declined

somewhat from 1.93 million to 1.45 million (Panel 5).

Self-employment totals and percentages in non-agricultural

industries are displayed in Panels 8 and 9 of Table 4. The

unincorporated percentages shown in the table have fluctuated within

a narrow range from 6.9 percent to 7.5 percent between 1967 and 1996.

However, if incorporated self employment were added, the percentage

of non-agricultural employment would have grown modesty during these

30 years. The percentage was about 9.0 percent in 1967 and about 12.0

percent in 1996. Thus by 1996 total self employment was about the

same percent of overall non-agricultural employment in the U.S. as it

had been in 1950.

Gender and age are clearly linked to the probability of working

as self-employed. Men have higher self employment percentages than

women, but the women's percentage has been growing while it has been

roughly stable for men. The percentages for unincorporated self-

employed in 1996 were 6.1 percent for women and 8.3 percent for men
in non-agricultural industries.

The likelihood of working as self-employed grows measurably as

individuals age. Younger workers are not likely to be self-employed.

In non-agricultural industries the percentages among 16-24 year olds
were 1.7 percent for women and 2.1 percent for men in 1996 (Panel 9

of Table 4). Chart 3 shows percentages by age and gender in 1996. For

each age group through 55-64, the percentage is higher than for the

immediately younger age group. Among those aged 55-64 who worked in

1996 10.4 percent of women and 15.3 percent of men were self-

employed. Chart 3 also shows that roughly one in four aged 65 and

older who worked in 1996 was self-employed.
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Self-employment spans a wide variety of working arrangements

and hours of work. Although the image is that entrepreneurs work very

long hours, a sizeable fraction of the unincorporated self-employed

work part-time, e.g., 33 percent in 1996.16 Annual earnings from

self-employment also spans a wide range, much wider than for the wage

and salary employment, and many of the self-employed earn low annual

amounts, especially women."
9

Thus commitment to work and the

financial rewards to work among the self-employed exhibit very wide

variation.

The self-employed generally have low unemployment. Among the

141.4 million persons who worked sometime during 1996, 14.5 million

or 10.2 percent experienced some unemployment. However, 10.2 percent

who worked predominantly as wage and salary workers had some

unemployment during the year compared to 5.6 percent of those who

worked predominantly as unincorporated self-employed.
2
0

1 See Table 21 in the January 1997 issue of Emoloyment and
Earninas.

19 In 1986 the mean and median of reported nonfarm self-
employment income among women were $6206 and $2466 while the
corresponding amounts for women with wage and salary earnings were
$11,994 and $10,186 respectively. The total annual income of those
with self employment also includes substantial wage and salary
earnings. Thus the mean and median annual income (self-employment
plus wages and salaries plus nonearned income) were $11,578 and $7498
for these same women. Relying heavily on wages and salaries limits
their hours worked as self-employed. See Tables 37 and 38 in U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 'Money Income of Households, Families and
Persons in the United States: 1986.

20 Among those who worked as incorporated self-employed in 1996
only 2.5 percent experienced unemployment during the year. The
corresponding percentages of workers with unemployment in 1994 were
12.1 for wage and salary workers, 6:5 percent for the unincorporated
self-employed and 3.0 percent for the incorporated self-employed.
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Among those with some unemployment during the year, the mean

and median unemployment durations were quite similar for wage and

salary workers and for the self-employed." Thus, on average, the

self-employed who do experience unemployment spend about the same

length of time in unemployment as wage and salary workers.

Although the self-employed are excluded from coverage under

unemployment insurance, measurable numbers in the CPS report

receiving UI benefits. The estimates for 1994 and 1996 indicated that

at least 10 percent of the unincorporated self-employed received'

benefits in both years. Among all unincorporated self-employed aged

16 and older the proportions were 0.125 in 1994 and 0.102 in 1996 and

higher for women than for men in both years. It seems clear that a

sizeable fraction of unincorporated self-employed also work as wage

and salary workers although they report their main work as self-

employment.

The overall rate of UI recipiency among the self-employed is

comparable to the recipiency rate for part-time workers (as reported

in the CPS). Over the calendar year periods covered by work

experience data, both groups experience reasonably long average

spells of unemployment.and about 10 percent of both groups report

receiving UI benefits. The fact that the self-employed have equally

high recipiency despite lack of UI coverage would seem to be an issue

for further research.

Temporary or Continoent Emplovment

Use of temporary or contingent employees has been growing, but

systematic measurement of its overall importance has been lacking

21 Mean and median unemployment duration during 1996 were 15.8

weeks and 13.3 weeks for wage and salary workers. The mean and median

for the unincorporated self-employed were 15.5 weeks and 12.7 weeks,

only somewhat shorter. In 1994 the means and medians for the self-

employed were actually higher than for wage and salary workers: means
of 16.0 weeks versus 15.6 weeks and medians of 13.4 weeks versus 13.2

weeks.
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until recent years.
22

Information on the prevalence of temporary

employment arrangements could be gathered either from households or

from employers. Abraham's work utilized an employer survey, and there

was a recent employer survey undertaken Houseman (1997) at the Upjohn

Institute. Data from the 1995 Contingent Worker survey suggested

there were from 2.7 million to 6.0 million contingent workers in

February 1995. The range exists because of definitional issues to be

discussed.

The concept of contingent work implies impermanence in the

employment relationship, i.e., the employer has no obligation to

provide employment on a long term basis. The definition used in the

CPS contingent worker supplements is the following: "Contingent work

is any job in which an individual does not have an explicit or

implicit contract for long-term employment." The measurement of

contingent work looks both forward and backward from the time of the

CPS interview. The narrowest definition included wage and salary

workers who expected to work in their current job less than one year

and had worked in it less than one year. The broadest definition

included all wage and salary workers who did not expect their jobs to

last plus the self-employed and independent contractors with expected

or current job duration of less than one year.
23

Under all three

definitions the largest component of the contingent worker total

consisted of wage and salary workers who were temporary direct hires.

Table 1 identified three categories of temporary workers:

temporary direct hires, on-call workers (including day laborers) and

temporary help agency employees. The latter group was estimated to

total 1.2 million in the February 1995 CPS Contingent worker

supplement, and to be the smallest of the three temporary employee

22 Among the early work are papers by Abraham (1988) (1990).

- See Polivka (1996) for the definition of contingent work and
the details of the three contingent worker measures.
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categories."

Employment in temporary help agencies can also be estimated

from employer (or business establishment) data. Within the services

sector there is a detailed industrial category (Personnel supply

services, four digit industry 7363) which employed 2.3 million

persons in 1996. This industry includes mainly temporary help agency

employees but also the permanent employees of employment agencies and

leased employees. Leased employees are estimated to constitute about

15-16 percent of the industry total. Table 1 shows two employer-based

estimates of temporary help agency employment: 2.0 million in 1996

and 1.8 million in 1995. The 1996 estimate is based on the personnel

supply services industry total from the BLS establishment survey (2.3

million) coupled with an estimate that leased employees constitute 16

percent of the industry total while temporary help agency employment

made up the remaining 84 percent. The second employer-based estimate

is 1.8 million in 1995, an estimate from the survey undertaken by

Houseman. The fact that employer-based data yield larger estimates of

temporary help agency employment than household survey data is due to

at least two factors. 1) Some "temps' are registered with more than

one temporary agency, hence appear twice in employer-based data. 2)

Respondents in the CPS may be unaware that household members are

employed by a temporary help agency or may report their employment in

the industry of the client employer.

Of the three categories of temporary employees, there has been

more direct analysis of temporary help agency employees than of

temporary direct hires and on-call workers. A recent analysis by

24 The three definitions of contingent all emphasize the
temporary nature of the employment relationship. Under the narrowest
definition of contingent, about half or temporary help agency
employees and one third of on-call workers were contingent. Under the
broadest definition, about 80 percent of temporary help agency
employees and 70 percent of on-call workers were contingent. The
others in these categories had longer employment relationships than
used in these definitions of contingent worker. See Table 1 in
Polivka (1996).
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Segal and Sullivan (1997) provides several insights into this type of

employment. On average, temporary help agency employment grew more

than 11 percent per year between 1972 and 1995. Employment in this

industry had above-average responsiveness to the business cycle.

Compared to other workers, they were more likely to be working part-

time involuntarily. On average they were paid lower hourly wages and

had less health insurance coverage vis-a-vis permanent workers.

Temporary help agency workers have very high turnover. Segal

and Sullivan traced their mobility over twelve month periods in

matched CPS data covering the years 1983 to 1993. Their unemployment

rates were from two to three times those of permanent workers.

Temporary help agency workers were mobile out of the industry with

only 20-30 percent working as temporaries one year later.- However,

fewer than 60 percent were-working as permanent employees one year

later. Compared to permanent workers, they were more likely to be

unemployed and to be out of the labor force at the time of the later

interviews. Their unemployment rates were from two to three times

those of permanent employees. 2 5
Their analysis indicated that many

workers have experiences in the industry, but this kind of work

usually does not represent a permanent career path.

Note in Table 1 that temporary direct hires and on-call workers

accounted for more employment in February 1995 than temporary help

agency employment. Houseman (1997) found that while use of temporary

agency employees was more prevalent than temporary direct hires,

employers utilized the latter workers more intensively. 2 6
In her

data, hours worked by temporary direct hires represented 2.7 percent

of all hours worked while temporary help agency workers constituted

only 1.8 percent of total hours. Much of what is known about

temporary direct hires and on-call workers is available from the CPS

25 The mobility patterns are summarized in Table 2 of Segal and
Sullivan (1997).

26 Between 1990 and 1995 46.0 percent of employers in her survey
used temporary help agency workers while 38.2 percent used temporary
direct hires. See Table 4 in Houseman (1997).
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contingent worker supplements and from the Houseman employer survey.

Later paragraphs in this section summarize the unemployment

experiences and receipt of UI benefits for various groups of

temporary (contingent) workers and nonstandard employees. To assemble

the required data, the February 1995 and March 1995 CPS files were

matched. The former had the data from the contingent worker

supplement while the latter had the annual data on unemployment and

the receipt of UI benefits for the year 1994.

How important is temporary employment in the U.S. labor market?

Two different impressions are generated by employment and

unemployment data for these workers. The February 1995 employment

estimate, 6.0 million under the broadest of the three contingent

worker definitions, represented about 5.0 percent of employment. On

the other hand, because these workers have high turnover they are

much more important as a component of unemployment.

Since 1994 unemployment among workers whose temporary jobs have

ended has been an explicit CPS unemployment category. The annual

average of unemployment among these workers in 1996 was 0.689 million

out of 7.236 million or 9.5 percent of the total. Unlike part-time

workers and the self-employed, these persons experience unemployment

rates that are considerably above-average. They may have a strong

need for UI benefits.

Use of Outside Emlogvees

Table 1 identified three groups of outside workers." Combined,

they represent the smallest total number of workers across the four

major dimensions of nonstandard employment discussed at the start of

this section. The total for the three (leased employees, contract

workers and temporary help agency employees) probably did not exceed

3.5 million in 1996. Since the largest of the three groups (temporary

27 This is a common short hand term used to distinguish
permanent employees (inside employees) from those who work at a firm
for a specific. period or on a specific project or in a specialized
area, e.g., computer support. The latter are the employees of another
employer hence the term outside employees.
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help agency employees) has already been discussed above, there is no

need to give them added attention here.

The estimate of leased employment is not firm and merits

further elaboration. Firms that supply labor services can supply both

temporary help and leased employees. Numerically temporary help is

the larger of the two groups. Whereas temporary help is usually a

short term arrangement, leased employees (and contract workers) may

work in jobs with client employers for several years. Leased

employees are also more likely than temporary employees to be paid

high wages. Detailed knowledge.of their pay, fringe benefits and

other aspects of their labor market experiences, however, is very

limited.

Employee leasing companies are subject to regulation in several

states through registration and bonding requirements." There are

also reporting requirements associated with the U.S. Department of

Labor's ES.203 reporting of employer establishment data. Temporary

help agencies are to report all employment in the personnel supply

services industry regardless of where the employees are actually

working. Leasing companies, on the other hand, are to (or are

encouraged to) report the number of leased employees and the industry

of each client employer using a multiple worksite report.
29

This

report is intended to identify the industrial locus of leasing to

provide more accurate estimates of industry employment and

productivity.

25 See Cook and Brinsko (1997) for an analysis of employee
leasing. They report results of a survey of reporting requirements in
the states.

29 This report has several lines, one for each client employer,
one for permanent employees of leasing companies and an overall
total. If reporting were complete in the multiple worksite reports,
all leased employees could be assigned in a manner appropriate for
measuring employment in each industry.
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In practice, the multiple worksite report is not followed in

many states. It is also likely that several companies that provide

temporary employees also participate in leasing arrangements. If they

report only as a temporary help agency, the result is an exaggerated

estimate of temporary help agency employment and an underestimate of

leased employment.

Because both leased employees and contract workers are often

engaged in long term employment relationships with client employers,

their unemployment and experiences with UI recipiency would be

expected to be low. In contrast, temporary, contingent and on-call

workers whose jobs do frequently end would be expected to experience

much more unemployment given the temporary nature of their jobs.

These presumptions were examined with matched CPS data from the

February 1995 and March 1995 surveys.

Table 5 displays summary data on unemployment and receipt of UI

benefits among workers classified by gender, age and the major

categories of nonstandard employment. There are seven columns for

nonstandard workers, i.e., one for each of three definitions of

contingent employment utilized in the February 1995 CPS supplement

and individual columns respectively for temporary help agency

workers, on-call workers, contract workers and independent

contractors. The initial column of the table summarizes work

experiences for all persons who worked in 1994.30

The matched CPS files would be expected to identify three

fourths of the February 1995 interviewees in March. In fact, the

match rate actually achieved was 69 percent, not 75 percent. Thus the

counts in Table 5 for the categories of nonstandard workers are 69

percent of the published totals appearing in articles from the

Monthly Labor Review of October 1996. Table 5 reports weighted counts

based on records that were successfully matched. To make aggregate

estimates the estimates in Table 5 should be inflated by roughly the

reciprocal of 0.69 or 1.45. However the data are used here primarily

30 An additional 2,857,000 persons who looked for work but did
not secure work in 1994 have not been included in the totals.
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Table 5. Occurrences of Unemployment and Receipt of Ul Benefits Among Nonstandard Workers

Total Contingent Contingent Contingent Temp. Help On-call Contract Independent
Workers Worker Worker Worker Agency Worker Worker Contractor
in 1994 Definition 1 Definition 2 Definition 3 Worker

Women 16+
Number of Workers 64,452
Unemp. in 1994 6813
Ul Benefits in 1994 1817
Prop. with Unemp. 0.106
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.267
Men 16+
Number of Workers 73,132
Unemp. in 1994 9296
Ul Benefits in 1994 3057
Prop. with Unemp. 0.127
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.329
Total 16+
Number of Workers 137,584
Unemp. in 1994 16,109
Ul Benefits in 1994 4874
Prop. with Unemp. 0.117
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.303

Total 16-24
Number of Workers 23,083
Unemp. in 1994 4626
Ul Benefits in 1994 455
Prop. with Unemp. 0.200
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.098

Women 25+
Number of Workers 53,407
Unemp. in 1994 4853
Ul Benefits in 1994 1659
Prop. with Unemp. 0.091
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.342
Men 25+
Number of Workers 61,093
Unemp. in 1994 6630
Ul Benefits in 1994 2760
Prop. with Unemp. 0.109
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.416
Total 25+
Number of Workers 114,501
Unemp. in 1994 11,483
Ul Benefits in 1994 4419
Prop. with Unemp. 0.100
Prop. with Ul Ben. 0.385

987 1237 2164
286 335 461
63 69 100

0.289 0.271 0.213
0.221 0.206 0.217

910 1131 2014
280 366 514
118 164 227

0.308 0.323 0.255
0.420 0.447 0.441

1897 2368 4178
566 701 975
181 233 327

0.298 0.296 0.233
0.319 0.332 0.336

454 721 126 1894
179 129 23 148
37 28 14 31

0.394 0.178 0.181 0.078
0.206 0.217 0.620 0.212

393 711 316 3873
158 252 82 350
49 130 49 60

0.402 0.354 0.259 0.090
0.313 0.514 0.594 0.171

848 1432 442 5767
337 381 105 498
86 158 63 91

0.398 0.266 0.237 0.086
0.256 0.414 0.600 0.183

779 869 1237 208 260 61 199
180 201 273 86 68 17 34

9 16 23 17 13 0 4
0.231 0.232 0.220 0.412 0.263 0.281 0.173
0.052 0.080 0.084 0.202 0.184 0.000 0.107

562 768 1506
182 225 316
61 67 94

0.324 0.293 0.210
0.335 0.298 0.299

556 731 1435
204 275 387
110 150 210

0.366 0.376 0.269
0.541 0.544 0.543

1118 1498 2941
386 500 702
171 217 304

0.345 0.334 0.239
0.444 0.433 0.433

364 594 101 1819
135 100 17 140
31 24 14 31

0.371 0.168 0.171 0.077
0.228 0.245 0.820 0.224

275 578 280 3749
117 213 70 323
38 120 49 56

0.423 0.368 0.251 0.086
0.329 0.566 0.692 0.174

639 1172 381 5568
252 312 87 463
69 145 63 87

0.394 0.266 0.230 0.083
0.275 0.464 0.718 0.189

Source: Totals from the March 1995 CPS. Other data from merged February-March 1995 CPS fies. Data in thousands,
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to show proportions with unemployment and proportions receiving UI

benefits. These proportions would not change if the data were

reweighted.

Among all persons who worked sometime during 1994, 0.117

experienced unemployment sometime during the year. The proportions

were higher for part-time workers than for full-time workers (0.152

versus 0.107) .'1 Overall the UI recipiency proportion among these

workers was 0.303 in 1994 and the respective proportions for men and

women were 0.329 and 0.267.

Compared to the overall averages for 1994, the nonstandard

workers in Table 5 had generally much higher proportions with

unemployment and highly varied rates of receiving UI benefits. Under

the three definitions of contingent workers, Table 5 shows the

proportions with unemployment were nearly 0.30 for definitions 1 and

2 and 0.23 for definition 3. Temporary help agency workers had the

highest proportions with unemployment (0.398 among all men and women

16 and older). On-call workers

and contract workers also had high proportions with unemployment

(0.266 and 0.237 respectively). Only independent contractors had

below-average proportions with unemployment (0.086).

High proportions with unemployment were also observed among

most classes of nonstandard workers aged 25 and older. Only

independent contractors had an unemployment proportion below the

overall average for persons 25 and older (0.083 versus the overall

average of 0.100). All others in Table 5 had unemployment proportions

that were at least twice the overall average while three groups had

rated at least three times the overall average.

On average, contingent workers with unemployment (all three

definitions) received UI benefits at about the same rate as the

average for persons with unemployment in 1994. Their recipiency

proportions, all in the 0.32-0.34 range, were about 10 percent above

the overall average of 0.303. The highest rate of receipt of UI

31 The part-time and full-time proportions are not shown in

Table 5.
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benefits was observed among contract workers (0.600) while

independent contractors and temporary help agency employees had

below-average recipiency rates. The fact that 0.183 of independent

contractors reported receiving UI benefits again points up the

limited commitment to self-employment of some of these workers.

For most groups of nonstandard employees, women with

unemployment were less likely to receive UI benefits than men. The

differences in the recipiency proportions are large for all three

definitions of contingent workers as well as for temporary help

agency workers and on-call workers. These gender differences are

observed among adults 25 and older as well as all persons 16 and

older. For all three definitions of contingent workers the recipiency

proportion for adult women is only about 60 percent of the proportion

for adult men.
32

Only among contract workers was the proportion

higher for adult women than for men.

Recall that the underlying counts of workers in the nonstandard

employment categories are reasonably small and successively smaller

for those with unemployment and for UI beneficiaries. No attempt has

been made to test the statistical significance of the observed

differences, but among contingent workers the gender differences

probably are significant.

To summarize, it appears there could be problems of UI coverage

for contingent workers and temporary help agency workers. Both

experienced very high unemployment proportions during 1994 and UI

recipiency rates that were close to the national average of 0.303.

For temporary help agency workers, in particular, high unemployment

coupled with low UI recipiency continues into adulthood.

32 For example, under the first (narrowest) definition of

contingent worker the adult women's proportion was 0.335 compared to

0.541 for men.
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Nonstandard Emolovment: Summary

Four dimensions of nonstandard employment have been identified

and discussed. For each there was an analysis of prevalence,

occurrences of unemployment and receipt of UI benefits. Part-time

work and self-employment are the largest of the nonstandard

employment categories. For adult part-time workers and the self-

employed unemployment rates were below the average for all adults.

The likelihood of adult part-timers 25 or older receiving UI benefits

was roughly half of that of full-time workers. The self-employed who

are not covered by UI laws nevertheless had UI recipiency rates

similar to those of part-time workers in CPS data. Apparently a

sizeable fraction of the self-employed also have jobs as wage and

salary workers.

Temporary (contingent) workers experience high rates of

unemployment. They have an average likelihood of receiving UI

benefits. Below-average recipiency rates were observed for employees

of temporary help agencies. Their lower rate of benefit receipt was

even more pronounced among adults, i.e., 0.275 versus 0.385 for

persons aged 25 and older.

Thus if access to UI benefits is to be increased among workers

with nonstandard employment arrangements, changing eligibility

provisions relevant to part-timers and contingent workers would be

most important. For part-time workers, one could consider changing

the availability requirement of UI to be availability for a job with

hours equal to those of the previous part-time job (as opposed to

availability for full time employment). For temporary help agency

employees, the definition of suitable work offered by the temporary

agency following the end of a temporary assignment needs to be

monitored. The concept of suitable work is especially difficult for

temporary help agency employees. After one temporary assignment ends,

these agencies should be monitored to ensure that they do not offer

jobs with very low pay and then claim that such jobs represent

suitable' work.
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Even if access to UI benefits among nonstandard workers is

substantially increased, overall UI recipiency would be increased

rather modestly. Estimates derived here suggested that the aggregate

IUTU ratio would increase by roughly 0.06 or by about 18 percent. Of

the total increase the bulk would arise from increased access among

part-time workers (roughly 0.05) and the remainder among temporary

(contingent) workers. If an increase of this scale were to occur, it

would still mean that less than 40 percent of the unemployed would be

active UI claimants.

It is also instructive to speculate directly on the effect of

growth in nonstandard employment on the IUTU ratio. Growth in the

largest of these arrangements, i.e., part-time employment, was most

rapid in the period between 1950 and 1975. Thus part-time employment,

suggesting that the growth in part-time employment did not contribute

to the declining IUTU in the 1980s. growth may have contributed to

the decline in IUTU during the 1960s. However, the decline of IUTU at

the start of the 1980s post-dated the period of most rapid growth in

part-time employment. As noted in Table 2, part-time work has grown

at about the same pace as overall employment growth since the mid

1970s. While an increasing share of younger workers work part time

(recall Chart 2), this age group has traditionally had low UI

recipiency.
3 3

Thus, the growth in non-standard employment had little

relationship to the decrease in IUTU.

Self-employment's share of total employment declined between

1950 and 1970, spanning the earlier of the two periods when UI

recipiency declined (the early-to-mid 1960s). Since 1970,self-

employment growth has been similar to total employment growth.

There are no long term time series showing the aggregate levels

of temporary (or contingent) employment. The data exist only for one

category, employees of temporary help agencies. While temporary help

agency employment has grown sharply since 1972, the total as of 1996

was between 1.2 million and 2.0 million. This is simply too small a

33 The receipt of UI by age is examined in Section III.
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total to have a measurable effect on the long term trend in the IUTU

ratio. Employer direct hires of temporary workers account for more

temporary employment than the use of temporary help agency workers,

but the total across all categories of temporary employment did not

exceed 5 percent of total employment in February 1995. While this

broad group of workers does experience above-average unemployment

(nearly 10 percent of the total in the regular monthly CPS

summaries), there is no direct way to estimate the effect of their

growth on the aggregate IUTU ratio.

More generally, all of the nonstandard employment arrangements

have exhibited measured patterns of employment growth. Probably the

most important effects on the IUTU ratio have been associated with

growth in part-time and temporary employment. Because temporary

employment arrangements have only been subjected to systematic

measurement in recent years, however, there is no reliable way to

assess their individual contribution to the long term decline in the

IUTU ratio.

III. Other Dimensions of UI Recipiency

This section explores three other aspects of UI recipiency: 1)

demographic characteristics, 2) reason and duration of unemployment

and 3) geographic variation. For all three, there are vivid contrasts

in the receipt of benefits when workers are arranged into sub-

groupings.

IUTU Ratios for Standard Recinient Characteristics

Table 6 displays breakdowns of IU and TU for 1996 according to

five standard reporting dimensions from the -Characteristics of the

Insured Unemployment' reports. For both IU and TU the data are annual

averages. The table shows where receipt is high and low relative to

the national average which was 0.351 in 1996. The IU data have been

adjusted to exclude Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The national
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Table 6. Ul Recipiency in 1996 by Age, Gender, Race, Industry and Occupation

Reported Adjusted Reported Adjusted IUTU
IU lU TU TU

Total 2571.1 | 2540.6 | 72361 0.3

Age
16-24 266.2
25-34 696.7
35-44 724.6
45-54 482.8
55-64 258.0
65+ 58.9
INA 84.0
Gender
Women 1043.9
Men 1446.0
INA 80.0
Race/Ethnicity
White/NH 1616.0
Black/NH 359.4
Other/NH 126.7
Hispanic 353.0
Unkn. 115.4
Industry
Mining 18.0
Con. 334.2
Mfg. 539.9
Trans 113.1
Trade 429.4
Finance 92.6
Services 619.6
Ag.- Wg.&Sal
Govt./Self-Emp. 87.4
Other 164.6
INA 172.3
No Prior Work
Occupation
ProJTechYMgr. 416.5
Clerical/Sales 470.5
Services 226.3
Ag./For./Fish. 102.8
Industrial 917.9
INA 437.1
No Prior Work

271.9
711.7
740.2
493.2
263.5

60.2

1065.2
1475.4

1672.3
371.9
131.1
365.3

20.5
380.0
613.9
128.6
488.3
105.3

.704.6

99.4

495.9
560.1
269.4
122.4

1092.8

2545
1757
1505

883
407
139

3356
3880

5300
1592

344
1132

.-30
666

1013
291

1679
201

1751
213
813

580

983
1653
1334

293
2365

580

51

0.107
0.405
0.492
0.559
0.648
0.433

0.317
0.380

4281 0.391
1501 0.248

322 0.407
.1132 0.323

0.682
0.571
0.606
0.442
0.291
0.524
0.402

0.122

-0:504
0.339
0.202
0.418
0.462

Source: Data from Ul Service and BLS. Unemployment in thousands.
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total for IU agrees with the preliminary total from the "Handbook.,

The data on TU are the annual averages from Rmployment and Earnings

of January 1997.

For both IU and TU there are columns of adjusted and unadjusted

data. The adjusted numbers for IU spread the INAs across the other

reported categories to yield totals of 2,540,600. The TU data are

mostly as reported but with an adjustment for race/ethnicity

reporting. The UI system records race/ethnicity with Hispanic as a

separate category along with non-Hispanic whites, blacks and others

(largely Asians). The CPS does race separately from Hispanic. Hence

the original CPS race responses have been adjusted by removing from

white, black and other an estimate of the number of Hispanics

included in these categories. Most Hispanics are white so the biggest

changes are to reduce the TU estimate of white unemployment.

The IUTU ratios are based on the fields that are in brackets.

Briefly, Table 6 shows results according to five dimensions of UI

reporting.

A=e

Recipiency was low among those under 24, and then above-

average for each of the older age groups. Recipiency increases among

all subsequent age groups from 16-24 through 55-64. From ages 35-44

and older the average IUTU ratio was 0.5 or higher in 1996. Chart 4

displays IUTU ratios for the ten year age groups.

Gender

Unemployed women receive UI benefits less often than men when

measured as a proportion of the unemployed. During 1996 the IUTU

gender differential was 0.063 (0.380 - 0.317) or 17 percent.

Recipiency among women has increased relative to recipiency

among men, but the explanation for the convergence is that male

recipiency has declined while women's recipiency has remained more or

less stable. The trend in women's relative UI recipiency can be

traced back to 1967. In that year the IUTU ratio was 0.337 for women

and 0.449 for men. The difference in these proportions of 0.112

represented a 25 percent lower recipiency rate for women. In 1977 the
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IUTU ratio was 0.432 for men compared to 0.301 for women implying a

30 percent lower rate for women. Thus compared to 20 and 30 years

previously, the IUTU ratio for women has moved closer to parity.

However the men's ratio had declined much more than the women's ratio

had increased. In fact, the 1967 ratio for women (0.337) was higher

than the 1996 ratio (0.317).

A sizeable share of the gender differential is related to the

higher proportion of women who work part time. Policy interventions

to increase recipiency among women probably need to focus on

nonmonetary determinations. Most part-time women work enough to meet

monetary eligibility in the states. (Average weeks worked total about

40 among adults and hours per week average about 21 in recent years.)

It would seem to be especially important to consider modifying the

requirement to be searching for a full-time job. The gender

differential in the IUTU ratio would probably be much lower if

unemployed women were not required to search for full-time jobs as is

the present practice in most states.

Race/Ethnicity

Lowest recipiency is observed among blacks. Some of the

differential is probably linked to geographic concentration of black

unemployment in the South which still has about half of the total

black population in the U.S. and systematically below-average IU-TU

ratios."

Hispanic recipiency is also below-average, but not as much as

black recipiency. It would be instructive to examine Hispanics in

California, Texas and Florida, three states that account for more

than half of the U.S. Hispanic population. California is generally a

high recipiency state (its IUTU ratio is above average) while Texas

and Florida have low IUTU ratios.

3 Geographic differences in the receipt of UI benefits are
examined later in this section.

77-816 02-4
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industry

Trade (wholesale plus retail) is the only industry with below-

average recipiency in Table 6. However, there are problems in

matching CPS industry codes with IU industry codes. I have not

examined this question in detail but the fact that Services has an

above-average recipiency rate (0.402 versus 0.351) suggests the

problem is probably substantial.

Occupation

Of the five broad occupations identified in Table 6 only

services has very low recipiency while even clerical/sales is close

to average. If eligibility among low wage workers were increased,

recipiency in both of these occupations would be expected to increase

the most.

The high recipiency among industrial occupations (0.462) is at

least partly due to unionization. Several researchers have suggested

that the decline in unionization is linked to the long run decline in

the IUTU ratio.

Displaced workers are probably highly represented in both the

Industrial and Pro./Tech./Mgr. occupations of Table 6.

Recipiencv by Reason and Duration of Unemployment

The standard CPS labor force questions distinguish reason for

unemployment among the jobless seeking work. Since 1967 there have

been four major categories: job losers, job leavers, labor force

reentrants and new entrants into the labor force. The first two

categories identify the reason for leaving the last job

distinguishing employer-initiated (job losers) from worker- initiated

separations (job leavers). Job losers are usually eligible for UI

benefits while job leavers are typically subjected to either a

disqualification for a fixed number of weeks or a disqualification of

indefinite duration which lasts until the current spell of

unemployment ends.

New entrants have never worked before and therefore are not

relevant to discussions of UI eligibility. Reentrants, however, have
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worked in the past and were either job losers or job leavers from

that prior job. However, the CPS questions asked of reentrants focus

on their recent period outside the labor force and do not ascertain

the reason for leaving the last job. Each unemployed reentrant is

either a job loser or a job leaver, but this is not determined by the

CPS questions. Among reentrants, the time out of the labor force is

often of rather short duration. In 1996, for example, 60 percent of

men who-were unemployed reentrants and 50 percent of women had worked

within the past twelve months. Thus many would have recent earnings

and would be monetarily eligible for UI benefits.

.-The CPS revisions effective in 1994 made a further distinction

regarding the reason for unemployment that is relevant for this

-report. Traditionally, job losers were classified as either on

-temporary layoff or permanently.separated from the past job. Starting

.in 1994, the new.category was persons unemployed because they had

completed a temporary job.

-Thus the CPS allows one to distinguish six distinct groups

-among.-the unemployed. The individual categories and their annual

-averages in 1996-were as follows: job losers on temporary layoff

(1,021,000), permanent job losers (1,660,000), persons who completed

temporary jobs (689,000), job leavers (774,000), reentrants

(2.,512,000) and new entrants (580,000). As noted previously, those

,who lost temporary jobs accounted for 9.5 percent of unemployment in

-1996_ Observe also that job leavers and reentrants totaled nearly as

.many-as the three categories of employer-initiated unemployment

(3,286,000 versus 3,370,000). 5 In summary, while job losers are

traditionally thought of as recipients of UI benefits, there were

nearly as many unemployed reentrants plus job leavers in 1996, many

of whom would satisfy at least the monetary eligibility criteria of

UI programs.

" Note that 1996 was a year of full employment. In a

recessionary year the job losers would greatly exceed the number of

unemployed job leavers and reentrants.
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The CPS does not routinely ask questions about receipt of UI

benefits in the monthly survey. However, there have been three

special surveys conducted in conjunction with the regular monthly

survey. These were held in 1976, 1989 and in 1993.36 Information from

these surveys is displayed in Table 7.

Table 7 focuses on reported receipt of UI benefits among

unemployed workers classified by reason for unemployment, gender and

unemployment duration. Recipiency increases sharply with duration.

For both men and women job losers are much more likely to report

benefits than job leavers and reentrants. However, note that

measurable numbers of job leavers and reentrants did report receipt

of benefits in each of the three years.

Perhaps the most interesting information in Table 7 is the

change in benefit recipiency after 1976. For all six groups, UI

recipiency was highest in 1976 and lowest in 1989. Moving across the

duration distributions of each line, there is a clear tendency for

recipiency to increase as duration lengthens.

Since 1976 and 1993 were both years of quite high unemployment,

comparisons of data from these two years are particularly

interesting." Note that the beneficiary proportions for job losers

were about 20 percent lower in 1993 than in 1976. For both job

leavers and reentrants, however, the 1993 proportions were from 30 to

60 percent lower in 1993. Thus while recipiency has always been

highest for job leavers, the proportional declines between 1976 and

1993 were larger for both job leavers and reentrants.

There are several reasons why UI receipt was quite high in 1976

16 See Rosenfeld (1977), Vroman (1991) and Horvath (1996) for
analyses of these CPS surveys. The 1976 data were collected in May of
that year. The 1989 data were collected in four months: May, August
and November 1989 and February 1990. The 1993 surveys were conducted
in February, June, August and November.

" The annual unemployment rates were as follows: 1976 - 7.7
percent, 1989 - 5.3 percent and 1993 - 6.9 percent.
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Table 7. Probability of Receiving Ul Benefits by Gender. Reason for Unemployment
and Unemployment Duration

Unemployment Duration (weeks)
1-2 3-4 5-10 11-26 27+ Total

Panel 1 -Job Losers - Women 16+
1976 0.324 0.444 0.619 0.717 0.816 0.636
1989 0.074 0.327 0.472 0.544 0.560 0.392
1993 0.139 0.283 0.472 0.610 0.716 0.498

Panel 2 - Job Losers - Men 16+
1976 0.287 0.421 0.653 0.771 0.767 0.639
1989 0.100 0.268 0.492 0.548 0.530 0.396
1993 0.075 0.273 0.600 0.622 0.656 0.511

Panel 3 - Job Leavers - Women 16+
1976 0.167 0.065 0.130 0.536 0.675 0.310
1989 0.010 0.075 0.084 0.138 0.021 0.062
1993 0.006 0.021 0.007 0.298 a 0.110

Panel 4 - Job Leavers - Men 16+
1976 0.033 0.132 0.289 0.529 0.583 0.318
'1989 -0.007 0.046 0.117 0.106 0.116 0.062
1993 . .0.032 0.144 0.018 0.235 0.374 0.153

Panel 5 - Reentrants -Women 16+
1976 0.100 0.109 0.198 0.136 0.299 0.146
1989 0.030 0.091 0.104 0.107 0.182 0.085
1993 0.053 ;0.061 0.117 0.135 0.215 0.104

Panel 6 - Reentrants - Men 16+
1976 0.105 0.190 0.246 0.333 0.333 0.251
1989 0.025 0.085 0.107 0.045 0.230 0.084
1993 0.015 0.054 0.177 0.243 0.139 0.122

Source: Special supplements to the CPS conducted in 1976, 1989 and 1993.
a - Cell did not meet BLS publication criteria.
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that extend beyond the regular U1 program."
3

However, Table 7

strongly suggests that benefit availability since 1976 has been

reduced more for job leavers and reentrants than for job losers.

One likely explanation for this change has been the increasing

use of durational disqualifications for persons who voluntarily leave

employment. In about half U1 programs, good personal reasons for

leaving employment are not recognized as compensable. Fixed length

disqualifications have been increasingly replaced by durational

disqualifications. This change probably has strong implications for

recipiency among reentrants as well as job leavers since many

reentrants probably left their last jobs (as opposed to being laid

off).

The new category of unemployment among people whose temporary

jobs have ended is particularly interesting for the present report.

Unfortunately the CPS revisions that added this category occurred

after the last of the special surveys included in Table 7. If one of

these special surveys were to be repeated, however, it would then be

possible to examine UI recipiency among those who previously held

temporary jobs.

Three final observations about receipt by reason for

unemployment should be made. First, it appears that part of the

explanation for the decrease in the IUTU ratio since 1976 is reduced

receipt among job leavers and reentrants. This may be linked to the

increased prevalence of durational disqualifications for job leaving.

Second, there is no UI data source that fully reflects reason for

unemployment. Data from the BQC (Benefits Quality Control or BAM as

it is now termed) investigations are incomplete on this issue. While

BQC data can show weeks compensated for persons who are on

layoff/RIF, voluntary quits and discharges, they do not show persons

38 The May 1976 survey did not distinguish which UI programs
were the source of the benefit payments. In 1976 extended benefits
were still being paid in most states (both federal-state Extended
Benefits and federally financed Federal Supplemental Benefits).
Additionally, Special Unemployment Assistance was also available in
that year.
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who do not apply cross classified by their reason for leaving

employment. Thus they lack the denominator which would be important

for assessing application rates and recipiency rates by reason for

unemployment. Third, the CPS does not effectively gather information

on persons discharged for misconduct. Hardly any respondent in the

CPS volunteers this as the reason for the job separation. Thus the

CPS also has limitations for assessing reason for unemployment.

Recioiencv by Geoaranhic Area

Receipt of UI benefits is highly variable across the U.S., a

situation that has persisted since regional measures of total

unemployment first were consistently available in 1967. Table 8

provides a summary for four separate years (1967, 1977, 1987 and

1996) and averages for the thirty years 1967 to 1996. To keep the

detail manageable, the table shows IUTU ratios for the nine Census

Divisions and for the thirteen largest states (selected on the basis

of UI taxable covered employment in 1996).

Table 8 vividly illustrates that UI recipiency is highest in

the North East and Pacific Coast and lowest in the three divisions of

the South and the Mountain division. In 1996, New England and the

Mid-Atlantic divisions had especially high recipiency while the South

Atlantic and West South Central divisions had especially low

recipiency. The.full range of IUTU ratios across the nine census

divisions in 1996 was almost two to one, 0.468 in New England versus

0.236 in the West South Central.

The table makes a stronger point about geographic variability.

The patterns by census division are not unusual in 1996. Similar

patterns were also present in 1967, 1977 and 1987. -

A convenient overall summary of recipiency by census division

is provided by the thirty year (1967-1996) averages in Table 8. Again

there is roughly a two to one ratio between the highest IUTU average

(0.491 in New England) and the lowest average (0.241 in the West

South Central).
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Table 8. Ul Recipiency by Geographic Area, 1967 to 1996

Census Division

North East
New England
Mid Atlantic

Midwest
East North Central
West North Central

1967 1977 1987 1996 1967-96
Average

0.680 0.422 0.445 0.468 0.491
0.550 0.434 0.419 0.441 0.467

0.303 0.402 0.292 0.380 0.354
0.389 0.400 0.300 0.325 0.372

South
South Atlantic
East South Central
West South Central

0.253 0.280 0.226
0.351 0.342 0.231
0.215 0.251 0.229

0.266 0.270
0.312 0.315
0.236 0.241

0.329 0.300 0.262
0.451 0.395 0.416

0.393 0.370 0.305

0.264 0.299
0.407 0.419

0.350 0.363

Thirteen Largest States

Massachusetts - NEng.
New York -MAUl

-New Jersey -MAl
Pennsylvania - MAUt

0.747 0.387 0.538 0.511 0.515
0.613 0.394 0.414 0.390 0.450
0.562 0.393 0.445 0.433 0.492
0.445 0.535 0.414 0.535 0.480

Illinois -ENC
Michigan - ENC
Ohio -ENC

Florida -SAM
Georgia - SAl
North Carolina -SAO
Vrginia -SAUl
Texas -WSC

California -Pac

0.332 0.502
0.448 0.410
0.286 0.325

0.202 0.254
0.261 0.259
0.305 0.311
0.159 0.220
0.167 0.179

0.449 0.373'

0.285 0.402 0.379
0.329 0.423- 0.382
0.283 0.303 0.311

0.166
0.244
0.287
0.165
0.211

0.248 0.225
0.226 0.260
0.327 0.317
0.187 0.192
0.222 0.199

0.428 0.393 0.411

Source: Data from the Ul Service and BLS. Unemployment in thousands.

West
Mountain
Pacific

U.S. Total
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The preceding observations about variable recipiency are

reinforced with the state level detail for the thirteen largest

states included in Table 8. The thirteen states combined represented

61 percent of taxable covered employment in 1996. Thus the variation

in recipiency for these states carries aggregate significance for the

system of unemployment insurance as a whole.

A two to one ratio is also observed in the state data. In 1996

IUTU exceeded 0.500 in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania but fell below

0.250 in Florida, Texas and Virginia. The thirty year averages

further emphasize that the variation is a persistent year to year

phenomenon, not an aberration of one or a few years.

Chart 5 illustrates the same point with data from six states:

the three with the highest IUTU averages from Table 8 and the three

with the lowest averages. The UI programs differ systematically in

the access afforded to unemployed workers. It is much harder to

collect in the South and in Rocky Mountain states than elsewhere in

the country.

Differential access to UI benefits by geographic area, as shown

in Table 8 and Chart 5, has implications for the downtrend in the

national IUTU ratio. This question was examined previously by Blank

and Card (1991), Corson and Nicholson (1988) and Vroman (1991). All

three studies attribute part of the long run decrease in the IUTU

ratio to above-average labor force growth in states where the IUTU

ratio falls below the national average.

Between 1967 and 1996 the share of the U.S. labor force located

in the nine states of the North East decreased from 0.247 to 0.191

while the share located in the South increased from 0.298 to 0.346.

To estimate the effects of this change, the IUTU ratio for 1996

(0.3501) was recalculated using each state's share of total

unemployment as of 1967. The recomputed IUTU ratio was 0.3608. Of the

total decrease in the national ratio of 0.0433 (from 0.3934 in 1967

to 0.3501 in 1996), 0.0326 represented the effect of generally lower

state-level IUTU ratios in 1996 and 0.0107 was the effect of changing

unemployment weights in the individual states. This calculation
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suggests that had all states maintained their 1967 labor force

shares, the national ratio in 1996 would have been 0.3608 not 0.3501.

Roughly one fourth of the decrease in the national IUTU ratio between

1967 and 1996 was related to faster labor force-growth in states

where IUTU ratios were lower than the national average.

If access to UI is to be improved it would seem that states

with low recipiency should be evaluated to better understand why so

few of their unemployed collect UI benefits year after year.

IV. Welfare Reform and Unemployment Insurance

One goal of welfare reform is to move larger numbers of welfare

recipients into the workforce. If the aims of the 1996 federal

welfare reform legislation are achieved, by 1998 more than a quarter

of the roughly 4 million adults who received Aid to Families with

Dependent Children (AFDC) will be active labor market participants,

and half are slated to join the workforce by 2002. Many, if not most,

will no longer be receiving welfare benefits at that time."

Low education and lack of work skills and experience put

current and former welfare recipients at special.risk of

unemployment. The national unemployment.rate for persons 16 and older

averaged only 4.9 percent in 1997, but former welfare recipients can

be expected to have high jobless rates, perhaps twice the national

average.

'9 AFDC was.eliminated by the 1996 Personal Responsibility and

Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act. In discussing welfare benefits

in 1997 and beyond, reference should be made to AFDC's successor

program--Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF).

'° Assumptions made about the future work patterns of former

welfare recipients are based on studies of the employment patterns of

-low-wage workers and women who received welfare in the past. Four

examples of this literature are Gustafson and Levine(1997), Kaye

(1997), Spalter-Roth, Hartmann and Burr(1994) and Vroman(1995).
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Nonetheless, the anticipated increase in the unemployment pool

resulting from welfare reform will be modest. Under current UI

program eligibility criteria only a small fraction of adult welfare

recipients who enter the labor market will be eligible for

unemployment insurance benefits. The pressure they will put on the UI

delivery system in terms of added costs and increased caseload will

be small. Moreover, in the near term neither federal nor state laws

governing unemployment insurance are likely to change in ways that

will enhance access to unemployment benefits for unemployed former

welfare recipients.

Relative to the current pool of jobless workers, unemployed

welfare recipients would be less likely to receive UI benefits for

three reasons. First, many will find it difficult to satisfy UI1's

monetary eligibility criteria, which most adversely affect workers

paid low hourly wages. In absolute numbers, the monetary eligibility

requirements are not stringent, especially for full-time workers

earning average or above average wages. Kansas, for example, whose

earnings requirements were close to the national average, required

base period earnings of $2,010 in 1997 to satisfy monetary

eligibility. Based on that state's average weekly wage of roughly

$483, applicants would only have to have worked 4.2 weeks at the

average weekly wage in order to satisfy Kansas's UI monetary

requirement.

However, due to low wage rates and part-time work schedules,

former welfare recipients in Kansas (and elsewhere) are not likely to

earn the average weekly wage rate. If a single mother formerly on

AFDC in Kansas makes, say, only $103 working 20 hours a week at the

minimum wage ($5.15). she would have to have worked 19.5 weeks to

qualify for U1, in contrast to the 4.2 weeks for the worker receiving

the average weekly wage.
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The definition of the base period for determining earnings

eligibility is also likely to reduce this population's access to

unemployment benefits. In nearly all states, the base period is the

earliest four of the past five fully completed calendar quarters. To

be monetarily eligible for UI, claimants in most states must have

earned more than a specified amount for the full base period and a

second amount for the quarter of highest earnings during the base

period." Most .states do not recognize recent earnings--from the

quarter when the UI claim is filed and from the full preceding

calendar quarter--in determining monetary eligibility. This often

makes it difficult for low-wage workers who are paid on an hourly

basis and who work intermittently--both categories that apply to

former AFDC recipients--to meet the earnings required for UI

eligibility.

Empirical analyses of the earnings patterns of former welfare

recipients support the preceding. Using data from the National

Longitudinal Survey for Youth (NLSY), Gustafson and Levine(1997)

found that 54 percent women who were former welfare recipients during

the years 1979-1994 were monetarily eligible. Kaye(1997), also using

the NLSY, estimated monetary eligibility to be 36.percent for such

women. Spalter-Roth, Hartmann and Burr(1994) also examined the work

patterns of former welfare mothers using the Survey of Income and

Program Participation (SIPP). While they did not try to estimate

monetary eligibility, they did document the low earnings and low

receipt of UI benefits among such women.

"1 Base period earnings requirements vary quite widely across
states. The dollar thresholds also vary considerably for high quarter

earnings. Additionally, there may be requirements that specify a

minimum weeks of employment, minimum hours worked or other patterns

for earnings beyond the base period and the high quarter. About one

third of UI programs have one of these additional monetary
eligibility requirements.
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The second factor inhibiting former welfare recipients' receipt

of UI benefits is related to the reasons for leaving work. Quits and

discharges for misconduct typically disqualify applicants for

unemployment benefits. The majority of former AFDC recipients are

single mothers who have family responsibilities that are likely to

cause above-average rates of separation from work for reasons that

will be deemed disqualifying. Fewer than half of states recognize

personal reasons for leaving employment such as to take care of

illness in the family, and allow benefit payments when the person

later seeks reemployment. The estimates of nonmonetary eligibility by

Gustafson and Levine(1997) found that quits were important among

these women and contributed to low simulated UI eligibility.

Third, all states require a UI applicant be available for work

and many mandate that she or he seek full-time work. Given the

purpose of welfare legislation, it is not unreasonable to expect that

work search efforts among former AFDC recipients will be monitored

more closely than those among other UI claimants--a scenario that

could lead to higher disqualification rates among former welfare

recipients.

Due to their inability to satisfy monetary or other UI

eligibility criteria, it seems probable that no more than 20 percent

of former welfare recipients who experience unemployment would be

expected to be eligible for unemployment benefits. Moreover, the per

case cost for these eligibles is likely to be 40 to 50 percent lower

than the costs for current UI recipients. This is because low base

period earnings would limit both their weekly benefit amount and

weeks of potential benefit duration."

Assuming that welfare reform added a weekly average of 1

million persons to the labor force in 1998 and the former welfare

recipients had an unemployment rate to 10 percent, the total number

4 UI benefit formulas in most states operate to limit potential
benefit duration for low wage workers to considerably fewer than 26
weeks, often less than 20 weeks.
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of unemployed individuals nationwide would increase by 100,000.43 If

20 percent of former welfare recipients receive UI benefits and have

a per-case cost that is half the national average, in 1998 UI

beneficiaries would increase by about 20,000 persons and costs by

about $100 million (in 1996 dollars). This would represent a 0.8

percent increase over 1996 UI caseloads and a 0.5 percent addition to

total benefit costs. In the year 2002 both percentages would be

doubled, assuming that, by then, 50 percent of former AFDC recipients

had joined the labor force and that the unemployment rate for adult

welfare recipients was about 10 percent, or twice the national

average. These added costs are modest, and would be even lower if the

McMurrer, Sawhill-and Lerman(1997) estimates of added labor force

growth are correct.

Existing-factors that limit low-paid, hourly workers' access to

UI are set by laws that are unlikely to relax in the current economic

and political climate. Individual states determine most legislation

governing UI benefits and taxes. Faced with prospective new UI

claimants due to welfare reform, one might expect state-level

legislation to-ease the transition-into the labor market for AFDC

recipients. But UI legislation to assist such persons did not emerge

in 1997,"1 nor does it appear to be the horizon. Moreover, current

state and federal laws that severely curtail the number of low-wage

workers (and thus former welfare recipients) eligible to receive

'3 Estimates-of annual additions to the labor force caused by
welfare reform made by McMurrer, Sawhill and Lerman(1997)are
considerably lower, about 140,000 per year. Their estimates imply an
increased labor-force of about 300,000 in 1998 and somewhat less than
1,000,000 in 2002 due to welfare reform.

" State legislation in 1997 is summarized in Runner(1998). Of
the state laws affecting benefits, only three changes would increase
access among low wage workers. North Carolina instituted an
alternative base period. In other states low wage workers have
benefited disproportionately from he alternative base period. See
Vroman(1995). Minnesota eliminated a requirement for 15 weeks of
employment in the base period and reduced the disqualification for
voluntary leaving. Louisiana also reduced the disqualification for
voluntary leaving.
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unemployment are not likely to change soon in ways that will broaden

this population's access to UI benefits.

One area of increased eligibility that has been shown to

benefit low wage workers is offering an alternative base period. For

those monetarily ineligible under the regular base period (typically

the earliest four of the past five completed quarters), the

alternative base period recognizes more recent earnings. In 1998,

eight states offer an alternative base period determination to

otherwise monetarily ineligible claimants. The overriding of the

Pennington decision by 1997 federal legislation, however, means that

increased access to benefits through the alternative base period can

be achieved at the present time only through legislation enacted on a

state by state basis. It seems highly likely that only a limited

number of additional states will provide increased access to Ul

benefits through this route.

To summarize, welfare reform has small financial implications

for UI programs. Unless some major changes in eligibility criteria

are made, very few former welfare recipients will collect U1 benefits

while they are unemployed. Research completed to date has reached

consistent findings on the limited access to UI benefits among former

welfare recipients. If benefit recipiency among former welfare

recipients is to be raised appreciably, it will require changes in

nonmonetary as well as monetary qualification requirements. Two

changes that would be especially helpful to these persons would be

for states to offer an alternative base period for monetary

determinations and to allow payment of benefits to persons searching

for part-time work. Both eligibility criteria fall under state

control.
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V. Trust Fund Adequacy

State trust funds as the source for benefit payments are a key

feature of UI program financing. Trust fund financing allows UI

programs to pay out much more in benefits than their receipts of UI

payroll taxes during recessions. This feature enables UI programs to

operate as automatic stabilizers of economic activity. Trust fund

balances automatically decrease during recessions and are rebuilt

during subsequent economic expansions. The UI system is often

described with terms such as advance funding, pre-funding or forward

funding.

In the recession of 1974-1975 and again during the back to back

recessions of 1980 and 1981-1982 trust fund balances were not

adequate to meet needs for uI benefit payments and states had to

borrow substantial sums to meet payment obligations. Borrowing by 24

state programs totaled $5.5 billion during 1974-1979 while 31

programs borrowed $24.2 billion during 1980-1987.

Compared to the recessions of the mid 1970s and the early

1980s, the states fared much better during the most recent recession

which started in 1990. Borrowing during 1991-1995 totaled just $4.8

billion and only seven state programs required loans. The bulk of the

borrowing ($3.4 billion) was concentrated in two states: Connecticut

and Massachusetts.

Analyses of state experiences during the past recession point

to two factors responsible for the low volume of borrowing. (1) The

recession was mild by historic standards. The reduction in real

output and the increase in unemployment were both unusually small.

(2) The UI trust funds were comparatively large, hence states were

generally able to finance almost all of the added payouts without

needing loans."

To discuss UI borrowing during recessions it is helpful to

" Two analyses of borrowing during the most recent recessions

are given in Miller, Pavosevich and Vroman(1997) and Chapter 1 of

Vroman(1998).
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introduce a measure of fund adequacy termed the high cost multiple or

reserve ratio multiple. This indicator of fund adequacy places the

trust fund balance into a simple expression that also recognizes two

other determinants of a state's need for reserves: total UI covered

wages (an indicator of the size of the state's economy) and the high

cost period of benefit payouts (the highest previous 12 month payout

rate). The numerator in the reserve ratio multiple is the reserve

ratio: total trust fund reserves as a percent of covered wages. The

denominator is the high cost period, benefits as a percent of covered

payrolls for the highest cost previous period. The ratio of these two

ratios is the reserve ratio (high cost) multiple. During recessions

borrowing is most likely and typically largest among states with the

lowest reserve ratio multiples.

While the reserve ratio multiple helps in assessments of fund

adequacy, there is no single standard of fund adequacy. Some have

advocated that multiples should reach 1.5, a level that is rarely

achieved by any state. More recently the Advisory Council on

Unemployment Compensation (1996) suggested as a solvency standard a

reserve ratio multiple of 1.0 where the high cost payout rate is

measured as the average payout rate for the highest three of the past

20 years. Whatever standard is most appropriate, analysis of past

recessions has shown that states with reserve ratio multiples below

0.50 have the highest risk of-recession-related financing problems

(Miller, Pavosevich and Vroman(1997)).

To provide additional detail on individual state trust fund

developments during the 1990s, Table 9 displays net reserves and

reserve ratio (high cost) multiples at the end of three recent years:

1989, 1992 and 1997. Trust fund levels and changes for these periods

span the most recent episode of recession and recovery. To

characterize state-level unemployment developments during the

recession, the average unemployment rate for 1990-1992 is shown as a

ratio to the average for 1987-1989. The states have been arrayed by

Census Division and then alphabetically within each of the nine

Census Divisions. Table 9 also identifies the seven states needing UI
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Table 9. MM Rer. ad Reeame Rato MuOi by Sate. 1989. 1992 ad 1991

STATENd Resre

* CONNECTICUT
- MAiNE
* MASSACHUSETTS

NEW HAMPSHIRE
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT
NEW JERSEY

* NEW YORK
PENNSYLVANIA
PUERTO RICO
VIRGIN ISLANDS
ILLINOIS
INDIANA

* MICHIGAN
OHIO
WiSCONSIN
IOWA
KANSAS
MINNESOTA

* MISSOURI
NEBRASKA
NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA
DELAWARE

* DIST OF COL
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
MARYLAND
NORTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA
VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA
ALABAMA
KENTUCKY
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
LOUISIANA
OKLAHOMA
TEXAS
ARIZONA
COLORADO
IGAHO
MONTANA
NEVADA
NEW MEXICO
UTAH
WYOMING
ALASKA
CALIFORNIA
HAWAII
OREGON
WASHINGTON

U .S.Toil

Ilos) Reseo Resto (High Cosl) Motiplee
De. Dec Dec. LevlS
1989 1992 1997 Dec. Dec. Oe.

1989 1992 1997

274 -653 33 0.22 4.50 0.33
206 35 136 0.94 0.15 0.49
909 -390 1449 0.45 -0.19 0.53
204 130 278 0.99 0.55 0.89
304 104 160 0.92 0.32 0.41
197 191 234 1.63 1.41 1.45

2795 2440 2385 1.06 0.95 0.68
3191 214 990 0.76 0.05 0.18
1616 808 2254 0.55 0.25 0.57
564 749 587 1.82 2.05 1.23

28 47 45 2.67 3.21 3.22
1268 848 1743 0.47 0.28 0.45

770 942 1362 1.04 1.11 1.22
370 -72 2223 0.13 .002 0.53
779 602 1875 0.30 0.21 0.51

1041 1195 1632 0.96 0.93 0.97
518 615 727 1.20 1.20 1.08
472 606 607 1.35 1.47 1.13
359 224 565 0.52 0.27 0.51
372 3 418 0.50 0.00 0.39
127 161 203 0.89 0.94 0.98
45 50 39 0.70 0965 0.36
45 55 49 1.46 1.26 0.87

207 219 279 1.24 1.18 1.14
76 -19 136 0.40 0.09 0.53

2041 1444 2090 1.29 0.79 0.85
1018 966 1797 0.96 0.79 1.04

598 146 721 0.75 0.17 0.67
1471 1397 1301 1.26 t03 0.71

415 433 687 0.66 0.60 0.72
718 507 979 1.17 0.74 1.08
146 141 166 0.41 0.35 0.34
623 550 451 1.21 0.90 0.57
393 364 571 0.69 0.54 0.64
388 345 564 1.67 1326 1.52
657 903 849 0.90 0.69 0.72
131 81 204 0.40 0.20 0.39
306 601 1276 0.43 0.72 1.18
323 419 609 1.34 1.53 1.78
989 586 707 0.73 0.36 0.32
493 372 741 0.94 0.55 0.72
239 339 574 0.75 0.87 1.01
220 240 280 1.37 1.16 0.95

80 96 136 0.63 0.62 0.69
321 234 388 1.12 0.65 0.69
174 239 431 1.48 1.69 2.22
239 342 573 1.25 1.40 1.54

54 110 159 0.71 1.23 1.44
190 232 202 0.93 1.06 0.79

5419 2787 3738 0.92 0.43 0.48
340 392 217 1.75 1.68 0.94
804 1055 1069 1.35 1.47 1.03

1364 1766 1447 1.07 105 0.69

36871 25847 43833 0.87 0.54 0.70

Chane
1999 Io 1992 to
1992 1997

-0.72 0.83
-0.7 0.33
40.63 0.72
.034 0.34
4.60 0.09
4.21 0.04
4.21 4.18
4.71 0.13
4.30 0.32
0.24 -0.79
0.54 0.01
-0.19 .17
0.07 011
.015 0.55
.0.09 0.30
4.03 0.04
0.00 -0.13
0.12 40.33
-0.24 0.24
-0.50 0.38
0.05 -0.05
4.05 -0.29
-0.20 -0.39
-0.0 -0.04
-0.50 0.63
-040 0.06
4.18 0.25
-0.59 0.50
-0.23 -0.32
-0.06 0.12
-0.43 0.34
-0.06 -001
-0.31 -0.33
-0.15 0.10
-0.42 0.26
-0.21 0.03
-0.20 0.18
0.29 0.46
0.19 0.25
-0.37 -0.04
-0.29 0.17
0.12 0.14
-0.21 -0.20
.001 0.08
-0.47 0o04
0.21 0.53
0.15 0.14
0.52 0.22
0.12 .027
-0.48 0.04
-0.07 .0.74
0.12 -0.43
0.02 -0.40

-0.33 0.17

unemp1
RH-

1999-92
1997,89

1.947
1 .63
2.236
2.400
2.227
1.783
: .664
1.476
1.297

NA
NA

I .035
1 .083
1.116
1 .037
I.007
0.943
0.943
1 .093
1.026
0.671
0.909
0.911
I .685
1 .405
1 .345
1 .032
.397

1.362
1.154
1.366
1.019
0.965
0.977
0.916
1 .041
0.934
0.693
0.910
0.902
I .037
0.796
0.967
0.970
1.047
0.857
0.885
0.756
1.005
1 .390
1.058
I .070
0.937

1.158

Sourco: Trst iund data fro the U.l. Saa of the U.S. Dpa tnl ol Labor Um loymnl rot date ik SLS.
* -Slatessedang U.S. Treascy loan d.u 1991.1995
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trust fund loans during 1991-1995.

Four aspects of Table 9 are noteworthy. First, state level

unemployment experiences were highly-varied during the 1990-1992

downturn. While the national average unemployment rate ratio was

1.156, the state-level ratios ranged from 2.400 (New Hampshire) to

0.671 (Nebraska). Second, the highest unemployment rate ratios.-were

found in states located along the Atlantic Coast along with

California. New England and Middle Atlantic states had especially

large increases in their unemployment rates. Arranging the states

geographically helps to emphasize this point. Third, the large

decreases in reserves and reserve ratio multiples occurred

disproportionately in the-states with the largest increases in

unemployment. Of the nine states where multiples,-decreased by 0.50 or

more between 1989 and 1992, eight had unemployment rate ratios of

1.345 or higher.
4

Fourth, reserve ratio multiples decreased in

seventeen programs between-the end of 1992 and the end of 1997. In a

period when trust fund building would be expected, the position of

these seventeen deteriorated using the reserve ratio (high cost)

multiple to gauge trust fund adequacy.

The slow pace of reserve accumulationsu-during 1993-1997 is

noteworthy and deserves added emphasis. One way is to highlight

developments in the ten largest states which accounted for 52 percent

of taxable covered employment and 56 percent of covered payrolls in

1996.17 Four of the ten had smaller reserve balances at the end of

1997 than at the end of 1989 and six had smaller reserve ratio

46 Missouri, the ninth state, had a ratio of only 1.028. The
simple correlation between the unemployment rate ratios of Table 1-3
and the 1989-1992 change in state reserve ratio multiples was -.627.
The correlation was much higher (-.907) when states were weighted by
the size of their labor forces.

"7 The ten, ranked in descending order according to 1996
payrolls, are California, New York, Texas, Illinois, Florida, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Michigan, New Jersey and Massachusetts.
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multiples." Weighted by 1996 payrolls, the average reserve ratio

multiple for the ten declined from 0.72 at the end of 1989 to 0.32 at

the end of 1992 and then recovered to 0.47 in 1997. Compared to the

national average reserve ratio multiple, their average was 0.15 lower

in 1989 (0.72 compared to 0.87) but 0.23 lower in 1997 (0.47 compared

to 0.70). In 1997 only one of the ten largest states (Florida) had a

reserve ratio multiple that exceeded 0.60 while two (New York and

Texas) had multiples below 0.40. The largest states were clearly more

vulnerable to the risk of recession-related financing problems in

1997 than seven years earlier.

Compared to the ten largest states, the pace of post-1992

reserve accumulations for remaining UI programs was more rapid. Prior

to the 1990 recession their average reserve ratio multiple was 1.08.

At the end of 1997 their average multiple was 1.00. Thus, the average

reserve position of these states at the end of 1997 was almost the

same as before the onset of the 1990 recession. This suggests the

increased exposure to potential insolvency was much more concentrated

in the largest states at the end of 1997 than it was at the end of

1989.

A second way to highlight the slow pace of reserve accumulation

during 1992-1997 is to ask the following question: How long would it

take to restore reserves to their 1989 position? Between 1992 and

1997 the national reserve ratio multiple increased by only 0.17 (from

0.54 to 0.70) or by an average of 0.034 per year. At that pace of

accumulation, more than 4 more years would be required before a

national multiple of 0.87 (the 1989 reserve ratio multiple) would be

achieved. This would imply an economic recovery lasting more than

nine years, i.e., longer than any expansion since the establishment

of UI programs in the mid 1930s.

*e Note in Table 9 that only Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio and

Pennsylvania had higher reserve ratio multiples at the end of 1997

compared to 1989 and only in Michigan and Ohio were the multiples

noticeably higher.
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Given the strong pace of economic expansion experienced during

1993-1997, a substantial accumulation of reserves would have been

anticipated. Annual benefit payouts during 1993-1996 averaged $3.8

billion less than during 1991-1992. Aggregate tax receipts also

increased substantially. The three year average for 1994-1996 of

$21.8 billion was 42.percent higher than the 1989-1991 average of

$15.4 billion."

-What distinguishes the UI tax increases during the most recent

.period of economic recovery is their comparatively modest size. The

.analogous increases following the downturns of 1974-1975 and 1980-

1982 exceeded 100 percent and 60 percent respectively. Higher UI

taxes would have been expected during 1994-1996 based on earlier

recessionary episodes.

While a detailed analysis of recent changes in UI tax laws lies

beyond the scope of this report, there clearly have been UI tax

reductions.which slowed trust fund accumulations during 1993-1997.

States such as Kansas and North Carolina were especially aggressive

in lowering UI taxes, but tax reductions have been widespread during

the 1990s. Modifications of UI tax statutes in Georgia. Florida and

Virginia during 1997 will cause further tax reductions and can be

interpreted as at least partly motivated by the tax cuts in North

Carolina of 19.95.

The slow pace of trust fund accumulations during 1993-1997 has

obvious implications for state Ul solvency. In particular it implies

that states at the end of 1997 were more exposed to the threat of

financing problems than they were eight years earlier, i.e., before

the onset of the 1990-1992 recession.

-To examine risks of insolvency a series of simulations were

" Annual data on aggregate Ul benefits and employer taxes from
1938 through 1996 appear in columns (10) and (8) respectively of U.S.
Department of Labor (1995) and later updates to this Handbgok.

i
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undertaken.
50

The simulations utilized the relationship between

decreases in state reserve ratio multiples and increases in average

unemployment rates that were observed during the 1990-1992 recession.

Historic patterns of increases in state unemployment rates were then

combined with the slope and intercept of this relationship to provide

projections of trust fund drawdowns during recessions of differing

severity.

Two conclusions emerged from the simulation analysis. (1) The

absence of widespread financing problems during 1990-1992 was

attributable both to the mild nature of the recession and to the

comparatively large initial trust fund balances held by the states.

The states may not be as lucky in the next recession regarding the

magnitude of the increase in unemployment. (2) More states needed

loans when they entered recessions with their 1996 year end reserve

balances than when they entered with their 1989 reserve balances.

Based on 1993-1997 rates of trust fund accumulations as summarized in

Table 9, several states will start the next recession with smaller

balances than at the end of 1989. Other things equal, the smaller

balances resulting from the slow pace of accumulations during 1993-

1997 could lead to increased borrowing during the next recession.

The need for large reserves during a future recession could be

mitigated by two factors that merit some additional comments.

(1) Compared to earlier periods, the UI programs of the states may

now have in place more features that automatically lead to tax

increases and/or benefit reductions in recessions. (2) Due to

evolutionary developments, the economy may now be less prone to

recessions than in earlier years. If either of these factors were

important, there would be less need for large trust fund reserves

than in the past. Either the UI response features would automatically

be activated to offset the effects of higher unemployment on trust

fund balances or the cyclical swings would be less pronounced due to

macroeconomic developments.

50 The details of the simulations are given in Appendix A of

Vroman(1998).
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- The first of these two arguments has been addressed by recent

research, e.g., Miller, Pavosevich and Vroman(1997) and Chapter 2 in

Vroman(1998)-. There is no doubt regarding the increased prevalence of

automatic tax and benefit features in UI programs, e.g., solvency

taxes and automatic freezes on maximum weekly benefits, that are

activated when trust fund balances descend below designated

thresholds. However, the quantitative importance of these features

remains small. Thus while these features are present in many more

programs in 1998 than, say, two decades ago, there is no evidence

that their increased importance has reduced the need for large pre-

recession trust fund balances.

Determining whether the economy is inherently more stable than

in the past is a more difficult question. It is clear that the

service sector is relatively more important than in the past and that

international trade now links the U.S. economy more closely to other

economies than in the past. The former development could be important

because the production of services takes place without accompanying

large stocks of raw materials, intermediate goods and finished goods

that are associated with production in goods sector of the economy.

Thus goods production in general and manufacturing production in

particular may now exert less of a destabilizing effect through

stock-flow (multiplier-accelerator) interactions than in the past. It

is also possible that closer international trade and financial

relations operate to enhance the stability of the U.S. economy.

However, observing the developments in Asia during the past six

months leads to skepticism regarding the inherent stability of the

economy associated with increased dependence on international trade

and finance.

Thus the argument that the economy is inherently more stable

while interesting has not gained widespread acceptance within the

economics profession at large. It would seem prudent to wait for

additional research and confirmation of this idea before moving UI

programs towards having lower trust fund balances.
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To summarize, it seems quite certain that the UI system will

enter the next recession with lower trust fund reserves (reserves as

a percent of payroll) than they had prior to the 1990 recession. This

has implications for potential borrowing by individual states and 
for

the performance of UI as an automatic stabilizer of the economy, 
as

examined in the next section.

VI. Unemployment Insurance as an Automatic Stabilizer

One of the primary objectives of unemployment insurance (UI) is

to impart enhanced automatic stability to the macro economy. The

payment of UI benefits automatically increases during recessions

helping to stabilize aggregate spending (primarily household

expenditures) and dampens the effects of impulses that move aggregate

real output (GDP) downward. This effect of UI was emphasized when the

program was established in the 1930s, emphasized in the summary

volume by Haber and Murray (1966)51 and still remains an important

rationale for UI at the present time.

Increasing UI eligibility and benefit recipiency would enhance

the performance of UI as an automatic stabilizer. This would help to

restore the stabilizing effectiveness of UI towards the levels it

realized in the 1970s, i.e., prior to the downward shift in

recipiency that occurred in the early 1980s. Before discussing

empirical estimates of UI's stabilizing effects, it will be useful to

examine the potential stabilizing role of the program and briefly

review one paper in the empirical literature.

51 See Chapter II, pages 31-32 in Haber and Murray(1966).
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UT and Agareaate Economic Activity

Unemployment insurance (UI) benefit payments are highly

cyclical, but quite small relative to the overall macro economy.

Regular UI benefits ranged from 0.221 to 0.729 percent and averaged

0.377 percent of GDP in annual data covering the years 1967 to 1995.

Total payouts from all three tiers of UI1
52

ranged from 0.221 to 1.011

percent,averaging 0.442 percent of GDP.

Descriptive time series regressions based on annual data from

1967 to 1995 were fitted to explain UI benefit payouts as a

percentage of GDP. The specification included three explanatory

variables: the total unemployment rate or TUR, the TUR lagged one

year and a zero-one dummy variable that identified the years starting

in 1981. Each of the three explanatory variables had consistently

significant coefficients: positive on the TUR, negative on the TUR

lagged (reflecting effects of benefit exhaustions) and negative on

the post-1981 dummy variable.

In the regression explaining regular UI payments as a percent

of GDP, the coefficient on the TUR was 0.1115 indicating that payouts

increased by 0.1115 percent of GDP for each percentage point increase

in the TUR. This coefficient was 0.1558 in the regression explaining

total payouts from all three tiers of UI as a percent of GDP for the

1967-1995 period. The coefficient for the post-1981 period indicated

that regular UI payments shifted downward by 21 percent after 1981

while total payouts from all three tiers combined shifted downward by

34 percent starting in 1981.5' These.regressions illustrated four

52 The three tiers are: 1) the regular UI program which
potentially pays up to 26 weeks of benefits in nearly all states,
2) the Federal-State Extended Benefits program which can pay up to 13
weeks when activated and 3) emergency federal benefits such as
Emergency Unemployment Compensation which was active from November
1991 through April 1994.

53 The post 1981 coefficient was -0.0796 in the regular UI
equation and -0.1492 in the total UI (all three tiers) equation. The
elasticity estimates were derived as the ratio of the post-1981 dummy
coefficient in each regression to the mean of UI benefits as a
percent of GDP.
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important points: the small overall size of UI benefits, their

cyclical sensitivity, the downward shift in benefits after 1981 and

the importance of EB and temporary federal programs in the overall

cyclical pattern of UI benefit payments.

Program benefits stabilize the economy primarily by helping to

maintain household consumption expenditures. Within a business cycle

context UI operates as a proportional stabilizer of economy. When

there is an impulse that tends to either increase or decrease total

real output, UI acts to dampen the total effect by offsetting part

of the effect of the impulse. While the direction of the effect

caused by the impulse is not altered, its magnitude is reduced, hence

the term proportional stabilizer.
54

UI benefits offset a proportion

of the effect of the impulse.

There are two important proportional stabilizers in the public

sector of economy: UI benefit outlays and taxes linked to income and

output such as the personal income tax, the corporate income tax and

payroll taxes. Both proportional stabilizers have measurable

macroeconomic effects.

There are three important macroeconomic relationships that

determine the importance UI as an automatic stabilizer. (1) There is

the relationship between changes in aggregate output or GDP (measured

as aggregate income) and the pre-tax-pre-transfer income of

households. (2) There is the relationship between pre-tax-pre-

transfer household income and post-tax-post-transfer (or disposable)

household income. (3) There is the relationship between household

disposable income household spending (or consumption). These three

links combined determine the size of the response of household

spending when GDP changes. Respectively these three can be termed the

pre-tax income response, the disposable income response and the

consumption response. As each of these responses is smaller the

automatic stability of the economy is enhanced.

54 This terminology was developed by A.W. Phillips (1954).
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A proportional stabilizer like UI affects the second of these

relationships by helping to cushion household disposable income from

changes in pre-tax-pre-transfer household--income. When employers

reduce labor inputs they often place workers on temporary or

permanent layoff. Benefit payments from UI offset part of the wage

loss caused by layoffs thereby keeping household disposable income

more stable than it would be without U1.

When aggregate real output (GDP) changes there are two factors

operating within the private sector that cushion the effect on pre-

tax-pre-transfer household income, the first of the three

relationships identified above. (1) The gross income share received

by owners of capital (pre-tax corporate profits plus interest on

corporate debt) absorbs much of the aggregate income change.

Capital's income share is about one-third of GDP, but in the short

run it will absorb over half of the reduction in aggregate income.

(2) Within capital's income share there are four components: retained

corporate profits, corporate profits taxes, dividend payments and

interest payments on debt. The component that most directly affects

households is dividend payments which tend to be very stable in the

face of decreases in profits. Both preceding factors operate to

stabilize pre-tax-pre-transfer household income when real GDP

changes.

These same two factors severely limit the potential for UI

benefit payments to play a major role as an automatic stabilizer. To

the extent that pre-tax-pre-transfer household income is stabilized

by the cyclical pattern of the corporate income share and by dividend

payouts, there is less of an unemployment response and less need for

UI benefit payments. Stated somewhat differently, employment tends to

be more stable than real output when the economy enters a recession.

These stabilizing effects of corporate profits and dividend payouts

tend to weaken as a downturn extends for a longer period.
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The decline in the IUTU ratio of the early 1980s implies

that the stabilizing effect of UI would be weakened. Compared to the

1970s and earlier, there would be a larger response of after-tax-

after-transfer (or disposable) household income to a given change in

pre-tax-pre-transfer household income, i.e., the second of the three

relationships that link changes in GDP and to changes in household

spending as discussed above. Because household disposable income

becomes more cyclically responsive, when the IUTU ratio declines, the

proportional response of consumption to GDP becomes larger and the

economy becomes more volatile. Empirical estimates of the size UI's

stabilizing effect are discussed below. The important conclusion from

the present discussion, however, is that the potential role of UI as

an automatic stabilizer is limited by other aspects of macroeconomic

behavior, in particular by the cyclical response of capital's gross

income share and the response of dividend payments.

Other macroeconomic factors that affect stabilizing impact of UI

should also be noted. First, to the extent that spending out of UI

benefits is more complete than spending out of other components of

household income, there may be a larger stabilizing effect than

suggested by just noting the size of UI benefits relative to total

household disposable income. Second, because UI taxes are experience

rated, a recession-related increase in benefits will eventually be

followed by higher UI taxes. Depending on the timing of this response

which occurs with a lag, it could weaken the effects of UI as an

automatic stabilizer because of negative effects on business profits

and business spending. This effect of UI taxes would be more

important in downturns of longer duration.
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The AnalysiR of nunson Maurice and Dwver

The most recent analysis of the automatic stabilizing

properties of UI was undertaken by Dunson, Maurice and Dwyer

(1991).A This research, supported by the U.S. Department of Labor,

-utilized simulations with the Data Resources Inc. (DRI) model to

derive quantitative estimates of the UI's stabilizing effects. While

the full project also included an analysis of UI in four states and a

literature review, principal interest centered on simulation results

based on a full scale national macroeconomic model.

Dunson, et.al. utilized the DRI model in simulations that

covered two eleven year intervals: 1977 to 1987 and 1991 to 2001. For

each time period the scale of the UI program was modeled as of the

start of the period. The work, undertaken mainly during 1990, could

utilize historic data for the earlier period-but utilized eleven year

projections for the latter period. For both time periods there were

paired simulations: one with UI-and one without UI. The UI variable

of primary interest was real UI benefits per.unemployed worker. This

was found to be lower.in.1991-2001 than. in 1977-1987 primarily

because recipiency among job losers was lower.

In each simulation there was a shock to the economy (a two

percent reduction in the monetary base) and the time paths-of all

variables were then traced. Particular.attention was focused on the

time path of real output"(GDP) -and aggregate employment. Since output

was traced for eleven years in a quarterly-model, the-comparisons of

effects with and without.xIcover a lengthy time period. The.research

strategy was to focus on the four quarters-when the decline-in GDP

was the largest.

For the earlier-period (1977-1987) they found that the-decline

in real GDP was cushioned by 5.4 percent and-employment by 4.9

percent, i.e. the GDP reduction was 5.4-percent smaller when UI was

present. For the later period (1991-2001) the GDP.reduction was

cushioned by 3.7 percent and the employment reduction by 3.5 percent.

5 A more complete review of the.automatic stabilizing
literature is given in Section III of Vroman and Woodbury(1996).
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While all of these estimated effects of UI are quite modest, the

programs effectiveness was clearly lower in the second time period.

Overall, UI during 1991-2001 was about 70 percent as effective as it

had been during 1977-1987. The program was less effective in

stabilizing household disposable income hence household spending.

This analysis is important because the two time periods bracket

the period when the IUTU ratio declined, i.e., the early 1980s.

Theirs is the only model-based analysis of the effects of the decline

in the IUTU ratio, and it suggests a small stabilizing effect became

even smaller.

There are questions about the methodology of this study that

should be noted. First, the primary variable used to gauge the

decline in the scale of the UI program is the real benefit per

unemployed worker. They estimate that the real benefit decreased by

40 percent in a linear manner between 1981 and 1985. This scale of

reduction exceeds that of the direct studies of the IUTU ratio.

Second, because the analysis does not separate the three tiers of UI,

it is not clear how temporary federal programs enter the analysis.

Third, it is also not clear how exhaustions of UI benefits enter (or

do not enter) their analysis. Finally, there is no explicit treatment

of income distribution by factor shares, e.g., the cyclical

sensitivity of capital's income share and dividend payouts. Thus,

interested readers would have questions about details of their

procedures.

These questions notwithstanding, their qualitative findings are

highly plausible. A modest stabilizing effect was reduced when UI

benefit availability declined in the early 1980s.

Stahilizing Effects of Chanoes in Benefit Elioihilitv

In an earlier report with Steve Woodbury, we identified ten

potential changes in UI benefit availability that would raise
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eligibility and the receipt of benefits.
6

These changes which would

mainly affect low wage workers would enhance the performance of UI as

an automatic stabilizer." If all ten changes were enacted, the IUTU

ratio would increase 14-18 percent but payouts would increase only 7-

9 percent above present levels. The increase in IUTU caused by these

changes would be of the same order of magnitude as the decrease that

occurred in the early 1980s. However, because the associated increase

in benefit payments would mainly affect low wage workers, the

increase in the stabilizing effect of UI would be modest.

The Dunson, et.al. (1991) analysis is useful for the present

question. Suppose we take their 1991-2001 simulation results as an

approximation for the effects of the present UI system. The increases

in eligibility proposed in part III would increase UI benefits per

unemployed worker somewhat less than 10 percent. Thus the added

stability caused by these changes would still not bring the program

back to its stabilizing effectiveness of the 1977-1987 simulations.

Perhaps these improvements in benefit availability would

increase the stabilizing effect of UI by one-tenth. Thus the total

decline in real GDP at the trough would be 4.1 percent smaller after

making these changes compared to 3.7 percent smaller under present UI

eligibility. This is a small change, but it would make UI more

effective in achieving one of its principal program objectives.

56 See Section II in Vroman and Woodbury(1996).

5 Among the suggestions were the following. 1) Base monetary
eligibility on hours of work. 2) Have each state offer an alternative
base period. 3) Allow part time workers to be eligible if looking for
work with at least as many weekly hours as the previous job. 4)
Eliminate indefinite duration disqualifications. 5) Allow good
personal reasons for leaving employment. 6) Modify EB program
unemployment rate triggers.
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Stabilizing Performance in a Future Recession

With the preceding discussion of Sections V and VI as

background, it may be instructive to briefly speculate on some likely

consequences of a serious recession. A severe recession of the scale

of the downturns of 1958, 1974-1975 or the back-to-back recessions of

1980-1982 would quickly deplete UI reserves. At the end of 1997 state

reserves totaled $43.8 billion (Table 9). If the national benefit

payout rate averaged 2.0 percent of covered payrolls for one full

year, total payments would be $60 billion which would increase to $90

billion if this payout rate lasted for eighteen months.
58

Thus even

considering current revenues, borrowing would take place during the

first twelve months and substantial borrowing during the first two

years.

Under this scenario, UI programs would add more than $40

billion to the net spending stream of the economy (UI benefit

payments less state UI taxes) based just on outlays from state trust

funds during the first twelve months. If there were emergency federal

legislation as in previous recessions, federal emergency benefits

would make further additions to household income and spending. While

the dollar amounts seem impressive, they would represent only about

0.5 percent of GDP. UI is a program of limited scale.

Further reducing the net stabilizing impact of U0 would be some

likely state and federal actions. In the states, the emergence of UI

debts to the U.S. Treasury would be followed by solvency legislation

which could be expected to both raise employer taxes and reduce

benefit payments. The emergency federal legislation would probably

fall under the terms of the Budget Enforcement Act that requires

added benefits to be 'financed.'" These federal and state actions

would operate to reduce the net stabilizing effect of ui during the

58 In 1998 total payrolls of taxable covered employers will

equal about $3000 billion. Two percent equals $60 billion.

59 Speculation about likely state actions are based on actual

state behavior during the early 1980s. See Chapter 2 in Vroman(1986).

The federal UI expenditures during 1991-1994 in the Emergency

Unemployment Compensation program (EUC) were mainly financed.,

77-816 02-5
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hypothesized recession.

Having larger pre-recession trust fund balances would

reduce the amount of offsetting actions undertaken by the

states. In this area, a provision of the Department of Labor

appropriation legislation for fiscal year 1998 should be noted.

States were encouraged to achieve trust fund target levels with a

financial inducement, e.g., interest free advances in the event of

indebtedness if pre-recession fund balances met a target determined

by the Secretary of Labor. A regulation that specifies target trust

fund balances is expected during 1998.

VII. Summary and Conclusions

Because this report has covered several topics, its conclusions

fall into several areas. Some can be noted very briefly. The reform

of the welfare system will have few noticeable consequences for UI

programs assuming their current eligibility rules do not change. Few

former welfare recipients who become unemployed will collect

benefits. Failure to meet nonmonetary eligibility criteria as well as

monetary criteria will contribute to this outcome.

UI trust fund building has been quite slow during the period of

economic recovery of the past five years. It can be anticipated that

UI programs will enter the next recession with smaller balances than

they did in 1990, the start of the last recession. As a consequence,

borrowing during the next recession can be expected to be much larger

than during 1991-1995.

Nonstandard employment is a large and growing segment of

employment in the U.S.. An analysis of their experiences in data from

the February 1997 CPS contingent worker supplement should also be

undertaken. This would provide two observations on the receipt of UI

benefits for the various workers in nonstandard employment. Added

reliability in our understanding of their UI beneficiary patterns

would be most useful.
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More generally, it would be useful to document more completely

the unemployment experiences of contingent workers. To the extent

they are job losers, their recipiency rates would be expected to be

considerably above-average. One suggestion would be to make a

longitudinal match and an analysis of their unemployment in March

1995, one month after the first of the two CPS contingent worker

supplements. A longitudinal analysis of the February 1997 contingent

worker supplement also would be useful.

Part-time employment is the largest of the nonstandard

employment categories identified in Section II, but its most rapid

growth occurred before 1975. Part-timers account for more than one in

five who now work during a given year. Overall, they are about one

third as likely as others to receive U1 benefits when they experience

unemployment. Among adults aged 25 and older, part-time workers are

about half as likely to receive UI benefits as full-time workers.

Improving their access to UI benefits-would have a measurable effect

on overall UI recipiency. If the differential in recipiency among

part-timers could be halved it would add about 5 percent to insured

unemployment. One key to raising recipiency would seem to be

modifying the work search requirement to permit search for part-time

jobs.

Temporary (contingent) employees have very high rates of

unemployment. Improving access to UI benefits by temporary help

agency employees would have only small macro effects (because they

number only about 1.2-2.0 million), but it would seem worthy of

support given their high-unemployment and below-average recipiency

rates. Monitoring how offers of suitable work by temporary help

agencies are made to these workers is important to document.

Three insights into the long term decline in the IUTU ratio
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were gained through the analysis of Section III. First, the long term

decline in the IUTU ratio has a distinct gender component. The ratio

has declined for men over the past 30 years while it has been stable

for women. The often noted declines in manufacturing employment and

in unionization are consistent with a larger effect on the male IUTU

ratio, but this gender perspective has not been emphasized by

previous research. Second, the decrease in the IUTU ratio since 1976

appears to have been proportionately larger among job leavers and

reentrants than among job losers. This was strongly suggested by the

data in Table 7. There was an inference from these findings that an

increased prevalence of durational disqualifications may have

contributed to this decrease in recipiency. Third, geographic

differences in IUTU ratios have persisted during the past 30 years.

Over this period, states in the South and the Mountain division have

had above-average labor force growth. Since these geographic areas

have the lowest IUTU ratios, this differential growth has had a

depressing effect on the national IUTU ratio.

Several other research ideas were noted in earlier sections of

this report. Repeating a few at this point may be useful. (1) The

long term decrease in IUTU ratios could be reexamined. Seven to ten

additional annual time series observations per state are now

available to augment the earlier analyses of Blank and Card(1991) and

Corson and Nicholson(1988). (2) Closely related, it would seem that

the reasons for low recipiency in states like Florida, Texas and

Virginia should be examined to better understand why fewer than one

fourth of their unemployed receive UI benefits.

Three areas of research on nonstandard employment could be

especially productive. (1) An analysis that focuses on unemployed

part-time workers is needed. This should try to disentangle the

monetary from the nonmonetary factors contributing to their failure

to receive UI benefits. Among the nonmonetary factors it would seem

that the effects of durational disqualifications for quitting and
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state requirements to seek full time work as a condition for

eligibility should be studied. (2) Analyses of independent

contractors are needed. Two possible areas-of work 
within UI programs

and reporting systems were identified. They were 
information from

state tax offices on determinations of independent 
contractor status

and information that may be derived from RQC data. 
(3) Since

unemployed reentrants are numerous there is need 
to examine their

reason for leaving their last jobs. It would be important to document

the proportions of layoffs and quits. Presumably quits are much more

numerous but this has-yet to be documented.

Finally, the redesign of the CPS in 1994 now yields information

on the unemployment of temporary workers whose assignments 
have

ended. Undertaking a new special CPS supplement 
like the earlier 1989

and 1993 supplements would be useful in furthering 
our understanding

of the experiences of these workers with UI programs 
in the states.

If a special survey were undertaken it could also be the vehicle for

gathering information on reason for unemployment among 
unemployed

reentrants.
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Appendix A. An Analysis of IUTU Ratios by State

In an earlier report, state-level IUTU ratios were examined

with time series multiple regressions fitted to annual data. Appendix

A in Vroman (1991). The specification utilized three explanatory

variables: the total unemployment rate (or TUR), the unemployment

rate lagged one year (TURL) and a dummy variable (D81) equal to zero

from 1967 to 1980 and unity from 1981 to 1989. Regressions were

fitted for each state plus the District of Columbia.

The expectation was that TUR would enter with a positive

coefficient as there are more job losers (as a proportion of the

unemployed) during recessions when the unemployment rate increases.

Since job losers are the group most likely to be eligible and to

receive benefits, this mix effect would be expected to increase the

IUTU ratio. The combined effects of UI benefit exhaustions and

reduced monetary eligibility cause the IUTU ratio to decrease after a

recession has been underway for some quarters. Hence the expectation

was that TURL would have a negative coefficient. Finally, the D81

dummy variable was included to test for the size and significance of

a downward shift in UI claims in 1981. On average, fewer unemployed

would be expected to receive benefits after 1981 than before 1981.

The regression results generally conformed to these

expectations. The D81 dummy had a negative coefficient in 45 of 51

equations, and its coefficient's t ratio was statistically

significant in 28 states. The coefficients and t ratios from this

earlier analysis are reproduced in Table Al in the column headed

D1981-1989. Also shown at the bottom are the results from a pooled

regression using state data weighted by an indicator of state size

(average unemployment for the years 1967-1989).

These regressions were refitted for a longer estimation period

1967 to 1996 using the most recently available annual data. If IUTU

were trending inexorably downward, the estimated size of the post-
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Tnb Al. Reaession Estimates dca* Pot-1s81 D n h UI ReCieicy

Avg. DbvW
DhKI Mmid 508 D1981-1969 D19s1-19ss chwm Ch-

NEng. CONNECTIJT -.1465(4.5) -.1078(4.1) 0.0387 0.0118
MANE .0657 (30) -.0644 (3.2) 0.0013
MASSACHUSETTS -0935 (4.6) -.0903 (5.9) 0.0032
NEW HAVF6S-PE -.1589 (3.4) -.1622 (4.3) -0.0033
RHODE SAND -.0990 (3.5) -.0853 (3.5) 0.0137
VER6JT -.0271 (1.3) -.OD97 (0.6) 0.0174

M.A. NEWERY -.1110(6.9) -.1146(9.5) -0.0036 00102
NEW YOK -.1065(8.6) -.0998 (9.9) 0.0067

ENNYLVANIA -.0941 (3.7) -.0664 (3.2) 0.0277
ENC. 6±9N6 -.2042(4.4) -.1158(3.4) 0.0384 00475

WAN4A -.0578 (2.7) -.070 (3.9) 0.0DD8
MIOH6GAN -.1254 (5.0) -.0953 (5.4) 0.0301

OHI -.0616 (2.1) -.0168 (0.9) 0.0448
WISCONIN -.1046 (2.5) -.0311(1.1) 0.0735

WXC. IWA -.1468(5.7) -.0662(3.6) 0.0006 0.0305
KANSAS .0004 (0.0) -.0309 (1.0) -0.0313
MNESOTA -.0822(2.7) -.0713 (3.5) 0.0109
MLSSOJ -.1170 (3.9) -.1197 (5.2) -0.0027
NEBRASKA -.0926 (3.9) -.0122 (0.7) 0.0704
NORTH DAKOTA -.0713 (1.2) -.0397 (1.4) 0.0316
S6OqTH DAKOTA -.1745 (4.2) -.1207 (5.6) 0.0538

S. A. DELAWARE -.0256(1.3) -.0205(1.1) 000s1 0o07s
DIST. OF COL -.0142 (0.4) .0169 (0.6) 0.0311
FLORIDA -.0678 (7.3) -.0450 (4.0) 0.0228
GEORGIA -.0351(2.1) -.0230 (1.2) 0.0121
MARYLAND -.0221(1.0) -.0251(1.4) -00030
NORTH CAROLINA -.0001 (0.0) .0039 (0.2) 0.0040
SOUTH CARONA -.0271 (0o9) -.0212 (0.9) 0.0009
vIRGINIA -.0324 (1.9) -.0239 (1.8) 0o0D85
WAESTVIRGINIA -.0500 (0.8) -.0689 (1.9) -00189

ES.C ALABAMA -.1285 (3.8) -.0922 (4.2) 0.0363 0.0496
KEN1TUCl -.1557 (2.4) -.0804 (2.7) 0.0753

-.0332 (0.8) O005 (0.0) 0.0337
TENNEEE -.1421 (5.4) -.0891 (4.2) 0.0530

WSC ARKANSAS -.1332 (4.9) .0069 (0.3) 0.1401 0.0264
LOUEBANA -.0501(1.1) -.0712(3.2) -00211
OaKAHOMA -.0250 (0.6) -.0630 (2.2) -0.0380
TEXAS -.0307 (1.5) -.0059 (0.4) 0.0248

Mow'± ARIZONA -.0339(1.5) -.0368(2.1) -0.0029 0.0025
Cc ADO -.0013(0.1) .0200(1.3) 0.0213
DAM0 .0140 (0.4) .0295 (1.4) 0.0155
MONTANA -.0733 (1.8) -.0294 (1.1) 0.0439
NEVADA -.1338 (7.0) -.1072 (5s7) 0.0266
NEW ME)300, -0407 (1.4) -.0667 (3.3) -0.0260
UTAH -.0643 (Z4) -.0813 (4.5) -0.0170
WYOMING .1364 (3.2) .0950 (3.2) -0.0414

PF ALASKA .0133(0.3) -.0048(0.1) -0.0181 00155
CAUKRIA .0038 (0.5) -.0064 (0.9) -0.0102
HAWAII -.0321(1.4) -.0220 (1.0) 0.0101
REGOCN -.0517 (3.3) ..003 (0.2) 0.0484

WASHINGrON -.0988 (3.6) -.0415 (1.8) 0.0473

Fd Data -.0462 (7.5) -.0459 (8.8) 0.0033

Soww Ragessoms by to uihr v61 mae data frt 1967. The aepeden abl f8 et
IUTU dtio. 0 e' r ex y n t stale e*yre raO. w m aged one

yeff.
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1981 downward shift should be larger in data that extend seven years

beyond the original estimation period. Table Al shows each

coefficient and t ratio for the 1967-1996 data period in the column

headed D1981-1996. Again, results are also displayed for a pooled

regression-using weighted state data.

The third column then shows the difference between the two

point estimates of the downward shift. Contrary to expectations, most

are positive not negative, i.e., the estimated post-1-981 downward

shifts are generally smaller when seven more years are added. Thirty

seven of 51 dummy coefficients are less negative in data based on the

1967-1996 estimation period.

The final column of Table Al displays unweighted averages of

the changes in the-D81 coefficients for the nine Census divisions.

All nine averages are positive. The largest changes in the averages

are observed in the East North Central and East South Central

divisions. These states have generally enjoyed high prosperity during

the 1990s, and there has been a generally noticeable-recovery in

their IUTU ratios from the lows reached during the 1980s.

The preceding finding may provide a basis for further research

into the determinants of the IUTU ratio. This analysis was undertaken

simply to replicate earlier work and to test a specific hypothesis,

namely to estimate the size of the decrease in -the IUTU ratio based

on data that extend into the mid 1990s. However more work on the

determinants of the IUTU ratio may be warranted. The most recent

analyses by Blank and Card(1991) and Corson and Nicholson(1988) used

data periods which ended in the mid 1980s. New insights might be

obtained from an analysis with data that extend to 1996.or -even-1997.
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Jan 4, 2002

Dr. Lois Orr
Acting Commissioner
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Room 440
2 Massachusetts Ave. NE
Washington, DC 20212

via fax 691-6426

Dear Acting Commissioner Orr:

I want to thank you again for testifying before the Committee on December 7th.
Unfortunately, votes on the Senate floor cut short my ability to stay and ask you more
questions regarding the November employment data. I would therefore be grateful if you
would answer the following questions for the record.

1. I have three questions on shifts towards defense-related production. Although we
have seen a sharp increase in new defense-related capital goods orders, the
employment numbers do not reflect any strength in defense-related employment.
a) How much is employment in defense-related industries expected to lag the
increase in production? b) Does defense production use labor more or less
intensively than comparable non-defense production? c) Are defense-related jobs
more white-collar than average?

2. There is concern about the recessions impact on recent welfare leavers. Under
current rules in most states, a worker who has only worked for a few months (such
as a recent welfare leaver) is unlikely to qualify for unemployment when laid-off.
Do we know how many former welfare recipients fall into this category? If not,
do we know how many former welfare recipients have been employed for only
four months or less? For three months or less?

3. In a related question, I noticed that the unemployment rate for 'women who
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maintain families' jumped from 6.9 percent to 8.3 percent in November. What
else do we know about this group? What are the average wages (or earnings) for
this group? Do we have a sense of how many of these women are former welfare
recipients?

Since we are not yet receiving mail, it might be best to either fax your responses to my
staff on the Joint Economic Committee in their temporary offices at 225-0505, or call Ms..
Daphne Clones at 226-2487 to coordinate delivery. I look forward to receiving your
responses.

Sincerely,

-/ United States Senator
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U. S. Department of Labor Commissioner tor
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Washington, D.C. 20212
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Honorable Jack Reed
Vice Chairman, Joint Economic Committee

804 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6602

Dear Senator Reed:

I am writing in response to your letter of January 4, 2002,
in which you posed additional questions regarding our
employment report for November. I have addressed these

questions by topic below.

Defense-Related Production

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) maintains a data

series on employment for industries that have been
identified as being "defense-dependent," that is, at least

50 percent of their product is generated for defense

purposes (based on data for 1987, the peak year for real

defense expenditures). These industries--ordnance and

accessories; aircraft and parts; shipbuilding and
repairing; guided missiles and space vehicles; tanks and

tank components; and search and navigation equipment--are

all in the manufacturing division. Table 1 shows the
employment figures on a monthly basis from 1985 through the

most recent month available.

Note that-this series is not an exact measure of employment

generated by defense spending. Industries that do not meet

the 50-percent criterion may have defense-dependent jobs.
Moreover, in the industries identified as defense-

dependent, many jobs stem from the production of nondefense
goods. We are not able to separate the effects of defense
and nondefense production on employment in these

industries. Consequently, the employment trend in these

industries could reflect weakness in nondefense production
areas, for example, commercial aircraft manufacture.

In order to try and shed light on your question about the

relative lag that may occur between production and
employment increases in defense-dependent industries, we
are including the Federal Reserve Board's industrial
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production index for defense and space equipment to
accompany our employment figures. The Federal Reserve data
are shown in the lower half of Table 1, and we have graphed
the long-term trends of the two series in Chart 1. As you
can see in the chart, the broad trends in the two series
have tracked relatively closely over time, although the
industrial production series appears to be much more
volatile on a monthly basis. While the industrial
production data have shown relatively little change in
recent months, the employment series has edged down. It is
difficult to determine the precise point in the production
cycle when increased production will translate into
increased employment. We will have to wait on future data
to see when in the current cycle increases in defense
expenditures translate into job growth for these particular
industries.

Regarding your question about labor-usage intensity in
defense production, the Bureau has a multifactor
productivity data series that measures the change over time
in the relative use of capital and labor. The change in
the ratio of capital services to labor hours (commonly
referred to as the capital/labor ratio) shows whether
capital services are growing faster or slower than labor
hours for specific industries. If the change in the ratio
is positive, then capital services are growing faster than
labor hours for that industry. For the period 1990 to
1999, total manufacturing and durable goods manufacturing
had nearly the same rates of growth in the capital/labor
ratio, about 3.5 percent per year, as shown in Table 2.
Over the same time span, four of the six defense-dependent
industries had capital/labor ratios that increased at a
faster rate than total manufacturing.

It may be worth noting that for five of the six defense-
dependent industries, the capital/labor ratio grew faster
in the first patt of the period, 1990-95, than in the
latter half of the period. During the first half of the
decade, each of those industries (miscellaneous
transportation equipment being the exception) went through
a fairly substantial contraction in output production and
total labor hours. Not surprisingly, the capital/labor
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ratios grew faster during the first half of the period
because industries generally are not as able to shed
capital services as fast as they can reduce labor hours.
This contraction lessened or turned around for all of these
industries in the second half of the decade and,
correspondingly, the rates of change in the capital/labor
ratios slowed. This pattern differed from that for the
total manufacturing and the durable goods manufacturing
sectors, where the capital/labor ratios grew faster in the
later half of the decade than during the first half.

The answer to your question on the occupational mix of
defense-dependent jobs depends in part on how white-collar
occupations are defined. BLS, in its Occupational
Employment Statistics (QES) program, collects data for 22
major occupational groups, as defined in the Federal
government's Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
system. (BLS does not collect occupational employment data
for the military.) For purposes of this analysis, 12 of
those groups have been selected to make up 'white-collar'
employment.

Using this approach, as can be seen in Table 3, white-
collar occupations represent 52 percent of total employment
in defense-dependent industries, compared to 56 percent for
all industries. The results of this type of analysis will
vary, naturally, depending upon which occupational groups
are included in white- or non-white collar employment. For
instance, simply excluding sales and office workers from
the white-collar category would reduce the share of white-
collar employment in the defense-dependent industries from
52 percent to 41 percent. The share among all industries
would fall markedly, from 56 to 28 percent, with the result
that under this formulation white-collar employment in the
defense-dependent industries would be much greater than
that for all industries as a whole. The proportion of
white-collar workers across all industries is boosted by
the presence of a great deal of service, retail, and
similar workers. Since the defense-dependent industries
are all in manufacturing, it is useful to compare their
white-collar employment to all other manufacturing
industries. As also can be seen in Table 3, only about a
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third of the jobs for manufacturers excluding the defense-
dependent industries are white collar; the clear
implication is that the defense-dependent manufacturers
employ a higher share of white-collar workers than other
manufacturers.

In fact, the types of white-collar workers in defense-
dependent industries in some instances are quite different
than those for workers across all industries or in other
manufacturing industries. As is shown in Table 3, defense-
dependent industries have a sharply higher concentration of
architecture and engineering occupations, and a lower
percentage of workers in sales and clerical jobs. Workers
in business and financial operations jobs and in computer
and mathematical jobs also are more concentrated in
defense. Management occupations account for about the same
proportion of employment in defense-dependent industries--
about 6 or 7 percent--as in other manufacturing or the
economy overall.

Other findings of note from the OES data include the fact
that the largest of all occupational groups, office and
administrative workers, account for about 1 in every 5 jobs
among workers in all industries, but account for only 1 in
10 jobs in the defense-dependent industries. Among toe
blue-collar occupations, production jobs account for a
third of total defense-dependent employment, as compared to
one-tenth across all industries. Workers in production
occupations compose the single largest share of employment
in the defense-dependent industries.

Former Welfare Recipients

Little information is available to estimate the likelihood
that former welfare recipients who might be laid off in the
current recession would be eligible for unemployment
insurance. BLS surveys do not address the issue directly.
However, in an attempt to respond to your questions, we
reviewed several outside sources of information, and I have
enclosed copies of the research articles cited here for
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your reference. The most germane analysis comes from Harry
J. Holzer of Georgetown University in a December 2000 Urban
Institute brief entitled, "Unemployment Insurance and
Welfare Recipients: What Happens When the Recession
Comes?". Based on the author's 1998-99 survey of
approximately 3,000 employers in Chicago, Cleveland, Los
Angeles, and Milwaukee, median job tenure was estimated at
7 months for welfare recipients. Their estimated median
starting wages were $7.00 per hour and median weekly hours
of work were 40.

Using the survey data and a rough 'average" of state
eligibility requirements, Holzer concluded that a majority
of these employed welfare recipients would qualify for
unemployment insurance, assuming that they lost their jobs
involuntarily and that they were available for full-time
employment. He emphasized, however, that there may be
significant numbers of welfare recipients underrepresented
in these data: those whose work experience is primarily in
informal areas of the labor market (i.e., casual or
occasional work not reported to state authorities or work
not covered by unemployment insurance) and those who have
little work experience at all.

Separately, the National Survey of America's Families
(NSAF), a nationally representative survey conducted in
1997 and 1999 by the Urban Institute, provides some
additional information of relevance. An analysis of the
survey data was published in a September 2001 FRBNY
Economic Policy Review article by Pamela Loprest entitled
"How Are Families Who Left Welfare Doing Over Time? A
Comparison of Two Cohorts of Welfare Leavers." Based on
data from the 1999 NSAF, Loprest reports that 64.0 percent
of welfare leavers were employed at the time they wera
surveyed. The following table from Loprest shows the
tenure of those who were employed at the time of the survey
and who reported receiving welfare at some point in the
prior two years. As you can see, approximately one-third
had been with their current employer less than six months
at that point in time. It is not known what work
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experience they may have had prior to their current
employment that might also count towards unemployment
insurance eligibility.

Percent of
Time at Current Employed Welfare
Employer Leavers

Less than 6 months 32.8
6 Months to 1 Year 33.4
1 to 2 Years 15.4
More than 2 Years 18.4

Because unemployment insurance eligibility also is
influenced by the amount of wages earned during a
qualifying time period, it is worth noting that Loprest
reports median hourly earnings of employed welfare leavers
were $7.15 in 1999, and that about 68 percent worked 35
hours or more per week.

Lastly, the office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation of the Department of Health and Human
Services funded a number of state and locality welfare
leaver studies, the majority of which were conducted from
1997 to 1999. Data available from some of these studies
indicated that between 31 to 47 percent of former welfare
recipients worked in the four consecutive quarters after
leaving welfare, although not necessarily for the same
employer.

Women Who Maintain Families

The unemployment rate for women who maintain families was
6.8 percent in October 2001 and 8.0 percent in November.
(Since your letter was prepared, all seasonally adjusted
labor force series from our household survey for the 1997-
2001 period were revised to reflect updated seasonal
factors.) The December unemployment rate for women who
maintain families (released January 4) was 8.0 percent and
the January rate (released February 1) was 7.9 percent.
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The January 2002 rate represented an increase of 2.9
percentage points from the most recent low for this group--
5.0 percent in December 2000.

It is important to note that when we speak of 'women who
maintain families," we are not referring exclusively to.
unmarried women with dependent children. Under Current
Population Survey definitions, a family household is one in
which any two or more persons related by birth, marriage,
or adoption are residing together. Women identified as
maintaining families are those who: 1) do not have a spouse
present in the household, 2) live with one or more
relatives, and 3) are the one in whose name the housing
unit is owned or rented (also known as the 'householder").
Hence, an unmarried woman who has an elderly parent
residing with her would be classified as a woman
maintaining a family just as would one with a school-age
child. In 2000, families maintained by women represented
about 18 percent of all families.

While we cannot determine how many women who maintain
families are former welfare recipients, the following table
provides some basic demographic characteristics of these
women and employment characteristics of their families,
based on 2000 annual averages from the Bureau's Current
Population Survey (CPS).
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Number Percent
(in thousands)

Total, Women who Maintain Families 12,775 100.0

With no own children under age 18 5,162 40.4
With own children under age 18 7,613 59.6
With own children under age 6 2,945 23.1
With own children under age 3 1,538 12.0

White 8,453 66.2
Black 3,817 29.9
Hispanic origin 1,745 13.7

Some member employed 10,026 78.5
Female householder only employed 5,581 43.7
Female householder and other
Member(s)employed 2,806 22.0
Other member(s)employed, not
Female householder 1,639 12.8

No family member employed 2,749 21.5

Some additional data on these women and their families are
available from the March supplement to the CPS. Based on
information from the March 2000 supplement published by the
Census Bureau, we know that the average age of women
maintaining families was 44, with about 11 percent under
the age of 25 and 22 percent age 55 or older.
Approximately 24 percent of women maintaining families
lacked a high school diploma, 35 percent had only a high
school diploma, 29 percent had some college but no degree,
and about 12 percent had a bachelor's degree or more. The
statistics shown below are from the March 2001 CPS
supplement and pertain to family income and poverty status
in calendar year 2000.
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Percent
Median In
Income Poverty

Total, Women who Maintain Families $25,811 24.7

With no own children under age 18 34,117 11.5
With own children under age 18 20,636 34.1
With own children under age 6 15,927 46.5
With own children under age 3 13,680 52.6

White 28,408 20.0
Black 20,427 34.6
Hispanic origin 20,974 34.2

Female householder and other
Family.member(s)are earners 43,459 7.2
Female householder only earner 21,763 26.4
No earners 9,331 63.7

I hope this information is helpful. If you have further
questions, please contact Mr. Bill Parks, an economist in
my immediate office, at 202--691-7807.

Sincere y yours,

0 Altfi_ /30
LOIS ORR
Acting Commissioner

Enclosures



Table I

Employment in defense-dependent industres (50 percent), seasonally ad usted. in thousands
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. AD,. jMav _ Jne July . Au. . Sept. t Otf. Nov. Dec.
1t95 1351.4 1363. 1371.5 1377.8 1302.1 1 1 1392.1 1399.7 1402. 1407. 1416.0 1415.5
1986 1416. 1421. 1420.2 1429.2 1431.6 1422. 1437.4 1434.8 1439. 1442.9 1440.1 436.5
1987 1439.1 14390 14395 4 1434. 1433.3 1.1 1438 3 1440.1 1439.6 1438. 1437.8
1898 1436.1 1433 1422. 1427 1426.5 1425. 1419.7 1422 0 1417.6 1416.6 1421. 1421.3
1989 14240 14233 1422.0 1424. 1426 4 1423.1 1426. 1423.7 1422.8 1419.5 1421.0 1415.8

1990 1414 14136 14128 14 1.6 1411.0 1410. 1406 8 1399.0 1394.1 1387.0 1377.8 1373.1
1991 1366.1 1354.1 1344. 1333. 1322. 131 1. 1300wg 1290.2 1287.1 1281. 1273. 1263.2
1992 1255 1240. 12288 1215.5 1206. 1197. 1187.2 1173.1 1162. 1148.0 1136. 1127.9
1893 1116.2 1057 10930 1082. 1066.1 1053. 1043.1 1033.9 1025. 1014. 1002. 988.2
1994 978. 970.0 062. 953.8 945.3 836. 825.4 922.1 916.5 911.2 909.2 90854
1995 899.5 894 891.4 886.6 805.1 801. 873.7 871.0 869. 641,8 834.1 860.1
1996 82 88628 062.0 801. 8063 859.1 8633 865.1 868.1 872.5 876. 877.9
1007 81 695.4 808.5 893 806 902. 906.4 91f. 914. 8919. 822. 928.2

1998 930 8 933.2 9350 35 938.6 940. 93889 939.5 939.0 937. 934. *931.0

1999 931.6 925.6 922.7 907.1 899.9 893.1 896.6 809.1 881. 874.6 49.8 863.7
2000 880.1 842.0 8844 846. 847.6 845 845.6 840. 831. 832.9 837 837.4
2001 834. 8 35. 1 839.3 8389. 8939. 842. 4.1 843.r 833 39.7 838. M3. 821.4(p)

2002 818.0( l)

At least 50 percent of the fotkwing irdustnes output eas for defense purchases In 1987 (the peak year for defenfe ecnditurs):
SIC 348 Ordrance & accessodes SIC 370 Guided missiles space cehilde parts

SIC 372 AIrraft & parts SIC 3795 Tanks & tank components
SIC 3731 Shipbuilding & repaping SIC 381 Search nAgaton equipment

Sourc e:ureau of Labor Stastics, Cuoent Erplopent Statistis Survey

Index of industnal production for defense and space equiptnent, 1982-100
Year I Jan. I F., I Mar I Anr. I MaI y I hJne I J.ub Aa,. I Spt. I Ort A Nov I Den
1005 86.5 97. 100 0 100. 102. 104. 184 1
1986 0I. 100 110. 11. 112. 1

1987 1172 1182 118:0 118. 117. 117'0 116.
1989 1204 118.8 1189 117.0 117.1 116 1171

1009 1186 | 116. 116.4 118. 118 1184 19 ¶

1990 117.2 117. 117.6 1171 116.5 116. 116
1991 112. 111.1 110.1 107.1 10f I 1998 105.t I
1902 102.8 102.6 102.2 100.8 100 7 199. 99.
1903 96.5 95. 94.4 94.2 92.9 982. 91.8
1994 88.2 87.8 88.2 68.1 86.8 85. 84.
1995 86.0 84.6 4.5 04. 843 4. 84.
1996 786 79 980 85. 80.1 79. 80.
1897 77.0 78 0 77.6 77. 77. 77.1 76.
1998 78.7 79.5 79. 79. 991 

80
..t 81.

1099 60.9 91.5 91.6 81. 805 79 79.2
2000 75.6 74.6 74.8 73.8 744 75. 767
2001 7506 74.1 74.5 74.4 73. 73.41 73.

The defnse and space equipment market grOup inudes the oil-srn iodusi-es:
SIC 340 Ordnance SIC 3761 Guided misiles & space vehicles
SIC 3721pl. klitary aircraft SIC 3795 Tanks
SIC 3724,8pt. Military aircraft eqipmeck nec. SIC 381pi. Guiance and ncgaiomn equipment
Sc 3731 pt. Military ships pectre yards

Source: Federal Reserve
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Chart 1. Employment and Industrial production In defense-dependent Industries,
seasonally adjusted
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Table 2

Average annual rates of growth of capital/labor ratios for manufacturing, durable goods, and defense-dependent industries,' 1990 to 1999

Manufacturing I Durable goods I SIC 348 1 SIC 372 1 SIC 373 1 SIC 376 1 SIC 379 I SIC 381
1990-99335 353 485 531 0.2 6.51 -1.10 4.17

1990-95 2.56 2.51 5.92 9.24 1.08 8.37 -3.22 8.63

1995-99 4.34 4.82 3.54 0.60 -0.78 4.22 1.61 -1.15

Defense-dependent industries include the following:
SIC 348 Ordnance and accessories
SIC 372 Aircraft and parts
SIC 373 Ship and boat building and repairing
SIC 376 Guided missiles, space vehicles, parts
SIC 379 Miscellaneous transportation equipment
SIC 381 Search and navigation equipment

NOTE: Capital/labor ratios are not available for SICs 3731 and 3795, and thus the scope for the two industries included in this table
differs somewhat from that shown for employment in Table 1.
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Table 3. Employment and share of emploryment by major occupational group for all Industries, deuate-dependent Industries', and
anumacturing Industrbis, except defmnsedspendent IndustrIesk, 2000.

Whil-conar oioDatis

Menufacturing
Induatries, except

All deense- dsfense-dependentAll Industries pendetent'ehnsd e n _ ncstr

Managerenrt colrations 7,782,680 6% 64,790 7% 1,069,170 6%Esdness and iacial opewatns occupatins 4,619,270 4% 62,520 7% 426,580 2%
Computerandmathematcaltocowpaxs 2.932,810 2% 48,140 5% 304,070 2%Ardhtecsure and engineering occupardonn 2,575,620 2% 172,020 19% 861,140 5%
Lje, physicat, and soaal scence occupalins 1,038,670 1% 5,340 1% 185,220 1 %Connuryeandsociatservicesocrjpationt 1.469,000 1% Fi 170 C)Legal ocspatios 890.910 1% 440 C) 8,180 P)
Education, o aining, srd iborary occupations 7,450,860 6% 440 () 3,140 C)
Ars. deoign, entertainmnt, srns,&medwa ocparions 1,513,420 1% 9,090 C) 244,690 1%
Healtcarsepractionefundlehrcaloccupainons 6,041,210 5% 480 1) 12,340 e)Salensrnedoeatrocupatins 13,506,680 10% 7,530 1% 534,540 3%
Ofice and adirrifitrtive suppord occupions 22,936,140 18% 85.950 10% 1,848,680 11%
Total white-collar occupations 72,757,470 56% 456,740 52% 5,486,080 31%

Non whit-collr occupations Employhment Share Employment Share Employment ShareHeathcarte support occopations 3,039,430 2% 50 P) 990 P)Potecve service occupawoons 3,009,070 2% 5,470 1% 24,180 C)
Food preparalton and serving nlated occapations 9,955,060 8% 30 () 20,640 C)
ulding & grounds deaning & mantenance oruptions 4,318,070 3% 4,810 1% 136,960 1 %Peraonitocaresandnsererocupations 2,700,510 2% 50 C) 1,690 ()

Fanming, ishing, and foreslty ocrcpations 400,700 C) C) 88.950 1 %CoitnsirrontandexMracion omcpations 6,187,360 5% 40,800 5% 296,010 2%Instalaion, mainenance, and repair ocoupaLtons 5,318,480 4% 56,430 6% 788,550 5%Productionoccupations 12,400,080 10% 295,190 33% 8,996,360 52%
Transporation andmaterial moving occuparions 9,592,740 7% 22.590 3% 1,600,130 0%
Total non whlte-collar occupatlons 56,981,510 44% 425,420 48% 11,954,430 69%

Total employment 129,738,980 882,160 17,440,515

(I) Delense-dependent industries are defined here as the live 3-digi SIC industris 348, 372, 373, 376, and 381. BLS does not publish occupation
employment data at the 4-digit SIC level. Delense-dependent industries, as delned here, do not include SIC 379, miscellaneous transportation
equipment, because the defense-dependent component, SIC 3795. tanks and tank components, makes up only 8 percent of the indusnYs employment. Itdoes include SIC 373, ship and boat building, where 58 percent of the industry is in defense-dependent SIC 3731, shipbuilding.
(2) Manuacturing industries, except defense-dependent indusoties, are defined here as SICs 20-39, excluding SICs 348, 372, 373, 376, and 381.
(3) Lens than 0.5% of industry employment.
NOTE: Detail does not sum to total due to rounding and because some cells are left blank due to the supprension of confidentia data.
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Unemployment Insurance and
Welfare Recipients: What Happens
When the Recession Comes?
Harry J. Holzer

In many ways. our national experiment
with welfare reform has been more suc-
cessful to date than many analysts had
anticipated. Not only have welfare rolls
declined by roughly half since the early
1990s. but also employment rates have
risen for most former (and many current)
welfare recipients (Council of Economic
Advisers 1999). Nevenheless. several
important questions about the success of
welfare reform remain-and one of the
most pressing is what will happenwben
the current national economic boom ends
and the next recession begins.

The.importance of the strong national
economy to the success of welfare reform
to date has been considerable. For one
thing, we have recently enjoyed the lowest
unemployment rates nationally in 30 years.
Virtuaily every recent analysis suggests
that the strong economy of the 1990s has
contributed significantly to both the declin-
ing caseload and the rise in employment
rates and earnings among single mothers
(e.g.. Council of Economic Advisers 1999,
Meyer and Rosenbaum 2000). The continu-
atIon of extremely tight labor markets since
federal reforms were Implemented has cre-
ated an enviroement in which transitions
from welfare to work could proceed more
easily than they otherwise would. A seri-
ous recession would eliminate these condi-
tions and likely cause some reversal of
these trends. Furthermore, we have moved
from a social welfare system that was cen-
tered around cash assistance to the nonem-
ployed to one that is based on assistance to
the working poor (e.g.. Ellwood 1999). In

an era when jobs may not be so plentiful as
they currently are. the safety net avail-
able to those who cannot find jobs may
have some significant gaps in It.

Traditionally, the major 'safety net'
program available to unemployed workers
during a recession has been the
Unemployment Insurance (UID system.
However. several authors (Kaye 1997:
Gustafson and Levine 1998. Vroman 1998)
have noted that. in the next recession. eligi-
bilty for Ul among former welfare recipi-
ents will be limited for a variety of reasons.
particularly insufficient prior work experi-
ence. At the same time, many of these Indi-
viduals (and their families) will be ineligi-
ble for Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) benefits If they have
exhausted their lifetime limits. Neither
program may be available to the (often
noncustodlal) fathers in these families as
well, whose contribuotons to their family's
financial well-being are increasingly cr-
cial (Sorensen 1999).

On the other hand, little is known cur-
rently about how significant these prob-
lems are likely to be. Estimates in the
sources cited above are based almost
exclusively on data from the 1 980s and
early 1990s. during which ime employ-
ment among welfare recipients was much
lower than it is today. More recent data on
the employment experiences of current
and former welfare recipients are now
available and might lead to new estimates
of future Ul eligibility.

This brief reviews evidence on these
issues and considers their implications for

A recession will
significantly limit
the employment
options of recent
welfare recipients
and will require
appropriate safety
nets for unemployed
recipients.
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policy. In particular. the following qu-
lions mre addressed

1. By how much Is employment likely to
decrine among welfare recipients and
other vulnerable groups of workers
during a recession?

2. How many fanner welfare recipients
and other vulnerable workers will be
eligible for Ui?

3. f Ul is not likely to serve a large frac-
tion of this population during a down-
turn, what should state and federal pol-
ikyrnakers do to address these issues?

Only about 30
percent of all
currently
unemployed
workers receive Ul,
and only about 40
percent did so
during the most
recent economic
downturn.

Employment Declines in
the Next Recession
One way to estimate the eatent to which
employment will decline among welfare
recipients and other vulnerable groups
during the nest recession is to gauge
movements in employment and unem-
ployment over previous business cydes
(figures I and 2). In general. the employ-
ment rates of women have been less sensi-
tive to the business cycle than those of
men, even among the less educated.
Nonetheless. the data show that adult
female high sclool dropouts, black
women. and teenage black women in par-
ticular experience large employment
declines during recessions. indeed,
employment rates for black female teens
during a recession can decline by as much
as one-third.

So which group in most comparable to
formes welfare recIpients who are now
working? In terms of education and basic
cognitive (I.e., reading, writing, and arith-
metic) skills, adult female high sdsool
dropouts may be the most relevant cornm-
parison group and, therefore. the employ-
mem isses of welfare recipientsn a
downturn may be relatively modest On
the other hand, welfare recpients vuiera-
bility to a downturn might be more like
that of teens-both have substantially less
iabor market experience than mast work-
in adlults. and expertence Is a very strong
predicto of ob loss during a recession,

Another way to determtine the vuinera-
bility of weifre recipens' employment
during an economic downturn involves

considering curren hiring paterns and
their relation to measures of Labor market
tightness. For instance. data from employer
surveys recentily administered in several
arge metropolitan areas show that the job
vacancy rate would likely decline by two-
thirds or more during a severe recesstion
and by somewhat less in a milder recmession
(Hoizer and Stoll 200a. b). Accordingly.
the new hire and employment rates of wel-
fare recipients could decline by large
amounts as well.'

Of course. the impact of the neat rnes-
sion on the job status of welfare recipients
remains uncertain. since many of In attrib-
utes-induding Its severity. duratIon, and
distribution across states and/or economic
sectors-are unknown. Despite this uncer-
tainty. however. nearly all of the above
estimates suggest that a recession wili sig-
nificanty lmIt the employment optiera of
recent welfare recipients and will require
appropriate safety nets for unemployed
recipients.

Determining Eligibility for
Unemployment Instrance
There are a number of reasons why wel-
fare recipients who lose their iobs might
not qualify for Ul. Vroman (t99B) identliles
four (I) insufficient prior work experience
and earnings. (2) use of base periods for
calculating prior earnings that, in turne dis-
qualify up to sin months of an employee's
most recent work (since the current and
previous quarter's earnings are generally
omitted). (3) reasons for ob departure or
loss (since spelis of unemployment result-
ing from employee quits or discharges for
just cause are generally not covered by Ul).
and (4) lack of availability for full-time
work due to family responsibIlities or
other personal problems. Applying these
reasons to work and turnmg patterns
observed among welfare recipients in the
National Longitudinal Survey of Youth in
the 1920s and 199Os has led several ana-
lysts to conclude that no more than 20 per-
cent of unemployed welfare recipients
would be eligible for UW in a recession,

There are a number of reasons, howev-
eor to question whether these Inferences
from past data are accurate predictors of

U
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FIGURE 1. Unemploynmnt Change over Previous Bsiness Cycles (1979. 1982-1983.
1989. 1991-1992)
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Uli eligibility during future downturns.
Flirst. there are many more current and
recent welfare recipietts working now
than in the 19Ms. Next, the longer the cur-
rent boo, lastsi the more work experienre
recipients will have gained once the reces.
sion beginsm-ard the less important the
base period designation mtight be in deter-
mining their eligibility. Furthermore. many
morejob loiers In a recession wll have
been laid off from theiriobs than Is the
case currently. and thus fewer job
leavers/Ioners will be disqualified from iUi
eligibility due to reason for job departure.
Finally, the growth of labor market activity
among single mothers In the 19ilis and
199is and the availability of child care sub-
sidies for foirer welfare recipients may
mean greater availability for full-time
employment among this population than
oitseved in the post.

Table I presents data on the welfare
recipients hired most recently (primarily
from 1997 to early 1999) in the survey of
employers described above. including
wages. hours worked. and durations of
employment. The findings show that:

* The mean and median durations of
employment for recipients are roughly
seven to eight months

* Very few recipients were employed for
less than three months:

* The median starting wage in these
metro areas was S7.i0 per hour. and

* Most recipients were working full-
time

How do these flgures cmepare with
most states eligibility requirements? These
requli vary from state to statr the

average is roughly $2.001) of earnings over
the previous four quarters, with most
states falling In the range of $1.01i to
53.10D.t At 30 hours per week and roughly
56.00 per hour (both of which are achieved
by large majorities of these workers), rectp-
ients would need to workS to 17 weeks. or
an average of II weeks. to meet base peri-
od earnings requirements. Even allowing
for a base period that may exclude the
most recent three to six months of earn-
lios. most of these workers would qualify
for UI if Laid off so long as they would be
willing to work as many hours on their
subsequent jobs as they had worked on
their most recent ones.

At the same time. there remain several
other groups of urreant or former welfare
recipients who may be underrepresented
in these data and who will likely not quali-
fy for Ui during a downturn. These groups
include those who work primarily in 1nfb-
mtal sectors and those who have worked iit-
tle to date. either on the rolls or off. The
evidence suggests that both graorps my nte
ie small.3

The latter group includes those unemn-
ployed welfare recipients who will be new
entrants or reentrants to the labor force
when the downturn occurs and. therefore.
will have little recent work experience and
eligibility for Ui. In addition. at least some
fonner welfare recipients will have quit or
been discharged with ause and will not
gain new employment before the reession
begins; these groups will retrain ineligible
for Ui as welL

4
Additionally. even among

those who are eligible take-up rates may
be quite low.

5

Overall, only about 30 percent of all
currently unemployed workers reselve Ui

TABLE l. Job Osaracristis otf Welfare Recpients In Fur Mtrpliran Areas

U

Recent estimates
suggest that the
welfare rolls will
rise by 5 to 7
percent for each
percentage-point
increase in the
national
unemployment
rate.
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and only about 40 percent did so during
the most recent economic downturn (Bassi
and McMurrer 1997). It seems quite unlike-
ly that this percentage will be higher
among unemployed welfare recipients in
the next recession.

Of course. many of those women who
fail to qualify for Ul can return to the wet-
fare rolls during a recession. In fact, recent
estimates suggest that the rolls will rise by
5 to 7 percent for each percentage-point
Increase in the national unemployment
rate (Council of Economic Advisers 1999).
While welfare rolls have been declining in
recent years. most states have been accu-
mulating TANF surpluses in expectation of
using these funds during a downturn if
needed. Under certain circumstances. the
029 federal contingency fund can also be
tapped by states that have exhausted their
own TANF funds (see Levine 1999).

On the other hand, federal or state-
imposed lime limits on TANIF benefits will
limit the eligibility of many unemployed
recipients, particularly if the recession is a
lengthy one, and since UI eligibility is itself
limited in duration. some who initially
qualify may exhaust their eligibility for
this program as well. The ability of states
to finance rising rolls out of their current
and accumulated TAN? funds remains
questionable as well. And in many states.
many of the noncustodial fathers referred
to earlier will not be eligible for these
funds.

Finally. it is Important to note that the
labor market experiences of noncustodial
fathers and low-income males more
generally have improved much less dra-
matically than those of single mothers in
recent years (Lerman, Riegg. and Aron
2000). In fact. the labor force participation
rates of young black men continued to fall
during the 1990s and their employment-
to-population ratios are no higher now
than a decade ago. despite a much tighter
labor market. Due to lengthy spells of non-
employment and limited attachment to the
workforce. these men will continue to
experience very limited Ul eligibility dur-
ing the next downturn as well.

In summary, the employment expere-
ces of current and former welfare recipl-

ents are Improving rapidly enough that

their eligibility for UI will be significantly
greater than many had earlier thought.
Nevertheless, many female welfare recipi-
eants and their male counterparts are still
gaining little employment experience and
will likely not qualify for either UI or
TANF? at least at some point during a
downturn. Some planning for their
needs during this time remains critially
important.

Potential Policy Responses
to the Downtum

Policy responses that could help to protect
these vulnerable workers during the next
recession can be grouped into two broad
categories:

* Changes in UI that would improve the
eligibility of low-wage workers,
and/or

* Changes in TANF or other programs
that would make it easier for unem-
ployed workers to gain Income during
a recession.

Changes in Ut that would raise eligi-
bility among low-wage workers might
include (a) encouraging states to adopt
alternaatie base periods for earnings calcula-
tions so that the most recent quarter of
earnings might not be disqualified: (b) set-
ting minimum levels of hours and/or earn-
ings for eligibility nationwide, and (c)
allowing part-time workers, or those who
have quit for specified family dilficulties,
to be eligible for Ut.lIn fact, these propos-
als have already been implemented In
some states and are part of an ongoing dis-
cussmon of reforms to the Ul system at the
federal level.' Alternatively, the govern-
ment might consider setting up a separate
system, funded by general federal rev-
enues, to provide income support for those
who have worked but do not yet qualify
for benefits under the regular program.

Changes in TANF might iiwdude
allowing temporary suspension of federal
time limits on recipients and crediting
more educational and training activities to
count toward work requirements. Also.
progress toward time limits could be sus-
pended for Individuals on welfare who are

The ability of states
to finance rising
rolls out of their
current and
accumulated
TANF funds
remains
questionable as
well.

U
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C. at. a t

working. Morn federal fundirtg for TANF
or celmcunity service jobs might he trig-
gored by 00a10 unemeploymnten rates, la the
Same way thaI U) exteoded benefits are
trIggered durIng a recession. These
changes could potentially be intcorporated

I0to the TANF maethoulhftion expected in
202.

Finally, the federal governmeeo nt mght
provide additional assistatece 10 slates
wihinirg 10 Iimlpementl sotte type of work
rxperieoce (or commsunity service jobs)
program. in the forn, of techelcal asais-
lance and/or additional funding. These
programs might be a forro of paid employ-
menl, or some type of 'workfare' for 1th000
who remain on the welfare rolls (perhaps
heyond the original time lmlit) .

Of coure. roany questloro remain
about all Ike approaches mentioned above.
'These include: (1) Exactly who would be
eligible for addlitonal forms of assIstance
(such as an SUA or work eaperience pro-
grm.), among low-wage men as well as
women? (2) Who would adminhister domes
programs locally TANIF offices. 'Ooe-
Stop' centers. or other agencies? Would
they have Ike necessary administrative
capacity? (3) How ran doe federal govenr-
meet provide assistance whale still gIving
stales the incentive to ue their own funds.
including unspent TANF surpluses or Ul
Irast funds?

Given the many questioro and time
lags involved writh the timplementaltion of
any such approach. it his imperative that
diocussioro of their various advantages
and disadvantages begin as soon as possi-
ble. The well-being of several vualoerable
populatioro his at stake.
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Pamela Loprest

How ARE FAMILIES WHO LEFT

WELFARE DOING OVER TIME?

A COMPARISON OF Two COHORTS
OF WELFARE LEAVERS

INTRODUCTION

One of the stated purposes of the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA)

of 1996, popularly known as welfare reform, was to "end the
dependence of needy parents on government benefits by
promoting job preparedness, work, and marriage." To this end,
this federal legislation, along with many other changes in state
policies before and after passage, has increased incentives and
requirements for families receiving benefits to move into work
and eventually off welfare. The major cash assistance program
for poor families is now named Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families (TANF), reflecting the goal that receipt of cash
assistance from the government should be a temporary
situation for families.

After passage of PRWORA, concerns began to grow about
the effect of welfare policy changes on family well-being. These
concerns were heightened by the large declines in welfare
caseloads-more than 50 percent nationally from 1994 to
1999-and the claims bysome that this meant thatwelfare

Pamea tLpren a a semao r-esh -.noossa at the Urban tisne

reform was a success. Although there have always been families
leaving the welfare rolls, these recent policy changes have done
more to explicitly "createn leavers, mainly through stricter
sanctions for failure to meet program requirements and the
institution of time limits on benefits receipt.

To address these concerns, a number of state and local
welfare agencies as well as some independent researchers began
conducting what have come to be known as leaver studies.
These studies examine outcomes for families who left welfare
over a certain period of time. Early results from these studies
showed that a majority of leavers were working and that their
wage rates were the same or higher than other similar groups in
the labor market [Although results were not all positive (many
leavers were not working and few had escaped poverty), it
seemed that the goal of increasing work was being met

However, a cautionary note in interpreting these results,
pointed out by many, was that future groups of leavers may
not fare as well and that these early results may not be
representative of future results. For example, if recipients who
can most easily find work leave welfare more quickly, future
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cohorts could possibly have higher numbers of recipients with

obstacles to work, such as inferior job skills and experience.
Now, four years after passage of these welfare program

changes, many additional efforts are under way to assess and

evaluate whether the goals of reform have been met and how

these policy changes have impacted families. Leaver studies

have also progressed, in terms of the number and quality. The

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' Office of the

Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE)

provided funding to fourteen states and local areas to conduct

studiesoffamilies who left the welfare rolls, providing technical

assistance to help bolster quality and enhance comparability.
Results of these studies are now being released.

2

This study is also a 'leaver study-describing the economic
well.being of families who left welfare and using the National

Survey of America's Families (NSAF) conducted by the Urban
Institute. It adds to the body of leaver studies by presenting a
national picture, providing context for the individual state and

local study results, and giving a sense of outcomes on average

across the fifty state "experiments" in welfare policy. An initial
study of welfare leavers using these data was carried out

recentiy (Loprest 1999); that study presented results for
families leaving welfare between 1995 and 1997, compared

with other low-income families with children.

This paper focuses on a comparison of outcomes for these

early leavers with a more recent cohort of those leaving welfare

between 1997 and 1999. It addresses two questions:

*Do the characteristics of leavers in the later period differ

from the earlier period?

* Are leavers in the later group doing better or worse

economically than the earlier leavers?

The paper is organized into the following sections. In the

first section, I describe the data used and my definitions. The

next section discusses the characteristics of leavers in the 1997-

99 cohort and how they differ from the earlter 1995-97 cohort.
The remainder of the paper examines the question of whether

leavers in the later cohort are doing better or worse

economically than the earlier cohort of leavers. I describe

economic well-being by examining employment and job

characteristics. I also examine whether the use of nonwelfare
government benefits seems to have changed. Finally. I

document leavers' experiences of material hardship and

whether this has changed compared with the earlier cohort

of leavers.

- .4
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DATA AND DEFINITIONS

The data for this paper are drawn from the NSAF, a nationally
representative survey of the civilian. noninstitutionalized

population under sixty-five and their families. Two rounds of

interviews using essentially the same instrument have been

conducted, The first was between February and November
1997 and the second was between March and October 1999.

These rounds provide two cross-sectional samples. The survey

collected economic, health, and social characteristics for about

44.000 households, oversampling households with incomes

under 200 percent of poverty and households in each of

thirteen targeted states The survey's oversample of low-
income families generates a larger sample size of welfare leavers

than most national surveys.'
My definition of leavers includes those who reported

receiving welfare at some point in the two years prior to the

interview and also reported that they stopped receiving
benefits at some point in this same time period. Some of

these leavers were also receiving TANF benefits at the time of

the interview, meaning that they left the program and then
returned. For much of the study, I focus on the subset that

has not returned to TANF. The total unweighted sample of

welfare leavers is 1,771 in the 1995-97 cohort and 1,206 in the

1997-99 cohort.
4

All of the results reported in this paper are

weighted.

HAS THE COMPOSITION OF WELFARE
LEAVERS CHANGED OVER TIME?

The concern that newer cohorts of welfare leavers may fare

progressively worse in the market as the time since passage of

welfare reform increases stems in part from the idea that the

most "job-ready" left welfare first. This, in turn, would mean

that more of the remaining recipients have barriers to work.
However, the implications of this hypothesis, if it is true, for the

composition of cohorts of leavers is not clear. More recipients

with barrsers to work could mean fewer recipients leaving. Tlis

smaller group of leavers may look similar to the earlier group
in its characteristics if we believe that only those with a certain
level of job readiness will leave. However, differences could be

introduced because of the existence of time limits and work
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sanctions that can compel exit, regardless of barriers to work
Since time limits are being reached in some states during the
period of the second cohort we study and since use of full
family sanctions also increased over the 1995-99 period (U.S.
General Accounting Office 2000), it is possible that the second
cohort of leavers is composed of fewer job-ready former
recipients on average.

Caseloads continue to decline every year over the 1995-99
period, with some moderation toward the end of the period.

5

The size of my leaver group also declines between the first and
second cohort-from 2.1 million who left between 1995 and
1997 to 1.6 million who left between 1997 and 1999.6

Before examining whether characteristics associated with
work differ across these cohorts, one important factor needs to
be considered: the extent to which former recipients in both
cohorts have returned to TANF. Returning to the TANF
program is in itself an indicator of economic wel-being and
success (or lack of success) in transitioning from welfare to
work In the earlycohort ofleavers, by the time ofthe interview
in 1997, 29.1 percent of former recipients were again receiving
TANF benefits.? For the second cohort of leavers, fewer
returned to TANM, with 21.9 percent receiving benefits at the
time of the interview in 1999. Fewer returns to TANF could
signal that leavers in the second cohort are doing better than
those in the first cohort. It could also be a reflection that as
famodies grow nearer to 'using up" their time-limited TANF
benefits (or have already exhausted benefits), fewer are opting
to (or are able to) return.'

Because TAMF receipt affects the probability of outcomes
such as work and receipt of other sources of income, the fact
that fewer of the second cohort are receiving benefits could lead
to differences in outcomes between the early and later groups
of leaven. In order to focus on differences beyond returns to
TANF, the rest of this paper compares subsets of the two leaver
cohorts who were not receiving TANF benefits at the time of
their respective interviews.

The two groups of leavers studied here are made up of those
leaving welfare over a fairly wide time frame. Although both
cohorts are defined in the same way, a possible difference
between them is the weighting of time since leaving welfare.
However, I find that of former recipients who have not
returned to welfare, the distribution of time since exiting is
similar across cohorts, weighted, in both cases, more heavily
toward those who left welfare in the past year (Chart 1). In both
cohorts, about a quarter left welfare in the three months prior

to the interview, Caoe to an additional third left welfare
between three and twelve months prior to the interview. The
rest exited TANF more than a year ago.

For the most part, characteristics of leavers are similar
across thes two cohorts (Table I). The ages, sex, and race of
the two groups are not significantly different. More recent
leavers have slightly fewer children and slightly younger
children than the earlier cohort, although the distribution is
not significantly different They are somewhat more lkely to
have an unmarried partner, but the percentages who have
never married are similar.

Education levels across the two groups am also broadly
similar, with a slightly higher percentage of the recent group
having some years of college The only characteristic that is
significantly different is the indicator that an individual has a
physical, mental, or other health condition that limits the kind
or amount of work he or she can do. In the second cohort, a
greater number of leavers, 22.1 percent, report having this
health issue than the first cohort (15.8 percent). Given that the
percentage of current recipients with health problems has not
increased significantly from 1997 to 1999, this suggests a
greater likelihood of exit for those with health problems.9

CNACT I
Foamer Welfare Recipients Who Have Not Returned
to the Program, by Months since Having Left
1995-97 and 1997-99 cohorts
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T..,...
Characteristics of Former Welfare Recipients
Who Have Not Returned to the Program
1995-97 and 1997-99 Cohorts (Percent)
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ARE MORE RECENT WELFARE LEAVERS

BETTER OR WORSE OFF ECONOMICALLY?

Moving recipients into employment is a primary goal of the

welfare legislation and an important factor in making the
transition to self-sufficiency. In the more recent cohort of
welfare leaners who have not returned to welfare, a slightly

higher percentage are working than in the earlier cohor
64.0 percent versus6l.3 percent (Table 2). 

t
This nasksalarger,

but still not significantly different, change in the employment

rates of single-parent leavers. which increased from 65.6 percent

to 71.0 percent across the cohorts. If we broaden the definition
of work to include those former recipients who are not
currently working but have recently worked (in the year of the

interview-on average, the last si months), the percentage
increases slightly. An additional 8.6 percent of the early group
of leaven and 10.8 percent of the more recent leaven have

worked recently (Table 2, bottom section).
A recipient leaving welfare to work (or continuing work at

higher earnings) is an oft-cited model of how to transition off

T.i.. a
Employment of Former Welfare Recipients
Who Have Not Returned to the Program
1995-97 and 1997-99 Cohorts
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welfare. However, even when a former recipient is not working,
a family can be relying on the earnings of a spouse or partner.
This is important, since a large percentage of former recipients
(more than a third) are married or have an unmarried partner
in both cohorts. In former recipient families with spouses or
partners, the family employmeot rate (at least one of the two
people working) is much higher, about90 percent This did not
changebeiween the two cohorts. Overall, this means that about
75 percent of former recipient families have at least one parent
currently working: the figure is even higher for the second
cohort (79 percent). The more recent cohort of leavers is
working the same or to an even greater extent than the earlier
cohort

Even with similar numbers of leavers working, it is possible
that the jobs that the later cohort holds are of a lesser quality
than those held by the earlier cohort The first indicator of job
quality is the hourlywage. Hourlywages for the 1997-99 cohort
of leavers are similar to the hourly wages of the 1995-97 cohort
of leaven across the wage distribution. Adjusting for inflation,
median hourly wages for the later cohort are $7.15, compared
with $7.08 for the earlier cohort (Table 3).t

Total earnings could be affected by a change in the hours
that employed leavers work, but there is no significant
difference in work effort among the employed across the two
groups. In the newer cohort, 67.5 percent of employed
recipients are working thiny-five hours or more, compared
with 69.4 percent of recipients in the older cohort. The
difference is not statistically significant. A slightly greater
number of former recipients in the second cohort work
multiple jobs, although again this is not statistically different. A
similar percentage of former recipients in the two cohorts work
in the private and government sectors. There is a small shift
(again not statistically significant) within the private sector
toward nonprofits, from 4.9 percent to 8.9 percent, but this is
still a relatively small group of workers.

Working mainly at night or on variable shifts can make
finding child care difficult There is no significant change in the
percentage working mainly the day shift, from 71.8 percent to
73.2 percent. But these statistics mean that more than a quarter

of employed former recipients are working more difficult night
schedules. In two-parent families, some mothers may work
night hours while a spouse or partner works day hours as a way
of coordinating work and child-care needs. The survey asked
whether spouses or partners worked different hours so they
could take turns caring for their children. The percentage
making these arrangements decreased from 62.4 percent in the
first cohort to 53.4 in the second cohort, although this
difference is not statistically significant t2

Time working for the current employer reflects a level of
employment stability and can be related to higher wages.
Contrary to the hypothesis that more recent leavers are less job-
ready, many more of the recent cohort of leavers have worked
for more than two years at theircurrensjob, 18.4 percent versus

Tsar 3
Job Characteristics of Employed Former Welfare
Recipients Who Have Not Retumed to the Program
1995-97 and 1997-99 Cohorts
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9.7 percent. While the same percentage of leavers have worked

at their job for less than six months in both groups, a smaller

percentage of the recent leavers have been with their employer

in the six-months-to-a-year range. These differences are

statstscally significant. This may be a reflection of the

increasing number of women working while on welfare, some

of whom may have continued on the same job after exiting
welfare.

SOURCES OF SUPPORT

AFTER LEAVING WELFARE

The most common measure of economic well-being,
particularly for low-income famibe is the percentage with

incomes below the poverty level. I do not calculate a measure

of total income or the percentage in poverty here because all

sources of income are not available for the current time period,

only for the past year. Since many leaven recently left welfare

and therefore spent part ofthe previous year receivingbenefits,
last year's income would not represent income after exiting.

Instead, I examine in this section the total eamings of families

and their receipt of other public benefits, in particular food

stamps and Medicaid. Examination of earnings at least allows

Us to compare whether income from work is changing over

time. Receipt of food stamps and Medicaid, although not

tradritonally counted as part of income, an add to family

economic well-being, sometimes substantially."

Putting together hourly wages and the usual amount of

work of former recipients and their spousestpartners, I

calculate the total monthly earnings of former recipient
families with at least one employed adult. This is only a portion

of many families' total income, because they may have other

sources of income and these amounts do not include the

earned income tax credit for which most of these families are

eligible. The median total family monthly eamings for the

1997-99 cohort is 51.360, only slightly higher than and not

statistically different from the median of the earlier cohort of

$ 1,204 (Chart 2).4 If work effort remained the same over the
course of a year. this median would represent annual earnings

of S16,320 for the recent cohort. However, most evidence from

other research on low-income workers and other leaver studies

shows that work effort is not stable over time. Thus, mnual

earnings are likely to be lower.

Most welfare recipients receive food stamp benefits and

many former recipients remain eligible. However, it has been

54 HOw A. F-Iu .woo W.. Le Wu Ona ovD n Trut

well documented that receipt of food stamp benefits drops off

precipitouslywhen families leavewelfare (Zedlewski 1999;U.S.

Department of Agriculture 1999). Food stamps an add

substantially to family incomes. For example, in 1999, a single

parent with two children and a full-time minimum-wage job

would receive $260 per month in food stamps. 
5

For both

cohorts of leavers discussed here, less than a third were

receiving food stamps at the time they were interviewed,

31 percent in the carlycohort and 29 percent in the later cohort
(Chart 3).

We might expect that those who have left welfare more

recently may be more likely to receive food stamp benefits, and

that as time since leaving increases former recipients are less

reliant on benefits. This could happen if eligibility for food

stamps declined over time because incomes are increasing For

both cohorts, the percentage of those who left in the past year

receiving food stamps is higher than the percentage who left

more than twelve months ago. For the recent group of leavers,

33 percent of those who left in the past year are receiving food

stamps, compared with 25 percent of those who left more than
a year ago.

Medicaid is also a benefit that can greatly increase the well-

being of families leaving welfare, since many low-wagejobs do

not provide health insurance coverage. Again, most welfare

CHARTo
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Cet -
Food Stamp Receipt by Former Welfare Recipients
Who Have Not Returned to the Program,
by Months since Having Leot
1995-97 and 1997-9 Cohorts
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recipients are covered by Medicaid and many continue to be
eligible after leaving. Employed former recipients are eligible
for transitional Medicaid benefits up to certain income and
time limits. Expansions forchildren and theimplementationof
the Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) in individual
states have extended nonwelfare-related coverage to even
higher income levels for children. However, only about a third
of former recipient adults in both cohorts report having
Medicaid coverage (Chart 4). This percentage is significantly
higher for children, with 44 percent of the early cohort and
53 percent of the later cohort having coverage. The increase for
children is likely related to the CHIP expansions and outreach
efforts around these programs.

Many former recipients remain uninsured. Forty-one
percent of the adults in our early cohort and 37 percent of
adults in our later cohort are uninsured. Given the increases in
Medicaid, less children are uninsured in the later cohort,
17 percent, compared with 25 percent in the earlier group.

MEASURES OF MATERIAL HARDSHIP

In addition to earnings and sources of income, another
measure of economic well-being is whether and how often a
family experiences certain material hardships, such as not
having enough food or having problems paying the rent
Several questions of this type were asked in the NSAF in
reference to the twelve months prior to the survey. Results for
these indicators provide evidence, with a few exceptions, that

both groups of former recipients are experiencing similarlevels
of hardship (Table 4).

About a third of both groups of eavers say that they have
had to cut the size of meals or skip meals because they did not
have enough food in the past year. More than half of both
groups have worried that food would run out before they
received money to buy more. Among the more recent group of
leavers, a significantly greater percentage had this worry often,

compared with the earlier group of leavers. About halfof both
groups report that food did not last or that they did not have
money for more food at some time in the past year, either often
or sometimes.

Problems paying rent or utility bills were also an issue for
more than a third of both leaver groups. A significantly higher
percentage of the more recent group of leavers, 46.1 percent,
were unable to pay mortgage, rent, or utility bills in the past
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year. compared with 38.7 percent for the earlier cohort. A

sitealler percentage in both groups had to move in with others

because of this inability to pay bills, 7.1 percent in the early

group and 9.2 percent in the later group.

T-at 4

Indicators of Economic Struggles
over the Previous Year
Former Wellare Recipients Who Have
Not Returned to the Program (Percent)
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CONCLUSIONS

Despite concemns that later cohorts of leaven may fare

increasingly worse in the labor market, I find relatively little

evidence that there has been much change over the two groups

of leavers studied here. The characteristics of the two groups
are similar except for a larger percentage in the recent group

reporting health conditions that may limit work Despite this
difference, employment and characteristics of jobs are also very

similar across the two groups. About two-thirds of former

recipients are working and three-quarters of families have an

adult working (either the former recipient or the spouse/
partner). Wages are at about the same levl for the more recent
leaves and most are working full-time, as in the earlier group.

One difference in work is the experience of the two groups,
with a significantly higher number of more recent leavers

having been on their job for more time.
Receipt of nongovernment benefits is also similar across the

two cohorts. About a third of each group are receiving food
stamps and about a third of adults are covered by Medicaid

One difference is that a higher percentage of children are

covered by Medicaid in the second cohort, potentially from
expansions in state child health insurance programs for low-
income families. Finally, measures of material hardship show

for the most part similar experiences of problems with food for

early and late cohorts of leavers.
Overall, there are few differences between these two groups

of leavers. On face, these results seem to provide little evidence

in support of the hypothesis that as the amount of time since

the passage of the Personal Responsibility and Work

Opportunity Reconciliation Act increases, subsequent groups
of leavers are less 'job-ready" and fare worse economically.

However, the two groups of leaven are experiencing different
labor markets in 1997 versus 1999. Average monthly
unemployment rates for the whole labor force fell from
4.9 percent in 1997 to 4.2 percent in 1999. According to the

National Survey of America's Families data, employment at the
time of the interview for unmarried women with children and

less than a high-school education increased from 42.4 percent

in 1997 to 47.9 percent in 1999. A similar increase (58.9 percent

to 63.1 percent) was observed for unmarried women with
children with less than or equal to a high-school education.

Improvements in labor market outcomes over this time
period mean that for a similarly job-ready group of former
recipients we might expect to observe improvement in

outcomes. The fact that we do not observe significant

- - -
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improvements in economic outcomes across leaver groups
could indicate that the more recent cohort of leavers is less job-
ready. It could also indicate that the subset of former welfare
recipients among all less educated single women with children

did not experience improvement over this time period. We can
only conclude from these results that the mor recent cohort is
not faring worse than the earlier cohort on an absolute level.

Beyond this, it is also true that neither group is showing

unequivocal success in transitioning off welfare. A relatively

large percentage of leavers still have returned to welfare over
this two-year time period, and about a quarter are in famnlies
without earnings at the time of the survey. Although this more

recent group of leavers looks similar to earlier cohorts, the
issues raised about the absolute well-being of earlier cohorts
and whether some are "falling through the cracks" remain.
Further analysis of subgroups of these data will help us to
answer some additional questions about the distribution of

outcomes for this group.

FRENY EusIlualle I'uI.Iee Itavuawl SseveIIaeu soul 17
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ENDNOTES

1 For reoiews of soue of ths early studis, see Basner and Loprest

(1999) and U S. GenerIl Accounting Office (1999) ioprest 11999)
compares thewage rates of employed lasersbetwen 1995 and 1997
sith other employed low income women with child.en who had not
recenty been on wlfare and finds that the las.e' watges were

generally higher.

2. Many studies ave nits on the ASPEs web pngw

<httpJ/aspe.hhu.guv/hsp/le~vers99/ind-shtm>.

3. Fo more information on the NSAF, see Brick eta.1 (1999)

4. The NSAF questions about cunent and former wefiare rceipt are
ashed of the adult in the famioy who is mont ikosledgeahbl about the

chddren. The samples of lavesare therefore not exactly all adults
who left welfire, but one adult per family who repots that he/she or
the child.en received Aid to Familtes with Dependent Children

(AFDC) or TANF at some point in the two year prior to the interiew.
Since most rspondents are the children's mothers and most AFDC

recipients ate women, this conresponds closely to a sample of mother
who left wefare Howver, some single fathe and a small number of

fathers in two-parent families (who a-e the adults most khaoweigeabe
about the children and repored leaving wefre) are also induded.

S. Caload numbenare repored at <hrpi/ww.a.cfdhhsgov/
news/weIfare>.

6. As in most suneys the NSAF ondercounts TANP reipt coupored
with admimsntratine data. The NSAF in both uoods finds about
70 prcent of weIfare recipt in the previous year, similar to the March

Current Population Suey. This implies that my wighteid count of
welfare Ieves reponed here is lso on undercount, although it u
difficult to estimate the extent.

- - -t
it How An. t FPA Wan lee Watsu Munnm noot Tott

7. Becau the sunvy does not ask for complete w-lfa histoies. this
may understate retnms to welare. Some families may be missed that

left in the time petiod, renned. and left again, such that they ae not
receivimg TANF at the time of the intervie These fmilies ae
included in my 'did not retur to welfre' group.

S Analisofw t factos aremost impotnt in predictig reotmsto
TANF and whether they hve changed over the two cohons is being
carried out as part of another study using these data.

9. This insupponed by the increas in work among cumrn recipients

with multiple bariers to work (Zedlewsbi and Aldeson 2001).

10. Working is defmed as any positive weekly hones of work at the

tine of the surq inteMew

I1. Adjustments for miflation were made using the CPI-X AlS wage

are reported in 1999 dollars

12. This question was asked only to two pawnt familiets in which both
parents were working and there was at least one child onder age

thireen The percentage of working former recipients meeting this
crstenios changed only slighly oer the cohors hrom 22 percent to

24 percent.

13. The calcuatious needed to estimate total income and povey and

the resultsare prented in anothre study on this topic (Loprtest 2001).

14 Monthly e-nnings are in 1999 doll, adjusted using the CPI-X

i5 Thi ssumes that the family basso income beyond eanigs, a
maimum child rae cost deductaso for cinldoen older than two and

so ecss shdter costs.
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Status Report on Research on the Outcomes of Welfare Reform

Appendix B:
Findings from ASPE-Funded Leavers Studies

(Grants to States and Localities to Study Welfare Outcomes)
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Welfare caseloads have declined dramatically during the past several years. Overall, the welfare
caseload has fallen by 8.4 million recipients, from 14.2 million recipients in 1994 to 5.8 million in
June 2000, a drop of 59 percent. This is the largest welfare caseload decline in history. As the
caseloads have fallen there has been widespread interest in the circumstances of recipients who have
left welfare. How are they faring without cash assistance? Are they working? Are they moving out of
poverty? To what extent do they return to welfare? To what extent do they continue to need and to
receive assistance and supportive services through other programs?

To answer these questions, ASPE awarded approximately $2.9 million in grants to states and counties
in FY 1998 to study the outcomes of welfare reform on individuals and families who leave the TANF
program, who apply for cash welfare but are never enrolled because of non-financial eligibility
requirements or diversion programs, and/or who appear to be eligible but are not enrolled. The 1998
grants were awarded to ten states and three large counties or consortia of counties (Arizona. the
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Missouri, New York, Washington,
and Wisconsin; and Cuyahoga County, Ohio, Los Angeles County, California, and San Mateo, Santa
Cruz, and Santa Clara Counties, California). Separate but comparable studies were also funded in
Iowa (with FY 1999 funding) and South Carolisa (in FY 1998 and 2000, as part of a longer-term

project) resulting in a total of 15 studies with findings on former recipients as of spring 2001.

Following the devolution of welfare programs to the state level, ASPE chose a research strategy that
combined local flexibility in study design with some national direction and coordination. Most of the
projects used administrative data to track an early cohort of individuals who left welfare around 1996
or 1997. Projects also used a combination of administrative and survey data to track the economic
status and general well-being of at least one cohort who left welfare one to two years later, after the
transition from AFDC to the TANF program. Projects varied, however, in the number and types of
administrative data sets examined and the design of the surveys of former recipients. Final survey

I rMn't.
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sample sizes varied from 277 to over 3,500 cases, response rates ranged from 23 to 81 percent, and
approximate time of interview varied from 6 to 30 months after exit, as shown in Table I. All
researchers were encouraged to collect data across multiple dimensions, including employment,
program participation, economic status, family structure, child well-being, material hardship, barriers
to employment, etc. Grantees designed their own survey instruments, however, which differed in
wording and emphasis. While this diversity poses challenges for summarizing results nationally, it
has allowed states to meet the demands of their elected officials and program administrators for
timely information on families leaving their state's welfare program.

Table 1.
Survey Sample Size, Response Rate, and Timing of Interview

Final Survey Timing of Interview
Grantee & Cohort CY (Qtr) Sample Size Response Rate (Mos. post exit)

Arizona 98(1) 821 72% 12-18 months

Florida 97(2) 3548 23% 23-30 months

Georgia 99(1)-00(1) 2935 52% 4-6 months

Illinois 98(4) 514 51% 6-8 months

Iowa 99(2) 405 76% 8-12 months

Massachusetts 99(1) 570 75% 6-16 months

Missoun 96(4) 878 75% 26-34 months

South Carolina 98(4)-99(1) 1072 75% 12-15 months

Washington 98(4) 708 72% 6-8 months

District of Columbia 98(4) 277 61% 10-14 months

Cuyahoga 98(3) 306 81% 18-22 months

San Mateo 98(4) 438 66% 6-12 months

Although each study had its own methodology, ASPE took certain steps to promote comparability
across the studies. Chief among these was developing consensus around a common definition of the
"leaver" study population as "all cases that leave cash assistance for at least two months." This
definition excludes cases that re-open within one or two months; such cases are more likely closed
due to administrative "churning" than to true exits from welfare. In addition, through national
meetings and an electronic list-serve, ASPE staff facilitated peer networking among researchers,
promoted the use of nationally developed questions on topics such as food security and child well-
being, and encouraged standardized reporting of certain administrative data outcomes.

As of March 2001, all 15 studies identified above had released preliminary reports basid on
administrative data findings, and 12 of the 15 also had released reports with more detailed findings
from follow-up surveys. Highlights from these reports are presented below, with a focus on outcomes
in employment and earnings, recidivism and program participation, and household income and family

well-being.2 This summary stresses common findings for "average" welfare leavers in each
jurisdiction, without analyzing how outcomes vary for different types of leavers (e.g., urban vs. rural,
those who left due to earnings vs. sanctions). Findings are presented for all single-parent leavers in a
state or county except where noted otherwise. Observed cross-state differences in outcomes reflect
the diverse range of state policies and underlying economic and demographic conditions of the
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jurisdictions under study, as well as methodological differences in study design.P A more

comprehensive synthesis report, including analysis of how outcomes differ for various subgroups, is

expected by Fall 2001.

[Go to Contents]

Employment and Earnings

Employment

Employment outcomes have been quite consistent across the 15 studies. Employment rates of former

recipients ranged from 47 to 68 percent in the first quarter after exit according to administrative data

(see Table 2). Moreover, employment rates remained fairly constant in the first year after exit in most

study areas. This finding does not mean that the same 50 to 60 percent of leavers were employed

every quarter. Some former recipients lost their jobs, while others found new employment, with the

result that 62 to 90 percent of leavers had earnings at least once within the first four quarters after

exit. Between 31 and 47 percent of leavers were employed in all four quarters (data not shown),(

according to the eight studies reporting this statistic.

Table 2.
Employment Rates of Former Recipients

Administrative Data: Survey Data:

Employment Rates Employment Rates

1st Qtr 2 nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4tb Qtr

Grantee & Cohort post post post post Any of Employed at Employed

CY(Qtr) exit exit exit exit 4 Qtrs Interview since exit

Arizona 98(l) 53 51 52 50 73 58

Florida 97(2) 50 51 53 54 71 57

Georgia 99(1)-00(1) 61 63 59 59 69

Illinois 97(3)-98(4) 54 53 53 54 69 63 85

Iowa 99(2) 57 42 39 38 69 61 -

Massachusetts 99(1) 60 61 51 -- 68 71 -

Missouri 96(4)* 58 58 59 58 73 65 90

New York 97(1) 50 49 48 48 62 - --

S. C. 98(4)-99(l) 67 68 67 63 90 60 -

Washington 98(4) 62 58 - - -- 59 86

Wisconsin 98(2)-(4) 67 65 67 67 72

D. C. 97(4)* 54 58 50. 52 - 60 _

Cuyahoga 98(3) 68 64 67 64 82 70 92
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Los Angeles 96(4) l 47 | 46 l 46 l 47 - -

San Mateo 98(4) | 55 l 55 | 55 | -- I -- | 57 l
Notes: A recipient is considered 'employed" if she or he has any earnings in Ltn-covered employment within the state,
except Cuyahoga and Los Angeles require >5100 per quarter, Washington also counts earnings reported to the welfare
system, and D.C. uses data from the National Directory of New Hires. D.C. employment rates would be 8 percentage
points higher if leavers without Social Security numbers were excluded from the denominator, as they are in New York.
Missouri and possibly other studies.
a Rates are for single-parent leavers, except that Illinois, Massachusetts. Missouri. Wisconsin, and D.C. include small
percentages of two-parent leavers.

Three of six jurisdictions analyzing employment across multiple cohorts found that recipients leaving
welfare in 1998 had higher employment rates - by 5 to 10 percentage points - than those leaving in
1996 (data not shown). Two other two jurisdictions, however, found no change and one found a
decrease in employment.

Administrative data do not capture all employment: quarterly earnings reported to the states'
unemployment insurance (UT) programs do not capture earnings from self-employment, employment
in the military or federal government, certain agricultural employment, andjobs across state
boundaries. In fact, between 57 and 71 percent of former recipients.reported working at time of
interview. These self-reported employment rates from survey data were higher than the rates based on
administrative data in all but one study (see Table 2). The vast majority of leavers - 85 to 92 percent -
reported being employed at least once since exit. In addition, three studies found that the household
employment rate (counting earnings of anyone in the household) was 9 to 15 percentage points higher
than the individual rate for the leaver herself, or about 72 to 80 percent (data not shown).

Eamnings

Median quarterly earnings of former recipients with jobs ranged from $1,900 in South Carolina to
$3,400 in Washington, D.C. in the first quarter post-exit (see Table 3). In all reporting locations,
quarterly earnings rose over the course of the year following exit.5 Median hourly wages, as
reported in survey data from eight studies, ranged from $6.50 to $9.00 an hour. Former recipients
with jobs worked an average of 33 to 39 hours per week; median hours averaged 40 hours per week.

In sum, the studies were consistent-in finding that about three-fifths of leavers were working,
generally 40 hours per week, but with relatively low wages and intermittent spells of unemployment.
To what extent do families with these patterns of employment and earnings support themselves, and
to what extent do they rely on government programs for support?

Table 3.
Earnings of Former Recipients

Administrative Data: Survey Data:
Median Quarterly Earnings Hourly Wages

Grantee & Cohort Id Qtr 2 nd Qtr 3rd Qtr 4h Qtr Mean Median

CY(Qtr) post exit post exit post exit post exit wages wages
Arizona 98(1)** $2,211 $2,354 $2,695 $2,511 $7.52
Flonda 97(2) $2,007 $2,168 $2,167 $2,329
Georgia 99(1)** $2,184 $2,319 $2,518 -
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Program Participation

Returns to TANF

According to data from 15 studies, between 3 and 21 percent of families leaving welfare returned to

cash assistance within one quarter (see Table 4). Rates of welfare receipt rose to between 9 and 24

percent in the next quarter. Rates rose very slightly over the next six months, reaching 11 to 25

percent one year after exit. Because some people return to the rolls and then leave again, the

proportion that ever returned within the first year after exit was higher, ranging from 17 to 38 percent.

(6)

Table 4.
Percentage of Adult Leavers Receiving AFDCITANF

Administrative Data:
AFDC/TANF Receipt

I" Qtr 2 ad Qtr 3rd Qtr 4tb Qtr

Grantee & Cohort (3 mos) post (6 mos) post (9 mos) post (12 mos) post Ever receiving

CY(Qtr) exit exit exit exit within 1 yr

Arizona 98(4) 5.3 12.9 16.6 15.5 27.7

Florida 97(2) 6.5 13.9 12.8 - 26.1

Georgia 99(1) 8.4 14.4 16.4 16.0

Illinois 97(3)-98(4) $2,471 $2,527 $2,614 $2,720 $7.41

Iowa 99(2) $2,177 $2,520 $2,332 $2,417 $7.54 -

Massachusetts 9(1)* $2,645 $2,754 $2,977 - $8.46 -

Missouri 96(4)* $1,996 $2,171 $2,200 $2,535

S. C. 98(4)-99(l) $1,871 $1,807 $1,904 $2,148 $6.50

Washington 98(4) $2,387 $2,497 $7.70 $7.00

Wisconsin 98(2)-(4)* $2,272 $2,362 $2,278 $2,561

D. C. 97(4) $3,416 - $3,395 $3,934 - -

admin.data- $8.74 $8.13
D. C. 98(4) survey'

Cuyahoga 98(3) $2,744 $2,489 $2,663 $2,754 $7.50 -

Los Angeles 96(4) $3,248 $3,156 $3,303 $3,290

San Mateo 98(4) $3,144 $3,439 $3,612 $9.00

Notes: Excludes leavers without earnings in the quarter. Earnings are reported in nominal dollars.

F Figures ame for single-parent leavers. except that Massachusetts, Missouri, Wisconsin. and the District of Columbia
include smnall percentages of two-parent leavers.
-- Arizona and Georgia quarterly earnings are mean rather than median. earnings. Median earnings would be somewhat
lower.
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Notes: Grantees measuring program participation by month - Arizona, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, New York, the District
of Columbia, and San Mateo - are likely to report lower program participation than grantees measuring participation
over a three-month quarter. These and other methodological differences have a particularly strong effect on
measurement of TANF receipt three months/one quarter after exit, and so differences in the first coumnm of Table 3
should be viewed with caution.

* Figures are for single-parent leavers, except that Massachusens, Missouri, Wisconsin, and the District of Columbia
include small percentages of two-parent leavers.

Survey data on returns to TANF are fairly similar to the administrative data. In addition, survey data
also found that at least one half of those who returned to TANF did so for a job-related reason, such
as job loss or decreases in work hours or wages. Other common reasons for returning to TANF
included divorce or separation from parner, pregnancy or birth of a new child, re-compliance with
program regulations, loss of other income, problems with child care, and problems with health or
medical benefits.

Comparisons of early and later cohorts reveal no clear pattern of returns to welfare (data not shown).
As compared with earlier cohorts, recidivism among 1998 leavers was higher in three states but lower
in three others. No trend was apparent in two others.

Families leaving in the 1996 to 1999 period did so before they hit the five-year federal time limits on
benefit receipt. Thus, most families had the option of returning to cash assistance as needed. Two
studies, however, examined cohorts of 1999 leavers who were affected by state time limits of two
years. Recidivism rates in these two states - Massachusetts and South Carolina - were lower than
rates in other states, as shown in Table 4. Sub-group analysis in these two states indicates that
families who left because of time limits were much less likely to be back otn welfare at-time of
interview than other families; only 2 percent of the time-limited families in South Carolina and 8
percent in Massachusetts were back on welfare a year after exit.

Medicaid and Health Insurance

Although the majonty of leavers remained off cash assistance, most continued to receive other
government support. One of the most common supports was Medicaid, although rates of participation
varied considerably across states. As shown in Table 5. between 42 and 80 percent of adult leavers
were enrolled in Medicaid in the first quarter post-exit according to administrative data. In many

Illinois 97(2)-98(4) 16.2 18.6 17.5 16.3 28.9
Iowa 99(2) 5.5 14.2 19.0 18.8 30.1
Massachusetts 9(1)* 2.9 10.0 14.3 11.4 18.8
Missouri 96(4)* 12.4 18.6 20.8 20.6
New York 97(1) 17.0 -

S. C. 99(4)-00(1) 3.4 8.8 11.7 10.9 17.1
Washington 97(4) 8.0 14.0 16.0 16.0
Wisconsin 98(2) -(4)
Wisconsin 98(2)-(4) 18.5 22.1 21.8 19.7 35.5

D.C. 98(4)* 7.5 12.7 16.2 18.8 21.1
Cuyahoga 98(3) 21.1 24.3 25.5 24.9 38.1
San Mateo 98(4) 16.9 20.9 22.8 20.8
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areas, adult enrollment rates dropped 10 percentage points or more by the fourth quarter after exit.

Medicaid coverage varied even more dramatically in survey data, ranging from 33 percent in

Missoun (measured over 2 years after exit) to 81 percent in Massachusetts (measured slightly under a

year after exit). A higher percentage of surveyed leavers - 51 to 83 percent - reported Medicaid

coverage for their children, as shown in Table 6.

Table 5.
Adult Health Insurance Status

Administrative Data: Survey Data:

. Medicaid Enrollment Health Insurance Coverage at Interview

Employer

Grantee & 1" Qtr 4th Qtr Sponsored Other No

Cohort CY(Qtr) post exit post exit Medicaid Insurance Insurance Insurance

Arizona 98(1)$* 54 40 39 15 5 40

Georgia99(1)-00 66 _ _ 24

(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Florida 97(2) 55 46 45

Illinois 97(3)-98 58 40 47 21 36
(4)* _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Iowa 99(2) 43 41 48 14 7 37

Massachusetts 9 _ 81 _ 7

Missouri 96(4)* 42 39 33 25 9 32

New York 97(l) 35

S. C. 98(4)-99(1) 69 45 _ _

Washington 98(4) 60 56 13 8 26

Wisconsin 98(2)- 67 76 - - - -

(4)*__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

D.C. 98(4)* - 54 19 4 22

Cuyahoga98(3) 60 46 - - . _ _

Notes: These rates measure emnlltent of the adult head who left TANV. Measures Or participation by monm -rept
sy Arizona, Florida. Illinois, Iowa, New York, and the District of Columbia -are likely to be lower than measures of

participation over a three-month quarter.

a Rates are for single-parent leavers, except that Illinois, Massachusetts, Missouri, Washington (administrative data).

Wisconsin, and D.C. include small percentages of two-parent leavers and Washington tracks the Medicaid enrollment of

both adults, not just the adult head.

*' Arizona data include leavers who return to TANF after one month, as well as the traditional two-month leavers.

a.. Rates for employer-sponsored insurance in Illinois are included in 'other.'
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Table 6.
Child Health Insurance Status

Lack of Medicaid enrollment is not necessarily a problem if leavers have health insurance through
employment or other means. However, only 20'to 34 percent of adult leavers reported being covered
by employer-sponsored or other insurance; somewhat fewer (7 to 28 percent) reported such coverage
for their children. These figures reveal that, in most states, substantial numbers of former recipients
and their children were without any health insurance. The percentage of adult leavers without
insurance ranged from 7 to 45 percent; rates for children ranged from 8 to 33 percent, for
Massachusetts and Florida, respectively. Data in Tables 5 and 6 indicate that lack of health insurance
was more prevalent in states with low numbers of leavers enrolled in Medicaid. Survey data from six
states (discussed in the section on Material Hardship and displayed in Table 10 below) show the
consequences of lack of health insurance coverage.

Administrative Data: Survey Data:
Medicaid Enrollment Health Insurance Coverage at Interview

Employer
Grantee & 1st Qtr 4th Qtr Sponsored Other No

Cohort CY(Qtr) post exit post exit Medicaid Insurance Insurance Insurance

Arizona 98(1)** 51 12 8 26

Georgia 99(1)-00 82 4 3 11

Florida 97(2) 57 33

Illinois 97(3)-98 53 -- 23 29
(4)* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Iowa 99(2) 56 55 63 11 17 20

Massachusetts 99 8 ,. 83 -- 8

Missouri 96(4)* 85 86 68 14 9 11

New York 97(l) 34 - -

S. C. 98(4)-99(1) 88 68 85 - -

Washington 98(4) 67 9 11 13

Wisconsin 98(2)- 86 80

D.C. 98(4)* 42 48 60 12 11 16

San Mateo 98(4) 76 59 64 28 9
Note. Tl..i . [area_ ofli U - -pe-nag 01. Inavers 1 at ea O_ g od Ot i / _ O_ n t y. I_
R^OM;s 11 nes -ae arIne p-Meag.. -mrautlevr esat Icast onecauna on Mediscaidl (onone MneMnDCr Ot a tarmy, in
Iowa. D. C. and San Mateo). SCHIP is counted as Medicaid in most surveys. As noted in Table 4, above, measures of
participation by month -reported by Arizona, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, New York. the District of Columbia, and San
Mateo -are likely to be lower than measures of participation over a three-month quarter.

* Rates are for single-parent leaven, except that Illinois. Massachusetts, Missouri. and D.C. include small percentages of
two-parent leavers.
n- Arizona data include leavers who return to TANP after one month, as well as the traditional two-month leavers.
*- Rates for employer-sponsored insurance in Illinois are included in 'other.'
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Some of the state variation in Medicaid enrollment can be explained by differences in survey

methodology (e.g., timing and wording of surveys) or in the linking and analysis of administrative

data.
91 Still, the observed cross-state variation is too wide to be solely attributable to measurement

differences. Some variation in enrollment is likely to reflect differences in Medicaid eligibility (which

is set by states) and in administrative practices, which vary across states and local areas.

Findings from the leavers studies and other research have prompted Federal and state initiatives to

ensure that families leaving welfare are not incorrectly denied Medicaid benefits. In their leavers

reports, several states mentioned changes in policies or procedures designed to increase Medicaid

enrollment among future leaver cohorts. Early trends, between 1996 and 1998, show increased

Medicaid enrollment in three jurisdictions, no change in one, and decreased enrollment in another.

Food Stamps and Other Program Participation

Participation in other forms of government assistance was also common, though generally at lower

levels than for Medicaid. Participation rates of former recipients in the Food Stamp program, for

example, ranged from 23 to 78 percent across 12 studies, with most finding that roughly one-third to

one-half of AFDCrTANF leavers received food stamps immediately after exit (see Table 7). Similar

rates were found in both administrative and survey data. Food stamp receipt declined in some states

over time, but remained constant in others.

Table 7.
Percentage of Leavers Receiving Food Stamps

Administrative Data: Food Stamp Receipt

i Qtr (3 2nd Qtr (6 3r Qtr (9 4' Qtr (12

Grantee & Cohort mos) post mos) post mos) post mos) post Ever receiving

CY(Qtr) exit exit exit exit within I yr

Arizona 98(1) 39 39 38 35 67

Florida 97(2) 45 41 38

Illinois 7/97-12/98 33 35 34 33 56

Iowa 99(2) 36 37 38 37 65

Massachusetts 99(1)* 42 41 41 38 51

Missouri 96(4)* 57 47 43 40 -

New York 97(1) - - 21 -

S. C. 99(4)-00(1) 78 68.- .. 64 61 --- 88

Washington 97(4)* 47 42 - -

Wisconsin 98(2)-(4)' 70 68 65 63 83

D.C. 98(4)* 36 38 37 38 41

Cuyahoga 98(3) 56 48 48 47 68

San Mateo 98(4) 23 28 29 27 -

Notes: Granm memsuirg program paiciption by month -Arizon Florida. Mis. Iowa, New York, the Distict of
Columbia. and San tseo -a ae likely to report lower program participation than grante a measuig paricpatin over a

Ae-onh quarto.
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Rates are for single-parent leavers, except that Massachusetts, Missouri, Washington, Wisconsin. and D.C. include
small percentages of two-parent leavers.

Other commonly received forms of government assistance included free- and reduced-price school
lunches (43 to 87 percent of leavers), the federal Earned Income Tax Credit (32 to 65 percent of
former recipients), housing assistance (16 to 60 percent of leavers), and Supplemental Security
Income (2 to 12 percent of leavers), according to survey data from several surveys (data not shown).
In addition between 11 and 35 percent of former recipients across seven studies reported receiving
child support, often secured with help from the child support enforcement agency. As seen below,
income from these sources can be an important component of household income.

[ Go to Contents]

Household Income and Family Well-Being

Household Income and Poverty Status

Total household income is difficult to measure, particularly in leaver households. Paychecks can vary
from month to month, and variations in unearned income and in household composition may generate
added instability. Nevertheless, ASPE encouraged researchers to collect survey data on this critical
measure of family well-being.

As shown in Table 8, average household cash income of former recipients ranged from $964 to
$1440 per month across eight studies. When reported separately, median household incomes were
about $200 lower. While not included in these cash income totals, food stamp benefits provided the
average household with an additional $96 to $129 per month, according to three studies. (The value
of the federal Earned Income Tax Credit also was not included in the cash income totals).

Six of the eight studies shown in Table 8 asked a series of detailed questions probing for income from
various specific sources, while two (Illinois and the District of Columbia) simply asked for total
household income. Consistent with past research, the surveys that asked multiple income-related
questions uncovered higher levels of income than the other two surveys. This pattern of variation
suggests that the lower incomes found in Illinois and the District of Columbia may reflect differences
in income reporting rather than true differences in income. 00

Table 8.
Total Household Income and Percentage of Household Income Contributed by Various

Sources
(Survey Data) --

Grantee & Total Cash
Cohort CY Income: Own Others Child Other

(Qtr) Mean (Median) Earnings Earnings AFDCITANF Support SSI Income
Arizona 98(l)
Arizona 98(1) $1.338(-) 45 40 3 3 5 3

Illinois 97(2)- $964 ($800 - -- - -

98(4)* $964 00) I 4 3 6

I1owa 99(2) 1$1,440 (-) 1 46 1 35 1 4 6 ~2 ~ 7
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Notes: Total cash income does not include value of food stamps (average of $96 in Iowa, $ 100 in Cuyahoga and

approximately $129 in Arizona). Income information is based on multiple survey questions about income from various

sources, except in Illinois and D.C., where the survey asks one question about total household income.

* Figures are for single-parent leavers, except that figures from Illinois. Missouri and D.C. include small percentages of

two-parent leavers, who generally have higher incomes.
* In Arizona, sources of income based on a sample of lavers which includes those who return to TANF after one
month, as well as the traditional two-month leavers.

Five of the studies provided information about the sources of household income. Earnings were the

largest income source: the leaver's own earnings made up 45 to 63 percent of total household income,
while earnings of others in the household accounted for an additional 19 to 40 percent. Cash

assistance from AFDC or TANF added another 3 to 8 percent. The final 9 to 20 percent of household

income came from child support payments, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), and "other" income,

including Social Security and survivors' benefits, veterans' benefits, workers' compensation, and
financial assistance from others.

Four of the studies with comprehensive income questions also calculated the percentage of former

recipients with household income below the federal poverty line. Estimated poverty rates ranged from

41 percent to 58 percent, depending in part on whether food stamps were included in measures of

household income.S Many leavers with household incomes at or above the poverty threshold were

still close to poverty, the Iowa study found that 63 percent of leavers had income below 130 percent

of the poverty threshold, in Cuyahoga 79 percent were below 150 percent of poverty and in Missouri

89 percent had cash incomes below 185 percent of the poverty threshold.

Though these poverty rates are quite high, one study (Washington) reported an even higher poverty

rate - 83 percent - among a sample of recipients remaining on welfare for six months. Mean and

median household incomes of ongoing recipients also were lower (data are not shown, but were $890

and $642, respectively) than those of former recipients. While the Washington study does not track

the same group of people over time, it provides some evidence that economic status improves after
exit from welfare.

Family Well-Being and Material Hardship

Partly because of the challenges of measuring income, most leavers surveys also asked directly about

family well-being and material hardships resulting from not having enough money. Although surveys

varied in wording, they generally asked about hardships related to food shortages, housing problems,
and medical hardship.

Between one-eighth and one-half of leavers (13 to 52 percent) of leavers reported some level of food

(M4ssouri $1,427 ($1,166) 50 20 6 6 8

Washington $1,208 ($1,000) 55 28 8 7 1 1
98(4) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Cuyahoga 98 $1,069 (---) 63 19 6 2 5 5

D. C. 98(4)' $1,091 ($800) _- I I- - -_ -

San Mateo 98 - ($1,400) = = ==

(4) I__ _ __ _ _ ____ ___ I__ _ _ I__ __ _ _ __ __
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hardship, according to the 12 studies with survey data (see Table 9). Rates of food insecurity ranged
from 32 to 46 percent among the three states that measured food insecurity through a standardized
six-item questionnaire. About half of these families, or 16 to 26 percent of all leaver families, were
classified as food insecure with hunger.(1t 0

Other states, while not using the six-item standardized
scale, found similar evidence of food insecurity: 20 to 43 percent of respondents said that adults in
the household cut the size of meals or skipped meals and 13 to 52 percent exhibited other signs of
food insecurity, such as not being able to buy enough food. Very few leavers reported that children in
their households skipped meals (3 to 5 percent, according to two studies).

Table 9.
Percentage of Leavers Reporting Food Hardships Since Exit

(and While on Welfare)

tA d !n.,

Adults cut size Children Some other sign
Grantee & Food Food insecure of or skipped skipped of food insecurity

Cohort CY(Qtr) insecuret with hungert meals meals**

Iowa 99(2) 32 16

Massachusetts 99 43 (30) 22 (14)

Cuyahoga 98(3) 46 26 -

Illinois 97(3)-98
(4)* -- 25 (24) -- 44 (51)

S. C. 98(4)-99(1) 20(14) 52

Washington 98(4) 43 (39) 5(4)

D.C. 98(4)* 25 46
Arizona 98(1)*** - -24(30)

Georgia 99(I)-0 = = 13 (5)
(1)- .- 13)
Florida 97(2) _ - - - 44
Missouri 96(4)* - 3 26

San Mateo 98(4) - i - 32
urn -- --- g-r---n--bsu itt O efretre~a ~lnt. aschsts

Iu; ores: -iue unprmee r pencntge recalling hardship while on welfare (Arizona, Illinois, Massachusetts,South Carolina) or percentage recalling hardship among a comparison group of recipients remaining on welfare
(Georgia. Washington).

Figures are for single-parent leavers, except that figures from Illinois, Massachusetts, Missouri and D.C. include small
percentages of two-parent leavers.

n Other signs of food insecurity include: not able to buy enough food (Florida, Missouri); food did not last (Illinois,
South Carolina. D.C.); or not enough food to eat (Arizona, Georgia, San Mateo). Other indicators of food insecurity,
such as worrying about food running out, are not shown here.
n-n South Carolina survey data are limited to leavers who do not return to welfare. Arizona leavers include those who
returned to TANF after one month, as well as the traditional two-month leaves.

t As explained in FototeJI. families that answer 'yes to two or more questions on a six-point scale developed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture are considered food insecure," and those that answer 'yes to five or more questions
are considered 'food insecure with hunger.'

-
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Former recipients also reported problems with housing arrangements, although somewhat less

frequently than food shortages. As shown in Table 10, the most common problems were falling

behind in rent or mortgage (18 to 38 percent across seven studies), loss of utilities (12 to 36 percent

of leavers across seven studies) and being forced to move (13 to 32 percent across four studies). Less

often, former recipients were evicted (4 to 7 percent), went to a homeless shelter (I to 7 percent,

except one study reported 17 percent), or reported that their children were forced to live elsewhere (3

to 8 percent, except one study reported 19 percent)."
1

Table 10.
Percentage of Leavers Reporting Housing or Medical Hardships After Exit

(and While on Welfare)

Had to
move Unable to

Grantee & Behind In because Stayed at Child had get needed

Cohort CY Utilities rent/ could not homeless to live medical
(Qtr) cut off mortgage pay Evicted shelter elsewhere care

Arizona 98(l) 12 (18) 37(41) 17 (21) -- 3 (4) 8 (9) 24 (14)

Georgias99()- 12 18 -- 4 - 10'
00(1) I_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Florida 97(2) 36 -- 32 - 17**** j9****

Illinois 97(3)-98 14 (26) 38 (45) 13 (15) 3 (4) 8 (9) 31(26)
(4)* _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Iowa 99(2) - 25 -- 7 -

Massachusetts 26(20) - _ 2 (1) 3 (1)
99(j)*_ _ __ _ _ _ _

Missouri 96(4)* - 26 -- -

S. C. 98(4)-99 -- 33 2 (3) 5 (5) 10 (4)

Washington 98 12 (12) -- 7 (3) 1(2) 3 (2) -

D.C. 98(4)* 27 (27) _ - 3 (5) 5 (6) 8 (3)

Cuyahoga 98(3) 19 - 26 ** ** - 10

Notes: Figures in parentheses are percentage recalling hardship while on welfare (Arizona. Illinois, Massachusetts. South
Carolina, D.C.) or percentage recalling hardship among a comparison group of recipients remaining onwelfare
(Washington).
* Figures are for single-parent leavers, except that figures from Illinois, Massachusetts, Missouri and D.C. include small
percentages of two-parent leavers.

In Cuyahoga, 7 percent were either evicted or lived in homeless shelter.
South Carolina survey data are limited to leavers who do not return to welfare. Arizona leavers include those who

returned to TANF after one month, as well as the traditional two-month leavers.
.... The findings from Florida should be viewed with caution. because figures were imputed for the 77 percent of the
sample that could not he located by telephone The raw, unadjusted percentages, reported in an appendix to their final
report. were closer to those reported by other states (4 percent homeless and 8 percent with children living elsewhere).
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Studies were split as to whether housing and food shortages were greater before or after exit; some
found more hardship after exit, some found less hardship after exit, and some showed little
difference. None of the leavers studies reported a significant change in use of homeless shelters
before and after exit, or in experiences with separations of children from the family.

Six studies also examined medical hardship, and found that between 8 percent and 31 percent of
leavers in the six sites reported that they or someone in their household was unable to get needed
medical attention since leaving welfare because they could not afford it. Studies consistently reported
more difficulty getting needed medical care after exit than while on welfare.

Finally, when directly asked about overall economic well-being or standard of living, 46 to 68 percent
of families in five states reported they were better off financially after exit; 16 to 32 percent said they
were the same, and 13 to 30 percent said they were worse off (see Table I1).

Table 11.
Overall Economic Well-being Before and After Leaving Welfare

(Survey Data)
Grantee & Cohort CY(Qtr) Better Off Same Worse Off

Arizona 98(1)** 68 16 15
Illinois 97(3)-98(4)* 57 30 13
Iowa 99(2) 49 32 19
Massachusetts 99(1)* 46 24 30

ashington 98(4) 60 19 21
Figures are for single-parent leavers, exceptihat figures fron Illinois and Massachusetts

include small percentages of to-parent leavers.
Arizona leavers include those who returned to TANF after one month, as well as the

traditional two-month leavers.

[Go to Contents ]

Conclusion

In sum, findings across thIl 5 studies showed that about three-fifths of leavers were working,
generally 40 hours per week. Former recipients experienced intermittent spells of unemployment and
financial hardship, however, and about one-fourth to one-third returned to welfare at least once in the
first year after exit in most states studied. Although quarterly earnings rose over time, total household
incomes remained fairly low, averaging about $1,400 or less per month. Access to heath insurance
and food stamps appeared problematic for somn recipients, and there also were reports of food
shortages and inability to get needed medical attention. Evidence was mixed as to whether material
hardships were greater before or after exit; families generally reported that they are better off overall
after leaving welfare.

[Go to Contents]

Other Outcomes Data
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The descriptive statistics highlighted above provide some important insights into the outcomes and

well-being of individuals and families leaving welfare. However, they do not represent the sum total

of the rich administrative and survey data collected by states and counties under the ASPE-funded

grants. Links to most of the individual state and county reports can be found at

<htto://asoe.hhs.Pov/hsO/leavera99/reponfs.httn>. The initial synthesis report by the Urban Institute is

posted on the same web site, at <htto:llasoe.hhs.aov/hso/leavers99/svllthesisOl/index.htm>. In

addition. ASPE is working collaboratively with the grantees and a technical assistance contractor to

make the grantees' welfare outcomes data files available to researchers for secondary analyses.

Information on how to secure access to these data files can be found on the ASPE-sponsored web

page on Welfare Leavers and Diversion Studies at <hnti/asve.hhs.sov/hsp/eavers99/index.htnv.

[Go to Contents]

Endnotes

1. In addition to funding the Iowa leavers study in FY 1999, ASPE funded leavers studies in Texas

and in Contra Costa and Alameda Counties, California, as well as several applicant/diversion studies.

Also in FY 1999, ASPE awarded an additional $837,000 for continuations and extensions of several

of the FY 1998 leavers projects. In addition, $1.236 million was awarded in FY 2000 to enhance

some existing studies of welfare-related outcomes. In all, ASPE has committed over $5 million to

state and county grantees to study welfare outcomes.

2. Findings presented here are based on an Initial Synthesis Report of the Findings From ASPE's

"Leavers" Grants (prepared by the Urban Institute and available at

<htw:lasoe.hhs.rov/hsoesvera99/svlnthesisOI/index.htil>; "A Cross-State Examination of Families

Leaving Welfare: Findings from the ASPE-Funded Leavers Studies," prepared by ASPE staff and

available at <htto:llatoe.hhs.aov/hsoI~eavers99/cro55-stateOO/index.hun>; and ASPE staff analyses of

reports submitted between November 2000 and March 2001.

3. Cross-state comparisons are affected by a variety of factors, ranging from state sanction policies,

maximum benefit levels and earnings disregard policies, to survey sample sizes, time of interview

and response rates. They are also affected by the underlying economic, social and demographic

conditions of the study sites. Some observed differences also reflect methodological issues, including

questionnaire design or population under study. Brief summaries of the projects can be found at

.dhttp//as e.hhs. ov/hsos eavers99/f 98.htm>. Information on comparing survey instruments can be

found at <hWpilase~.hhs. ovlhspeavers99/cros.htm#comparnn

4. These individuals may not have been employed in every month, however, since Ul-_cords are

based on quarterly earnings, reflecting any covered employment during that quarter.

5. Data from the U! system are limited to aggregate quarterly eamings, without underlying

information about hourly wages or hours worked in a quarter. Therefore, the data do not indicate

whether increased earnings are due to wage rate increases or more hours of work. Also, since leavers

without earnings in the quarter are excluded when calculating mean eamings, the earnings increases

could also be due to low earners dropping out of the labor market.

6. Recidivism rates would be higher if the studies had included those who exited for less than two

months. Also note that recidivism was generally lower in studies that measured it on a monthly basis
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than in those that observed welfare receipt over a quarterly (three-month) period.

7. The potential for measurement variation can be seen in the fact that two studies - Missoun and
San Mateo - more than doubled their initial enrollment rates from administrative data. In both cases,
researchers re-analyzed administrative data and classified additional eligibility codes as "Medicaid,
enrollment, after noting large discrepancies between administrative and survey data. Earlier syntheses
of findings from leavers grantees showed a wider range in Medicaid enrollment rates, based on the
initial reports by Missoun and San Mateo.

8. In fact, both quarterly earnings and hourly wages of leavers in Illinois and the District of Columbia
were comparable or higher than those in the other regions.

9. Poverty rates were 41 percent in Iowa (counting cash and food stamps), 47 percent in Iowa
(counting cash income only), 57 percent in Cuyahoga County (counting cash and food stamps), and
58 percent in both Missouri and Washington (counting cash only). The official poverty measure does
not include food stamps; food stamp benefits are included, however, in alternative poverty measures
recommended by a panel from the National: Academy of Sciences. The Panel on Poverty and Family
Assistance also recommended that poverty measures take into account the effects of other non-cash
benefits,-taxes (such as the EITC).and work expenses.

10. The six-item scale is an abbreviated version of-a broader 18-question scale developed by the U.
S. Deoartment of Asriculture. Families that answer yes to two or more questions on the six-item scale
are considered 'food insecure" and those that answer yes to five-or more questions are considered
"food.insecure with hunger." National estimates of food insecurity, based on the 18-item scale.
indicate that-37 percent of families below the poverty threshold were.food insecure in 1999, including
12 percent who were food insecure with hunger (U. S. Department of Agriculture, Household Food
Security in the United States 1999). Estimates from the six-item scale are generally comparable with
those from the broader scale.

11. The atypically.high rates of homelessness (19 percent) and removals of children (17 percent)
were from the same study, Florida. These results should be viewed with caution, because figures were
imputed for the 73 percent of the sample that could not be located by telephone. The raw, unadjusted
percentages, reported in an appendix, were closer to those reported by other states (4 percent

-homeless and 8 percent with children living elsewhere).
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JAN 18 MO2

The Honorable Jennifer Dunn
Joint Economic Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congresswoman Dunn:

At the December 7 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee,

you requested further information on employment of nurses.
I have enclosed the chapters about registered and practical

nurses from our recently released Occupational Outlook

Handbook. These chapters provide a variety of information

about the occupation including our assessment of the job

outlook over the next decade. In addition to the chapters

from the Handbook, I have enclosed tables with data from

our Occupational Employment Statistics survey. These

tables show employment and earnings of nurses in Washington

State and selected metropolitan areas of the State.

As I stated at the hearing, the Bureau of Labor Statistics

does not produce data on nursing vacancies. I am

including, however, recent reports on nursing shortages and

nursing recruitment and retention by the Congressional

Research Service and the General Accounting Office.

I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let
me know if I can be of any further assistance. Philip
Rones, Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment

Analysis, can be reached at 202--691-6378 and would be
happy to answer any follow-up questions that you or your
staff may have regarding these data.

Sincerely yours,

LOIS ORR
Acting Commissioner

Enclosures
DOL/BLS/OEUS/DLFS
T. Nardone:klj:12/26/01
Cc: Comm RF, Orr, Galvin, Rones, Nardone, RF, DF



Employment and earnings of registered nurses In Washington state and selected metropolitan ereas,

Area name Industry
Statewide AU Industries
Statewide Insurance carrlers
Statewide Health services
Statewide Medical service and health Insurance
Statewide Offiee a clInics of medical doctors
Sleudwide Otlteee of other health practItioner
Statewide NursIng and personal care fadlltles
Statewtide Hoapitale
Statewide Home health care servirOs
Statewide Health end alired services, nee
Statewide Educational servicee
Statewide Elementary and *econdary schools
Statewide Colleges and univerasiles
Statewide Social aervices
Statewide Resldentlal care
Statewide Engineering & management aervicee
Statewide Government
Statewide Federal govemment
Statewide State government
Statewide Local government

Bellnghatm, WA MSA All Industries
Bremerton, WA PMSA All Induatrles
Rtohtnd-Kennewlck-Psaco, WA MSA AUl Induetrles
Soatte-Belevue-Everett. WA PMSA All Industries
Spokane, WA MSA All Induwtrale
Taooma, WA PMSA All Industries
Yaktme, WA MSA All Industries
Northwest Washington SOS All Industries

Source: Bureau of Labor Stalletice, Occupational Employment Statistics survey

10th 25th 50th 75th 80th
Mean Percentile Percentile Percentite Percentile Percentile

Employment Wage wage wage wage wage wage
42,380 S24.22 17.55 20.37 24.02 27.58 32.54

180 22.02 14.82 18.92 21.58 25.91 30.01
32,130 24.00 17.79 19.97 23.87 27.52 32.48

160 22.00 14.865 15.8 21.43 25.81 30.11
5,590 23.76 15.92 18.69 22.35 27.62 35.51

60 21.99 15.44 17.33 21.42 26.32 30.67
2,970 20.69 18.38 18.37 20.33 22.33 25.19

20,830 24.83 18.70 21.31 24.78 28.33 32.52
1,860 20.84 15.10 17.46 20.27 24.12 27.59

990 24.02 17.22 19.53 23.44 27.59 32.95
2.240 24.16 16.07 19.34 24.42 29.87 32.57

710 19.42 13.06 15.40 18.92 22.11 62.58
1,530 25.37 18.95 22.31 27.87 31.18 33.25

870 20.98 15.13 17.91 20.51 23.88 26.05
300 19.36 14.51 18.37 19.27 22.12 25.e5
440 28.11 22.28 28.84 29.26 32.05 33.72

3,030 24.38 16.96 22.07 24.40 26.70 30.77
1,160 25.89 19.64 22.62 25.35 29.42 33.41

670 23.58 21.59 22.56 24.17 25.76 20.74
1.200 23.32 17.94 20.61 23.80 26.26 28.05

250 21.43 14.37 16.97 20.71 24.64 29.28
610 21.54 17.07 18.88 21.54 24.71 26.75

1,020 21.10 15.34 18.62 21.09 24.35 27.01
22,670 26.72 19.02 22.00 25.43 29.80 33.70
4,260 21.41 16.09 18.45 21.60 24.78 26.75
4,010 24.68 18.55 21.48 24.64 27.78 32.30
1,810 21.18 15.84 16.39 20.85 24.40 27.09
4,910 22.13 16.12 18.67 21.64 25.71 29.81



Employment and earnings of Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses In Washington State and selected metropolitan areas

10th 26th 60th 76th 90th
Mean Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile Percentile

Area name Industry Employment Wage wsae wage wage wage wage

Statewide All IndustrIes 10,090 915.51 S11.98 S13.71 $15.41 $17.04 S19.81

Stalewide Business services 810 17.33 12.27 14.47 15.7 20.47 24.02

Statewide Peronneleupplyervices 810 17.33 12.27 14.47 18.87 20.47 24.02

Statewide Health service (exceptslcS8W) 7,980 15.31 11.92 13.54 15.30 1892 17,31

Statewide 081cees&clnics otfmedlaldoctors 1,890 14.62 11.43 12.81 14.72 16.28 1734

Statewide Nursing and personal care facililtes 2,700 16.03 12.60 14.31 15.90 17.81 20.25

Statewide Hospitals 2,800 15.27 11.99 13.52 15.28 16.91 19.12

StatewAde Home health care &eVStee 440 14.77 11.55 12.57 14.53 15.59 19.05

Statewide Health and allIed earvAces, nec 90 15.5i 12.05 13298 15.47 16.01 19.50

Statewide Educational services 130 17.08 10,27 13.71 15.82 22.21 25.80

Statewide Elementary and secondary schools 130 17.10 10.23 13.79 15.90 22.42 25.88

Statewide Social servces 450 15.15 12.02 13.70 15.19 15.05 18.38 _

Stsiewide Individual and tamlly servIces 140 15.58 12.47 14.0o 15.52 18.99 19.72 tO

Statewide Residentlal care 290 1480 190 13.45 14.97 18.42 17.42 CD

Statewide ! Gwovernment 880 15.80 13.64 14.38 15.53 16.69 19.03

Statewide FGderelngoverment 310 15.28 12.73 14.05 15.27 185.0 18.47

StatewIde State government 300 15.81 13.90 14.55 15.63 16.72 10.05

Statewide Local government 70 18.28. 13.90 14.85 18.21 17.84 20.39

Belilngham, WA MSA All Industrles 230 13.97 11.48 12.23 13.69 15.86 18.97

Bremerton, WA PMSA All Industries 240 15.80 13.73 14.46 15.57 186.8 16.39

Olyrnpla,WAPMSA All industrIes 450 14.15 11.80 12.50 14.10 16.90 1699

Richland-Kennewick-Pasoo,WAMSA All indutrites 240 13.02 11.43 12.14 13.32 1519 1858

SeanlteBSellevue-Everett, WA PMSA All Industries 3.210 15.28 12.51 14.42 15.02 17.75 20.85

SpoiraneWAMSA Al industrds 1,370 15.89 12.19 13.85 15.48 17.15 20.07

Tacome, WAFMSA Al induatrles 2.100 15.88 12.28 14.13 15.63 17.21 19.93

Yakime, WAMSA Alindustrles 450 15.55 12.00 13.55 15.38 17.00 18.95

Northwest Washington SOS AllindustrIes 1,530 14.47 11.51 12.88 14.42 1.e25 17.81

Source: Bureau of Labor Statestics, Occupational Employment Statistics SuNey
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Ucensed Practical and Licensed
Vocational Nurses
(ONET29-2061 00)

Sigsulaot Poists
* Training lasting about I year is available in about

1. 100 Stale-approved pagrams manly in vocational
or technical schools.

* Nursing horne will offer the mnst new jobs.
* Job s-eenrs in hospitals may face competition as tde

windber of bosintal jobs for LPNs declines.

Nature of tte Work
Lioesed praaaol cause (LPN). or kcoed vocatomal rnams
(LVNs) s theyare oled in Temsand Califoinin, eare irthe sick,
injond, ronvalescat, and disableod ader the direation of physi-
eunuid registaot anoum (T hewas orfpky rarcids .r
mId togiasewdasan is I ed d elmwhe in die H t)adho,)

Mas LPNs proide bkasi bede ce. They take ital sigin
sh as p bbood presu. pske, and r ti They
aho nd er ppare no g-e irjeotoso aid oms. apply
desnor_ gme alonhi rubs and nges. apply aee paekr and hot
woer eotcs. mnd manaor eturs. LPNs obshe - and
reporm adese ni lo t or Theycolla

ro l f or t e e n g p e f t to s oi t s t a h o t o fie nd p a i n .
nid mod food od flied indrke asd output They hetp paten
with b ting. It i g. nd - hygim kee don eoenfort-
a4 mno emre ,for hei enethel -oA to Sr- n wna5 r the lbw
allows. d

t
y w sy dior pi dicum or ras innrre-

iou fluids Sane LPIs help deliver ce 0r. mid feed infan.
Exp ere n myeis mwy r e _ ings- ma d ded

LPN% inenaou"hatmopovideoots . edsideeorehepevap l
ate rides' nrhs.devep ceplin, .vie ece m pm-
vidad by _g l. In d officl sod dieme, Iey Wlo

AA.--f

nrast a as.t .bd passw po*.. mad r_

Prolessioral and Related Ooatpaions, 287

-y rnake ppoitmeeto keep ecd aod pafiox.n ohaer cleri
e LPNs wlm wok in piv homoe; also soy propscn oerls

and tnch ftoily m anhan rspic nurig raks

Working Condfitiors
Mosl licaned practical aascs rn hospials sad rngho 'hwok
a 40-bts, wok,a her imnis aoul b oroedsts~tok car,

r wok nights. weekands. snd holidys. They often stad for
long psids sod help paients move in hed. stand. or ok.

LP1 owy face huards fomn cotc dr nicls. _adis. nod
iallbadis o souch as bhepaiis. Theyaty e - lct O hash tqpo
ti h moVig paens sod shock frone decricl ponenL
They often am deal with the stss ofheavy worloads. In addi-
lion, die patients ey re for may he rofost. otionalh agitated.
or nvopenths

Enplolyment
Licamnlpracici asoa, held sboet 700.000jobs in 2000 Tweny-
oino of LPNs wokd in omusig honh. 28 poe8 t wahd

in hospholo and 14 parent in physicians' offices and lins. Oth-
c o whortedfoe bo e bothche se-os. residneinl came filities.
sohols tenpowray belp mgawes. or g - gnr_ shoe I
io 5 hd put nrim

1.tala Othor Qrlllleatieso, sod Adownen
A D Stes sod the Disti ofCohUbah rqoof L9ts to pass ai-

nng e tion after oping a S uae-pprod prct
ras ogant. A high diploso or equivlent. solly is
eImd horenltryalth son-p-gene s caandidaes ith-
ano a d j orame doiped rs pao of a high school corruolmo

In211O 0 ,t y 1,100S 0aw sooedopwp ed
traticl i traing. Ahnost 6 am of 10 stdents we en-
tolled inac o rootioal stIools. while3 wo of tO were in
e t and j;niorsollagmn Otheas _ w in high school bhe-
piols, and crIlege md s-msitir

Most i .0mg r ugaus buh ahbo I year h3d inltde
both _ mdy d'ireddinin pal c(peaitocre)
ca s mbt s omm m rdy ovrsspa soand pumen-care
Mled rj i rnc dikg haltoeny py-lobgy roadicalvoegicl

_os p- d - pychiuaric meon dn
of dng ri , edl irrtn ai. Camiial piee rub is in as

_spital, bot moamata inriodes oder 000p.
LPbsrhlheveaoting rsynipat mrucsoan. lTheyshoeldbe
-mioo lly rakle km wot wklb the sick and k d cr be

rnL Mhe ro beke h oviwasd o obr- -k.
iOr rnd r kills. As pan rf bholthe huma they

h aom bklo followorden ond w okrdowspervo.

Job Otook
E A oofLPth is depct to dgrow 

5 os hot as the ver-
age for all oranr troo bg 

2
010 go an the onng-

re odfa rapidly gbown eldely pop^ioo azi dhe gomo
oth dfhealhoena, Reple-msneeds will bhes*seononomw

Job o _ 5r s o y wrm lenve the panuma b y.
EmpiomftJthtooPis ngtobncisep wrowfbspar

tb the a* Noting mes wi offr the ost e job for
1Li as tba disofagd and disbled p inedoflong-
tm me ti. In alition co caig irthe aged mid di0Jled.

e ome wD be lled on to ame for the te ao_
of wbo lave beh, dischrgd fime _w ebowd ho who
bhae not _ to meern bc

11 e p i in bhos nmy thee Aa S 0
dowd ofhlaospiidjebsirU dLP As urcaslogipmo,
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only in ospitols. - bhng pwf-med to physcians' offices and

dcines.Wdsg anbolabory gto s ad ce-9-Y oedaal
ceames, doe hagelyt t dnecestedltology Asa result employ-
meet of IPN. es ipnolcd to gw md foster ttmn avsg in
these p-tts as htal e Pands owso be he amioinal hoeisal

Employment of LPNs is captod to gtuw toch foster than a,

Asge mb beome thae aurv hs is nm e n ta gowmtg
ntrnbcrofoldcr person with fut-adil disalhltaeaSsAtnsurepeef-
eenace for rte to the htome. and techoological adwtn. which
make it possible to bhing icreasingly romples tants tto the

Medion aonuaio of licensed p- a mon woe - 2-v.440
in 2000. The middte 50 pfxo earned tere 524.920 and

S34.800. The lwest 10 pnsenlt caed I1u than S21.520, and the
highest IO pcl eund m ran S4 t S4.00 Median annual -
toap ms te indusnejes Opying the hlgest es of licensod
ptacaseal mate tn 2C00 w re as follows

P. =Pand Otly onu .35.750
Home t ae s s . 1.,220
N-tto ad ar e ciliov..._ .__.. 29.9S0
H __Pi.__s U2.450
Offli aod dax.. of Gl d _ 27.520

Redted 0Ocupatioos
LPNs wokt closely whit people while helping them. So do toer-

gency medical tciatems and paasodic. acaal and hsona, wr.
viee assistonts. sgical teeltologists and teachee assistts.

Soornes of Additionni Infonmation
For infornmatoin ohaot proctacal timing. contact:
> National Lag. far N.-g. 61 Bnad-y. New Yoak. NY 100D6
Intemel htpi:/ioW..al
> Na1 Aiusoo fo Patol Naas f and St. In-.
1400 Sraa S. Sine 330. Sier SP-. MD 20910
> NationsI Fed.o of L d Pctic ana he... S93 US High-
way 70 WtBO5 5i'. 202. G .NC 27529-2597. -

Medical Records and Health
Information Technicians
(O'NOT 29-2071.00)

Skgileant P0o1t

a Medical records and baflt tinfohattion technicians ate

projected to be one of the fAstes growing ocespatio.s.

* High shool sualcsa can tpowne chances of

I~mte into a Medil r d health itfb non

e aion progr by taking a .bysio logy.

nwhI teanindogy. and eomtpuer ceame

* Most tectnician will be employed by bqtit4s. bul
job growth will be fsr in offices and clinics of

physicians, mssing hos. and bIoot holth a .

Natre of the Work
Every dtne holds t at pebonanoel reM a psaint, they teccad w
they obsreved, ad bow the patien w aestA medically. This
nsd ncshfdan iftwothan tte pen ptonids concnmnge fdir
rym , ptn nd mAed hl itasry. te results ofexsfnns.ia repos

of r nysand bl y t d.d .ata m n plt Medi-
r and h' thl infosmation teelmc nsis o nd teCrt-

ate ttes reiods for eoutpfoows and accny.
Medical Is and health inforaaicon technicians begit to as

semble paios' heatlh afostamna by firslt oar.g swe their ini-

tal unl Iatsereoo:plet. They mane alt sarecorpleted
and properly ideoified ad igned. and all neesstry aflinntoton is

in the ewopolee Soan6to they coano=e wioh ptysicis uor
Icen to clarily digtaeo or get addational inftrnataix

Teodmti i ciaacotdetoueh diao atdp edur. They

*oun classification manuals and rely. *Iso. on their knoaledge of
disesesost T.tehic'as'osnseasofiwmepssgsotntoasswgo
thepatieattocn tofsef lnadred dgs teledgrotps. or
DRG's. The DRG detesmnts the mosa the hospital will be tenm-
hosed iffne patiant is bed by Mdi aorther ost pncepro-
grrantoaing the DRG systen Tenaetiamc wh. tWeclt mt eudtog
tat coiled hatahb infa no coee. medal aecoed codemss eoded
abshcctnss or coding ociaslt In addition to the DRG systemt
oa asenotbeodirgesystanorouch *5aseose ed towatmd5

laor seuints'

Tecans e aaho use rampter progrants to boladte and analyze

dantohelpiapn-pe xacaarane.c aa trss fursae at kpl s
io rtspa nnses ym s or finteint stadies. unre tgi,-
one eompie rand maritian recods of patiants who hne c.ncer to

pteoside infrnrmad to tpsieians and for rseat satdies.
Medicol tecords and thalth inflonamton tchnictao' duties eary

woth tfe sinf Lhe facility. In ge to medito fifities. techni.
cians may apecialze im one spect of helth information. or onpee-
vise health irfdmtasson cleaks and srapioinas while a adicol

rcon l md heafth ltfoa on miolrnlOa manages the depats-

nmest (See 6l stateoenot on medic) and health seris managers

eLotohee theladbook) tosmallfaciliitsacrediedm edi-

en *ecoeds and health infomation techniritn sometimes manoges

the departmnet.

Medkael rto de zan lth irdforrsion t nicisanaolly wurk a

40-hcw wock. Sante osetoime my he reqirea n hns L
where hbc iafor sation dqpartnsts often -ae open 24 bows a
dWy. 7 days wek osay work day. e- g. and eight

Medickl .d. and health nfoonsaian tecosicisrs work i
pleasant and cafoetabk oficens. This is one of the few health

occupationsn is which there is little or o physical consect with

Mk hAri ofndioI nessard mand heoakh l shmwa echaieins
w7r wI, de sie agfidr )tc
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Registered Nurses
(ONEf 29-1111O)

Significant Points
* The largest health case occupation with mote than 2

million jobs.
* One of the 10 occupations projected to have the lgst

nurshbes of new jobs.
*Job opporetnilies are expected to be very good.
* Eantings atc above avecge particularly for advanced

practice nurses, who have additional education or
training.

Not.re of the Work
Regiseced cures (RNs) wink to peonate health peen disese
and belp ptns cope with dilbo. They are advocates and health
edanot forpatienshfmil, and wo ni When pmiding
diec piens cse, they obsere. s.and scord symptomn, r
astons, and progss asi phyaiona dmag aentts VdW ox-
anicnDoM;t ndmwnertduiCaon and issm convesce and

Iilitatin, RNs also develop and _nag, nwrsing case pans:
_nan patients and their fanilis in peper cut; and help wdi-

viduals and gWoups take steps to improve or nmsatan their hohti
Whil State lws goewn the tasks that RNs nay pefoe,, it is tast-
ally the wak nig that donsines dIir daily job dunies.

Hasptil anuse, farm the 1get gsup of nasex Mosn are aff
sack wvho p,,vide bedside nuinag cane and riy oa medical
egwma They also nmy sprewise lirensed prctical wonws and

ning ds. Hopoal nd mr ally ae _sogned to one aDe.
snch aD surgery malernity pediancx emtgecy mo rsive
case, or Uaeas of cancer patient. Scane ay mure annong

Ofl ceaesee Cne forontpateas mi physicirnsn' ofa fcinics.
surgicenas, andonergencymamlicalo s Thpey pasepaens,
ntrand assist wvith nsnaioniamnijcss nm d sndica-

sto, dros wCnals snd inons. assiwith minor sougesy, and
sminsain reoasm So also perfon m i labosary and office

/aVmag hatc s nn_ _n case or cosi lmnta with
carhiosrmasmgnfiomsa brcmetDAlzheimne'sdisea Aldan1gh

sery o Rs aRs m md5 a bsal ea mabb daeen nre-
s-no p ns - boused pr l a s and atosmag aides,
and perfina difficlht pw _ such as _sting intrsentax fMu-
ids Thqy aso wk in specqticy-e dec atis,_ socd as ln
e1nw nrJbditho an fs pbils wi ftha nddbminaea.o

Ho atehh erpSekIM podioslisowtopatiens at blx
Aftw semngassa npbon eavircanscaus, they coreae randin
somn patents and their f-ts Homse heldt aannes cre for a
baWd enge of paieast, sua diotag meneing from ilboos and
accident, c a nddidbirt They ma be able to eak iade-
p-dy nad nay r sd e basicmhealth aides

Pls s f koih aoa , weok Mi goveent and pne cis
aid clinics, relsn ceit rconani and other -

nay tngo Thcy fociw Populations, waking with indildo-
ala opaS and "Afilks go improve tbe overell halthh of
o n ies. They nlsorkapas whbw eonbnmntopln
aid npkn r pro m Pnlic eahb Isews inhd-
al, fmilieand odwrotqiesndnmgabh amead pn-
voreiesa, onu kihdd Tbyfdn iya lgefor i m

blood pessur, twimmg nd otr health smemuag. These moses
aoa wikith ew Ats, l t p ren t nd physi-
cas in cownouity bealth education.

telgosiW heat r W andal nt pnuvide nrwsing care
at w-ait.n to employees et _s, and others with minor inja-
tiesa cdlldo Tbey pwovide ctneragncy cai prore accidenl
epots ad ane for fither care if noeomory. They also offer

bedth iomding sstst with health ensannitions and oiona
and s wk e a to idetify potential healdt or safety
Problems.

Hendt es orans iqpercnaditect nrosing acritics Tbey
plan wnk shedales awl ign dai to amnes and dd p nv
ot annge for training, and visit patients to observe nurses and l
cosine the paper delivey of e They also may see thal records
we naied and eauoumtn and supplies ae ordeme

Altheadvanced leel pnr naiospoide basic Wptay
heflthe They diagnos and trint conaton acate illnesses snd
injuries. Nmse practitioners also san psescribe medsictio s
oetfisati-o and amifng req w eay by State. Other ad-
entced practice auses include ebh / a-n V -cs ifed
egwl ine nadtehe, sa ceenfiwd sn idner Ad-

eac pdicusses rn meet bigher eduiational and clinical
pracice reqnstenttts beyond the basic ntwring edacasion and
licnsig requied f all Rsd.

Hwnn_ an_ _ ~ socWf k agb A
-X-7mmM -&Maer

Of-erpma
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Warkiog Couditloan
Mosa morns mobi we esaDfeabl. blmtre facilitrs.
Hre beth snd publi beth muses traeld to piss II'm

drdoolo. commuty r d sodre sas Nh ray sp-
casoideoble ta walking sDd ardiog. They nsed economal rn-

hilily to onpo witrh rhowsoing etmpoeis. Dld orestr ts
Pttsm it bosais mad noursag loses Feqoe 24ou, t. ct-

sequely, mme m i est instrenos my work ghts waskcnds.

sod bolidays. RNs also may be ocol-avsibldehtowork an smn

n. Office. occrpabanl beald, snd public hadh muses are
rmre likely to wVrk regular ir beas Al I in 10 RNs
hbld more dtho Os, job it 2000.

Nursig haS ita rSl, espad.11y m bospitLs. nrsing homes.
sod diries he m may core for drvdsls writ irfacerias

disases Nwres mus aesee rigid guidlinels to guard agan
dimseastadeal-clangors s bsudimposedbyrladiactssacboton-

co Sn med forsoil _ ssi mocaosremeala. sod DY~lc . Ia addi-
(ion, they ore nenble to bhk injury o moing pitisot,
shockl Sor dsevicl eI rdbrtDe p-d hycorpe ed

Emplsymeot
As the boon bdsibr ocespatar. g me mba bld rhoc
2.2 1milbo jobs o2000. Auto3oenof5pjborsti ithspiul or

uic snd atiem d rtrr OdMrs were mnstly or of-
row and cdins , of'pysidac s sldbe h b d D mCiliems,
bsldre ag=cim. morting btanos. nrecrpary belp ageactes.
.aboSd, sod g P r ks Them arnder worked or resi-
det m cne fimes, meal anc agnaca ocbgm naga-

s rearab feiRm _ aed publi reatin;s fmns,
armusma agr cirs. d lr- e h bodoin Abor I ors of4 RNs
worked part rims,

Training. Other Qoallfinetliso snd Ad".mas
Is all Sl mad trh Disict ofColtombba scs in gradoa,
fra m pr0e mrnig roga snd pass a naiml licesmag
earmiralion to obram a rg ate. Nonses m y be banned
mmoreducemaeocte. ea bym rim by -dosemaromsf
Iae raised by 50dver Stt. eg a mutirtate lieensng

_gram Al)S51cesteq tee dw aysewl wbib say

Tbere rc dave neaor edil mal pat lbs tg red n
asucist dI g in _ (AD.N), badra- of'drcm dtrse
it msing (BSNd), snd dipmb AD. N-. rrr. Ifed by
CotyotY snd junior colleea, orb abu 2 to 3 yams. Abom
helf of the 1I,70 RN Pseg in 2000 wore o th AD.N kld
BteSN.pgras6offend by c asd i tsiirs ake 4 or 5
years. Mboea aeothirdofsl _togrmamin200offea dgree
at lbs bmbeI es leal. Diplonctinprograoms. aderuricticerd in bospi-
ti, last 2 to 3 yems Oaly a * of Prprrms oaft
diplerua-lee g e.OiCal, liamod gradtaes of may of
the done pogram types qualify lior eniy-ked positomsr staff

iM yADN nd dipldtd es50imtsdor b
_P ID ptn pre foa Ifsdo Ir e of ana practice They

c ontnh flid a staff nmem ponris .ad ra ts aake e of
laition eIn I pgmtoan k saward a R.q

iv cnt eang *d mdo ctanmittweoo o
sad oeosf moslling in a B.K ugr became f tbey do so

dwiredeo apprmnsitbiwinytl I intet. ea
Caf - e eyen mdy CD w s t badelar's or ed d

de9 A bdeors dew i ea mt y for M .
dte positin mnd is is a _ s fo admiesion tno gI
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Dra Pograms r rn e n trlting taing. or a clrircl

dul g-ai iksodshodt ilisnItres Stodes

rake _ eim I y, physiology, om ," d iy man-
lio, psyDology .ad other bhalsiorl arecs ord raSing.
Cmsork asmo lmadues fth fibal ant

Suoperisd dinrd w so is proded in hqspiral depan-

me tspo Xsl5Dy, r.psydoay,.tyat .edmsrgay- A gmew-
to m obIr of pnmsrp irde dca e peso im _osing

uelslieb helpa-l boe t stgeS snd an-s-

htory dinies.
NUIXshouldbanog sod gypathn, Tey sno be able to

r esponsiility, dorc or perrvise ors, follow ds pre-

risely, ad d oite -bhe Corrmai as raqo d
Expapion 'algood rf canma bad toloanclor ar mor

r l positin Notc am d ,e. m mgorrssr. lo to
scsan bDad mnae or bed moe Fromm hre, dhey co dce Io
tssisretr director. mod, and pauidsot loespogly. mor-
agemm-le'el rmng poiS require gradulae degree tn or-

iogorboalif fsevices TmeyisIsot eqoirekdeebip,
uilemboskiflis, ,gOaDDjdme Grducepogim. pmp-x

srg erecje-leel mes oserally lam I to 2 years.
Within Pptiea came matDs cm e to clinical stose Spe-

ceb.iA mrnc potitioox esndified r.mdwo oreeeieed rdg-
ieed mut nb= pCDSi reqoire I Or 2 y of
gr r eri lodig to degree or, iD soe or-

m. to a etiftcale.
Scme mr mnoe imu) te iness side of bebbdore. Their

rasg exdie nd petioa aeo bc ee tmm equip drm
to manage ormid,. som, D re brush, snd dasnic cean ser.

vicm Hesbre ci0DS ermploy . for healb pinrtiog
asd desrdoeneu. -obiog sod quaitly 0 Odmr Dme,

.w}a as college smd umnitery focolty do recach.

Job O0dmak
Job p i RNsm p d Db Very god. Employ-

me_ of gi t smas epectId tDgr isor dom dlb 55r-

age Err all ori0DS domrsj 2010, Dod bese the ocipar;n

is ry u maty sw jdo wll eso Tlhmds of job peor
aF aIoS willuemb DM the mesd to regbp epced mmes

iravke etoeccop- _in qollyas dr iadima ase of dlc tg.
hued -ave ppcade to risc

someSmenepadomecovagoad ej'daao offt~s. pi-
msrily de Oors agig RN _ mad deeli it mae-

teg mbai atrlIm - -a u the suply of asd
d fqifid ortim smad sW Es nn

liR qrodified RNL For meple, employera may re re
workloads. oeurpose murmpamattoo and warking comditimis, so
mdosidimi atuContinuing allcation.

Fnd *a FC growt will be din by ad-
Vm ciin ptm Cam wiel p a grn of _dio

osobt Irtd, n bacesd Da itnm s mua o esmaix

to In-dfuim dosolroflderpditcwtorneb
hixydmla wyeopkto nrmdrdgameitssj is'to pow

IpoYt in 1, ditcd bsa soc; is 0 e smn

. redy-* , urethor __ba Wbikdaoesidoy.
nnam .'.a, le.Ihdly to i nre~eqoogse snems perpmam

dma 24 ) ir mm kyIn ineam' I P- ma bking

ri gd aMIlerIIM MI I m big dag an Da out-

Poem ba.bwh din and mfdtbsqitalaH eaH id...
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is epected in bospital coriatet disiti such a thosep iding
toa-day onumy. babltxban aod skas-napy.

Etmployp in in Iotohebea is expcted to grow rapidly.
This is insp to de powing _ of older pa ith

rio i dioillithc. cost reo Iir Cam in the bome,
and technological asdoce that make it possible to bring aincs
inglyormnpt trtamt ima btofon. Thetypeof caredosad
will requite anst whoa able to ptafx ompe x I.

Employnsent in nuvsing Isis expected to grow ,iaor thln
mageo due to inrmes in die ntsher ofeldarly, many ofwhom

tapislotons nn Iagtt n dda~ia, the fmidu jams bospi-
tas to disachoge pants a soon p steold prude mon
ouwsmg tooea sisio. Otwlhin toils tb tho pvide qiddlb
lung-tens tlabilitao or sIn ant btd injury i or dt
nte Alzheiour's victims .a. wilt incrtase employment.

An.i osg proportioninofsotiithtdpmenwthurcs, hconce
o performest only in hospital, aD being efoerne to physi-
rsass' offices and csink, di g otb5atmy gic t and
emergncy medical . Acrdiny tptoot ispet
to grow rsttr ttn a-rage in these plasn as lialthave io gotsl

In esoIing t heth Mc aDwa, ar y rocie
auong emaployenst swtatg. Bat e jobs rn traditioal hospital
ntasing posin ion no longer ttleoaly option, RNs will need to be

tle. Oarua osesho d bbecalelo ,p pocinlt f (mamm5
wth dN-d edainaon and tsong

Median arot! eantigsof egimstced .a. we,. S44,840 in 2000.
The middle 50 p eased bewen S137.870 nd S54.000. The
towt tO pelo teaned kss tbo n3190, and tie highest lOp -r
cast eate more tdn $64,360. Median an1as raniogs in the
indutnsies employing the laigest aumems of rtgi ttsd t m
2X es as follows

P itspply eans ' SU60
t41st 45,7310
Home Motld ne s 4340
Otffie, -t di. of .. ito d44 814Xt
Nn; idpt - ftlia 41.33

ny employese ofler fcexic bchdak. chdonoedu-
ntabnal heolt~ and bomact,

eM s an other brakie orCUPotiOs, with sponsillilim and
dioes teb dn to ioc of _rgustord na e _eon a ncy ,sedic

- aanatm. an I repsatythet pbyk a br
piss tpin _siomt ad itspir lbeyib

Sounas af Addittal lafrvomta
Foriabixon tiononacinveras n

N oticed IL- bE. it4 61 thad Hto Yo4t HY Itol06

Foralis of BS.nd gi spogaum write to
*A-eai A cint da to Ef . I I DO iam NW.
Sie 530. _ DC 20 a , _ _ '.mm*L

Infixinwition ran td Una"eo ehI. fthm
* Amer P' A . 6 1t G I A - SWt, U ,
DC 21124-257. ted N; gia-_ lata

Respiratory Therapists
OINET 294 M2O. 29-2054.t0)

Sigiflicant PoInts
* Hospitals will continoe to employ more than 8 out of

10 respiratory theapists, bht a gwwinmg Isaber of
tpists will woak in nespiratory ttnspy clincs,
mJisng hboos, lotne healthb agecies, and finrs tbat
s l respiratoy eq t fotbane use.

* Job opportunities will be best for tbpists with
casDriopulmonary ca skills or expiesrace working
with newborns and iodinl

Nalunm a the Work
Respirator thorpists andrteqsata tyieapy tedaaiam-also

t as Wrmay an pc _ffe t rast, ad are
fm with b Rereathiryntgisrne
piasy rpponsilhlity for t1 *espuawy caemta incalding
dieatatsisanofmdmapiWxyditritpa-m R.Wokaympy
welslve i sefaicidefinatrq yire aro

te direction oftrespizatmy thapim and phykisa In dlii-
cal practiM, iay ot the daily Aeis of _ sta td
omaI, oanM therapists gaiOsy hb emo, ee da n
teasic Ia this _oad . dis Nato tmyratoth. fam heian It-
rhsbodhmyO bats nor aytaehpy-e

To esait pamia, rqpataty therapists adt die capacity of
the hlop ad atayze oxygen adA re dioxide coamaatimon
They s&e measuea the patits paseatial of btbag (pi), wbich
id-dethe acidity o alkolisity level of th bMood. To _ma
htg capaity, Patensi bratk i into necs t that masu the

lnae *nd flo of o daing ahboa md esatio By
ormpting tde tading with the nmt fdr the poidia ag baegdh
igh, sd sx, de y th nad w bheha ng

defic esexist. Tonelyseoaygiaat dioide d pH bev-
eta, thaoapntsdraw sm socaial blood sampic, place it ina blood gas
amelynd aythe tnbbo sapltei s

Respdatoty therapist; am all tpes ot patternsagiag fioat
btre abuwse op on vnet dilly de.etpie to eldaty

peaple whou lengp a d _ed Thm pralda asapo-
tmyrLi;fmtpsawithclenjadll-anrsasty.alaswto

eitto, ersak-
To ban t ints ressaxy Ii p stb a oxygoi or oxyge
mtia rltsa physiddasa idmsm raadealiae To're

a ptaft r ion ofizygtm plaqt cenn rxyacuask
m and 4ren a patient mdl otdit oxypg flow at the Ievd
picriblhi by * physician. Therapists also bo
enou birsalbe on tdb ira to ventilatr x it dclirp d
wygAmiitoehloop Tbqieyttatubeioula ptrod unmr
w_ 1p momt Ite tube to die weal and vat the rtae so-
me. ad Oxygesn ofthe oxygen ei eniag the

TmyIs eapvtacy r o k a r an equipe n f tif
pimt appem_ to be bovlgdifirlcymr if the e , r di-
oxi e. plekrl ofdie bloodis alsaaL byd de ven-
Iatrsenig gtDtiMdDtrCoI kemdokeqi athfr

rl prebbos., In b _hane t _a tsb patboa, and
lbeir ts to am enthems and _setr lidi tpt r

edd mid meMy eaperammk aumb viala if
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CRS-2

The largest, traditionally female-dominated health care occupation is registered
nurses (RNs). It has been asserted that there are too few RNs available today to meet
employers' needs, that is, there is a shortage of nurses at the present time. It also has
been estimated that there could well be a shortage of RNs in the not-too-distant
future. This report will analyze the labor market conditions facing RNs and their
employers.

Who Are We Talking About?

The exact nature of RNs' daily duties usually depends on the setting in which
they work

4

* In hospitals, staff RNs typically "provide bedside nursing care and carry out
medical regimens." They often supervise licensed practical nurses (LPNs) and
aides.

* Nurses who work in physicians' offices usually prepare patients for exams and
help doctors perform them, give injections, apply dressings and sometimes
keep the offices' records.

* Nursing home RNs largely perform administrative and supervisory functions.
They also may evaluate the health of residents and work up treatment plans as
well as "perform difficult procedures."

* Home health nurses "provide periodic services, prescribed by a physiian" in
the homes of patients. They often work independently but also supervise home
health aides.

* Government and private agencies, schools, senior citizen centers and other
community-based organizations employ public health nurses. They provide
instruction about such things as disease prevention and nutrition as well as
arrange for various health screenings.

* Occupational health or industrial nurses work at firms that engage them to
provide limited medical care. In addition to providing emergency assistance
and writing up accident reports, these RNs offer health counseling and help
with injections.

* Head nurses or nurse supervisors perform such administrative and supervinory
functions as creating work schedules for and assigning duties to nurses and
aides, "provid[ing] or arrangfing] fortraining, and visit[mg] patientsto observe
nurses."

* Nurse practitioners provide primary health care (i e., prescribe medication and
otherwise diagnose and treat common acute illnesses and injuries). Other
advanced practice nurses include clinical nurse specialists, nurse anesthetists
and msrse midwives. They all must fulfill higher educational and clinical
experience requirements thanthose established for the aforementioned groups.

4Al infinmation inthis section is diawnfrun U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics. (?..qtonal
Outlook Hanhdook 2000-01 Erdon uless otherwise noted. Mailable at
[snpj/stata.blsaw.go/SOon/osos0S31hm]. (Hereafter cited as BIS, Ocacparioial Outlook
Haidbook.)
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with functional disabilities, ... many of whom wiwl require long-tenn care," explain
these disparate projected trends in RN employment by industry.!

Table 1. Employment of Registered Nurses, 1998 (actual) and
2008 (proJected), by Industry

1998 Employment 2008 Employeat Change, 1998-2008

Industry % %
Number Distri- Number Distri- Number Percent

bution bution

Total, all 2,078,810 100 2,529,674 100 450,864 21.7industries

Hospitals 1,238,720 60 1,336,476 53 97,756 7.9

Physicians' 173,167 8 250,246 10 77,079 44.5

Nursing &
persoal care 149,355 7 211,985 8 62.629 41.9
facilities

Home health 129,304 6 235,573 9 106,269 82.2

Education,
public & 65,103 3 82,494 3 17,391 26.7
priva e _ __ _ _ ___ _ __ _ _

Personnel
supply 52,613 3 71,303 3 18,690 35.5
services

Fedeial 46,060 2 45,228 2 -833 -I.S
govcont 4 2

Loal gov't,
excl. ed. & 43,570 2 48,800 2 5,230 12.0
hospitals

State gov't,
excl. ad. & 38,035 2 41,226 2 3,191 8.4
hospitals _

Health &
allied 32,336 2 53,739 2 21,403 66.2
services, nec'

'Ibid.
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most new jobs over the 10-year period (450,864 or 2.2% of total job growth).
Technological advances that allow more medical problems to be treated and an
increasing number of older people who, compared to younger people, are more likely
to need medical care underlie the considerable increase in demand for RNs anticipated
in the next several years.

Substantial Retiree Replacement Needs. The need to replace workers
across all industries will accelerate as more members of the baby-boom generation
retire. Health care providers generally, and hospitals particularly as the largest
employer of RNs. could be among the industries most affected by this demographic
phenomenon because an above-average proportion of nurses are aged 45 and older
(39%/6 of RNs versus 34% of all employees).' The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) estimates that employers will need to replace 331,000 RNs who are forecast
to retire between 1998 and 2008, with the majority of those retirements likely to
occur toward the end of the period when baby-boomers will be between 45 and 62
years old. Ofthe 794,000 total job openings projected for RNs through 2008, almost
42% could arise from the need to replace retirees."

The Supply of Registered Nurses

It usually is thought to be more difficult to estimate occupational labor supply
than demand. The number of entrants to the RN workforce can be discerned, in part,
by looking at data on graduates from programs that offer nursing degrees. The supply
of new workers to mursing can be estimated more easily than the supply to many other
occupations where college major is less determinative of the field into which the
student will go or where no forms] education or training beyond high school typically
is required. By focusing on graduations alone, however, the supply of new RNs could
well be understated because the availability of nurses from abroad - who can enter
the country permanently or as temporary workers" - would be omitted. In order
to develop the best possible estimate of the prospective total supply of labor to RN
jobs, "leavers" (I.e., RNs who take jobs in other occupations or who exit the labor
force for such reasons as retirement or disability) also must be taken into account.

(...tiued)
Review, Novenber 1999. (Hereafter cited as Braddock, Occupatlonal mp&qloyme
Projectons.)

"Dolim, Arlene. Gangingthe Labor Force Effects ofRtiming Baby-Booms. MonthyLabor
Review, July 2000.

"ibid., and Braddock Oceuworional Employmeit Projecdons.

"Foreign mnse graduates can enter the cuntry on a permanent basis either as relatives of
U.S. citing or lgal parmanant residents, or as amployent-basod immigrants. They also
ca ener as tenporasy workens by obtaining an H-IC visa (CRS Report RS20164,
Imnrigrotion: TenqoryyAdniisulon of uroesfor Health Shortag Arear (PL 106-95),
by Joyee Vialet)or anH-lB visa ifthey hahe a hadlor's degrce, or iftheyam from Mexico
or Canda by applying Eor Trade NAFTA (North Amencian Free Trade Agreement) stnaus.
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Table 2. Graduates from Nursing Degree Programs, 1976-1998

Academic year Number Annual percent change

1975-1976 77,065 -

1976-1977 77,755 0.90

1977-1978 77,874 0.15

1978-1979 77,132 -0.95

1979-1980 75,523 -2.09

1980-1981 73,985 -2.04

1981-1982 74,052 0.09

1982-1983 77,408 4.53

1983-1984 80,312 3.75

1984-1985 82,075 2.20

1985-1986 77,027 -6.15

1986-1987 70,561 -8.39

1987-1988 64,839 4.11

1988-1989 61,660 -4.90

1989-1990 66,088 7.18

1990-1991 72,230 9.29

1991-1992 80,839 11.92

1992-1993 88,149 9.04

1993-1994 94,870 7.62

1994-1995 97,052 2.30

1995-1996 94,757 -2.36

1996-1997 91,421 -3.52

1997-1998 84,847 -7.19

Smece Dala provided by tbe Natonal League for Nurng irough 1995-1996 may be found in
Heath R..= and Servies Adminirain, Buau of Halth Prdions, Naiuonal Center for
Health Woerce luntmaona sd Awuysis. UnlgedafesHcuS WorkforceP elFactbot
Available at upnof/aww, bhpr n d mtaftrnfhwNtion Lham. Date for 1996199 and
1997-1998are-ffidat unpulishedataftwnsthe Naint llag foir Nmdsn&
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Aeadeic year . Number Annual percent cmange

2016-2017 89,126 -1.40

2017-2018 79,413 -10.90

2018-2019 81,133 2.17

2019-2020 88,065 8.54

Sare National Advisory Camt on Nuse aoeand Pactic. Rep to theSecretiary of
the Depweome of Health and Humon Sces on the Basic Registered Mose Workrce. Health
Resoaem and Servies Admunistation. Emua of Health Professions. Division of Naming, 1996.

The Total Supply of RNs

The Division of Nursing built on its projected supply of graduates from basic
nursing education programs to develop a projection ofthe total supply ofRNs. It was
produced by looking at such things as the historical trend in the proportion of the RN
population that is employed in nursing, economic and social forces evident in the early
1990s that were expected to influence RN employment (e.g., changes in women's
employment rate and in nurses' salaries) and information on foreign graduate first-
time licensees. In addition, estimates of leavers were derived by taking into
consideration such things as trends in deaths among white women and in retirement
across all types of workers. The Division ofNursing expects to release new supply-
demand projections for RNs, based on more recent data, in summer 2001.

Although the total supply of`RNs is projected to almost steadily increase through
2020, it is expected to do so at a diminishing rate. (See Table 4.) The falloffin the
growth rate could be particularly steep between 2005 and 2008, when an especially
large number of baby-boom RNs (i.e., those born between 1948 and 1959) will start
reaching 55 years of age - an age "at which RNs have historically begun to reduce
their labor participation."1 Another sharp reduction in the growth rate is anticipated
between 2012 and 2013, when this large subset of baby boomers will reach what
typically are the waning years of a person's working life.

2
Mminairc& AnnF. Reb=attheNuingWokfe, and theYesr 2005. NurslngOud"Ok-

SepqtrnbziOctaber 2000. p.211.
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A Shortfall of Registered Nurses?
As discussed below, the latest estimates from which supply and demand

conditions in the labor market for RNs may be observed point to a looming national
shortage unless pre-emptive actions are taken In contrast, reports that nurses
currently are in short supply generally are anecdotal, or they relate to a specific kind
of nuree (e.g., experienced nurses with specific skills as opposed to newly licensed
RNs) or specific geographic areas which suggest a maldistribution oflabor rather than
a shortageper se.'

3

Projected Labor Market CondItIons for RNs

A sense of fisture conditions in the RN labor market can be gleaned from a
comparison of the BLS demand projections and the Division of Nursing's supply
projections. As shown in Table 5, the estimated supply ofRNs in 1998 exceeded the
ummber actually employed in that year by 142,190. Absent intervening actions, it is

not untll some time late in the current decade that a shortage might occur the supply
ofRNs in 2008 is projected to fall just shy of demand, by 15,674 persons. The gap
could actually be slightly wider if the BLS and the Division of Nursing used the same
definition for RNs. The BLS categorizes RNs who principally are teachers or
managers in those non-nursing occupations; the Division of Nursing categorizes all
persons who have a mnurng license as RNs. Nonetheless, the difference is so small
that some might regard it as indicating a balance of supply and demand.

Table 5. The FIrst Comparison of Projected Supply and Demand
In the RN Labor Market

Year Supply of RNe Demand for RNs'

1998 2,221,000 2,078,810

2008 2,514,000 2,529,674

Source Supply data from Table 4 and dema data from Table 1.

me supply Ogues for 1998 and 2008 are pmjecsias

The dem figure for 99a is actual emplomet of RN Employmet i 2008 isa pojeion.

A very similar situation is revealed by comparing the Division of Nursing's
supply and demand projections for RIs, deipite the aforementioned difference in RN
definition, the fact that the Division's demand estimate uses a different methodology
than that employed by BLS" and the fact that it is based on statistics from the early

USee, for exasuple, The Center for Health Workfrce Studies, School of Public Helt,
UnivensiyatAtbay. MeetingFuhireNtrsingNerdsofNew Yorers: Th&oleofrheSssae
Wversity of New York. Rensselaer, NY, October 2000.
4
For exampte, the Division ofNunsing's dand model develops foreasts for each Statethalt

(o x ci..)
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Table 6. The Second Comparison of Projected Supply and
Demand In the RN Labor Market

Year (as of December 31) Supply of nol-ime Demand for MI-time
_______________ ~equivalent RNe equivalent RNso

1998 1,926,000 1,915,000

1999 1,957,000 1,943,000

2000 1,987,000 1,969,000

2001 2,014,000 1,999,000

2002 2,045,000 2,024,000

2003 2,075,000 2,048,000

2004 2,103,000 2,071,000

2005 2,128,000 2,095,000

2006 2,150,000 2,122,000

2007 2,169,000 2,148,000

2008 2,185,000 2,174,000

2009 2,197,000 2,202,000

2010 2,214,000 2,232,000

2011 2,232,000 2,262,000

2012 2,247,000 2,292,000

2013 2,256,000 2.322,000

2014 2,266,000 2,355,000

2015 2,277,000 2,391,000

2016 2,285,000 2,423,000

2017 2,290,000 2,459,000

2018 2,284,000 2,493,000

2019 2,281,000 2,532,000

2020 2,284,000 2,575,000

Source National Advisory Coundl on Nose Eduraton and Pracic Report to tc Swtarevy of
the Depwoent of Health and lfan Services on th &BIc Regiatred Mera Wo rce. Hilih
Resomm and Sevice Administration. Buteau Halth Profmton, Division o NumDg, 1996.

*lr fi-tm equivalent for part-ime . was -I-ltd by aplying the rtio of OverN
addied hoursofprto-drometoavura schoddbr, ofur MI-fh
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Table 7. Employment, the Unemployment Rate and Median
Weekly Earnings of Registered Nurses and of Professionals

Overall, 1989-2000

Total employment (in Experienced Median weekly
thousands) unemployment rate earningsb

Year _ _

RNs profes- RNs profes- RNs profes-
sionals sionals sionals

1989 1,599 15,550 1.3 1.7 569 586

1990 1,667 15,800 1.1 2.0 608 610

1991 1,704 16,030 1.2 2.4 635 633

1992 1,799 16,370 1.1 2.6 662 658

1993 1,855 16,893 1.3 2.6 687 680

.1994 1,956 17,536 1.5 2.5 682 705

1995 1,977 18,132 1.5 2.5 695 718

1996 1,986 18,752 1.4 2.3 697 730

1997 2,065 19,245 1.5 2.1 710 750

1998 2,032 19,883 1.3 I .9 739 763

1999 2,128 20,883 1.1 1.9 750 8OO

2000 2,111 21,113 1.0 1.7 790 832

* Source: U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics. Einployment andEarnings, Jamsaryissues
of various years, and unpublished data from the Curent Population Survey which
queries households.

Theeperiencedunemploymns rate aners perons who had jabs as RNs immediately before their
spell of unemployment, that m st excludes new entrants and remants to the RN labor force The
emrplyment and ployment rate series cover all employed persons

' Median weekly earunigs cover wage and salry workers employed fill-tme> Somewact mOre
employed RNs wCk pat-tie (28%) empaed to all profemssnal wockers (21%) aconding to
Division of Nmng and HIS data, respecuvety.
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(1998 and 2000),"' employers have thus far raised RNs' wages to a lesser extent than
they did during the last alleged shortage.

The efficacy of higher wages at increasing the supply of already employed RNs,
as measured by their number of work hours, is open to question According to a
survey that was administered to nurses who became licensed in New York State in
1999, 40°% said they would be willing to work more hours if offered a higher salary.
Another 44% indicated that there were factors other than higher salaries that would
motivate them to putin longer hours (i.e., flexible hours, specialty ofchoice, different
shift or hours and other conditions), while 16.0r% stated that they would not be willing
to do so under any conditions

24
The objection of nurse advocates to hospitals'

current use of mandatory overtime to cope with a dearth of staff may reflect the
unwillingness of arguably overburdened RNs to work more hours or to continue in
nursing under the present state of working conditions, in part because fatigue might
compromise the quality of care being rendered.'

Employment Growth. Ifan occupational shortage exists, comparatively fast-
paced employment increases are expected as well. Between 1989 and 1994, job
growth among RNs occurred much more rapidly than among professionals in general
(22.3% and 12.8%, respectively). (See Table 7) Since then, however, the relative
trend in employment is not consistent with the presence of a shortage: between 1995
and 2000, employment of RNs grew by 6.8% compared to 16.4% for all
professionals.

The slowdown in job growth among RNs in the last several years appears to be
at least partly related to the spread of managed care across the nation. The
diminished rate of RN employment growth has been concentrated in hospitals,

tm
lhe size of reported wage increases can vary greatly depending on such things as the

definition of the occupation, bow well the sample reflects the population from which it was
drawn, the rdative size of the sample and the rate of response to the survey. Based on data
for hundreds of occupations that were called from the Current Population Survey, which
queries about 60,000 households each month and is conducted bythe Census Bureau, the BLS
reported an increase of 5.3% between 1999 and 2000 i the madian weekly earings of full-
time wage and salary workers enmployed as RNs. In contrast, a health care staffig and
consulting firm reported an 11.4% gain in nurses' avenage annual salary in 2000. (Health
Workforce: In 2000, Average Salaries for Nurses Rose II Percent, Heathcare Consuhing
Firm Says. Health Care Daily, April 30, 2001.)
24

Salsberg, Edward S. State NursingShortage Issues: New York. Presentationat coreroce,
Hard Nuabers, Hard Choices: A Report on the Nation's Nursing Workforen, held February
14, 2001 in Washington, D.C.

OSee, for example: Aiken, Linda H, with Sean P. Clarke, Douglas M. Sloane, lithe A.
Sochalski, Reinhard Busse, Heather Clark, Phyltis hiovannetti, Jennifer Hunt, Anne Marie
Rafferty and Judith Shasan Nurses' Rports on Hospial Care min Five Coutries. Health
Affairs, May/June 2001; Arneriran Nurses Association. Nurser Concerned Over Working
Conhitlans, Decline In Quality of Core, ANA Survery Rnrals. Press Reease, February 6,
2001. Copy ofthe press release and rurvey are availableat: [htp://wwwruringw0Fld.or8J;
and Federation afNurses and Health Profesionals. 7Irh Nurse Shartage: Perrpecrvefrom
Current Direct Care Nurses and Fondrer Direct Care Nurses. April 2001.
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greater demands on the nation's health care delivery systeml.s While raising relative
wages, improving working conditions, upgrading the occupation's image and
lowering education costs to promote recruitment may encourage more students to
become RNs, these changes could take some time to make themselves felt and their
effects could be dampened by the alternative career paths now open to women.
Another means of bringing more workers into the field is through immigration.3'
However, "eliminating the shortage would require immigration on an unprecedented
scale,"

3" and as happened when the 105' and 10 6' Congresses increased the number
of H-lB visas for professional/specialty workers, the policy could prove to be a
controversial one.

'0Amnerican Organization of Nurse Executives. Perspectives on the Nursing Shortage: A
BlueprintforAction. October 2000. Available at: [httpJ/www.aone.org].
3
"Accoring to the latest available data firem the Immigration and Naturalbation Service
(INS), them were 2,500 RNs admitted to the United States in 1998 as legal permanent
residents under either the feimily-based or employment-based categories. The INS estimates
that 10,000 Canadians are now working temporarily in the United States as RNs on Trade
NAFTA visas. Although foreign nursing graduates also may recently hase entered the
country as temporary workers on H-IB (profbssional/spociaty occupation) visias, their
numbers are lkely to be relatively small because enployers have largely been bringing in
infonmation technology workers in the visa category. (1-C number of H-lB visas issued in
FY2000 hitthe cap of1 15,000. The 106°'Congress raisedthe visa limitto 195,000 annually
between FY2001 and FY2003.) In addition, the H-IC visa program allows only 500

=animmgn amntue to enter the country each yearto work temporarily in health professional
shortiage areas.

nguerbaus, Staiger and Auerbach, Imnpilcations of an Aging Registered Nurse Workforce,
p. 2953. The authors noted in Policy Responses to an Aging Registered Nurse Workibren,
Nursing Econondes, November/December 2000, v. 18, no. 6, tbatby 2020 the supply of ful-
time equivalint RNs could be 400,000 fewer than needed to meet employer danind.
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The Inrgest, traditionally female-dominated health care occupation is registered
nurses (RNa). It has been asserted that there are too few RNs available today to meet
employers' needs, that is, there is a shortage of nurses at the present time. It also has
been estimated that there could well be a shortage of RNs in the not-too-distant
future. This report will analyze the labor market conditions facing RNs and their
employers.

Who Are We Talking About?

The exact nature of RNs' daily duties usually depends on the setting in which
they work'.

* In hospitals, staff RNs typically "provide bedside nursing care and carry out
medical regimens." They often supervise licensed practical nurses (LPNs) and

aides.
* Nurses who work in physicians' offices usually prepare patients for exams and

help doctors perform them, give ijections, apply dressings and sometimes

keep the offices' records.
* Nursing home RNs largely perform administrative and supervisory functions.

They also may evaluate the health of residents and work up treatment plans as
well as perform difficult procedures."

* Home health nurses "provide periodic services, prescribed by a physician" in

the homes of patients. They often work independently but also supervise home

health aides.
* Government and private agencies, schools, senior citizen centers and other

community-based organizations employ public health nurses. They provide
instruction about such things as disease prevention and nutrition as well as

arrange for various health screenings.
* Occupational health or industrial mnrses work at firms that engage them to

provide limited medical care. In addition to providing emergency assistance
and writing up accident reports, these RNs offer health counseling and help

with injections.
* Head nurses or nurse supervisors perform such administrative and supervisory

functions as creatung work schedules for and assigning duties to nurses and

aides, "providfmg] orarrang[ing] formraiing, and visitrmg] patients to observe
muses..

* Nurse practitioners provide primary health care (i.e., prescribe medication and
otherwise diagnose and treat common acute illnesses and injuries). Other
advanced practice nurses include clinical msrse specialists, nurse anesthetists

and numrse midwives. They all must fulfill higher educational and clinical
experience requirements than those established forthe aforementioned groups.

'All mifoinatie in this esetion isdrawnfom US. Bureau ofLabor Statisica. Occupamonaf
Outlook Handbook 2000-01 EAtion unless otherwise noted. Available at
[Datpi/rtats.bls4Wov- /oo'oos0cS3Jhtng. (Heafter cited as BIS, Occupational Outlook
Horadbook.)
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with functional disabilities, ... many of whom will require long-term care," explain
these disparate projected trends in RN employment by industry.

7

Table 1. Employment of Registered Nurses, 1998 (actual) and
2008 (proJected), by Industry

1998 Employment 2008 EplmT Change,

Industry%%
IndustrD Number Der Disi- Number Percent

bution button

Total, all 2,078,810 100 2,529,674 100 450,864 21.7
industrie I

Hospitals 1,238,720 60 1,336,476 53 97,756 7.9

Physi-' 173,167 8 250,246 10 77,079 44.5
offices_ _

Nursing&
persona cue 149,355 7 211,985 8 62,629 41.9

Home heaft h 129,304 6 235,573 9 106,269 82.2
care services

Educafton
public 65,103 3 82,494 3 17,391 26.7
private_____

Personnel
supply 52,613 3 71,303 3 18,690 35.5
services

Federal 46,060 2 45,228 2 -833 -1.8
government_

Local gov't,
excl. ed. 43,570 2 48,800 2 5,230 12.0
hospials
Stne, govt.'
excl. 1d. & 38.035 2 41,226 2 3,191 8.4

Health &
allied 32,336 2 53,739 2 21,403 66.2
senica, we

'Did.
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most new jobs over the 10-year period (450,864 or 2.2
0h of total job growth).

Technological advances that allow more medical problems to be treated and an
increasing number of older peoplewho, compared to younger people, are more likey
to need medical care underlie the considerable increase in demand for RNs anticipated
in the next several years.

Substantial Retiree Replacement Needs. The need to replace workers
across all industries will accelerate as more members of the baby-boom generation
retire. Health care providers generally, and hospitals particularly as the largest
employer of RNs, could be among the industries most affected by this demographic
phenomenon because an above-average proportion of nurses are aged 45 and older
(39f% of RNs versus 34% of all employees).' The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) estimates that employers will need to replace 331,000 RNs who are forecast
to retire between 1998 and 2008, with the majority of those retirements likely to
occur toward the end of the period when baby-boomers will be between 45 and 62
years old. Of the 794,000 total job openings projected for RNs through 2008, almost
42°% could arise from the need to replace retirees.'

5

The Supply of Registered Nurses

It usually is thought to be more difficult to estimate occupational labor supply
than demand. The number of entrants to the RN workforce can be discerned, in part,
by looking at data on graduates from programs that offer nursing degrees. The supply
of new workersto mirsing can be esimated more easily than the supply to many other
occupations where college major is less determinative of the field into which the
student will go or where no formal education or training beyond high school typically
is required. By focusing on graduations alone, however, the supply of new RNs could
well be understated because the availability of nurses from abroad - who can enter
the country permanently or as temporary workers" - would be omitted. In order.
to develop the best possible estimate of the prospective total supply of labor to RN
jobs, "leavesm (I.e., RNs who take jobs in other occupations or who exit the labor
force for such reasons as retirement or disability) also must be taken into account.

'( .co9ulo
Review, November 1999. (Hereafter cited as Braddock, Occupational Employment
Projections.)

'Debin, Adene. Gaugingthe Labor F.rce Effects ofRearing Baby-Boomers. Monthly Labor
Review, July 2000.

"Ibid., and Braddock, Occupational Employment Projections.

"Foreign muse graduates can eater the ounory on a permanent basis either as relatives of
U.S. Citais or legal permanent residents, or as employnent-based immigrants. They also
can eater as temporary workess by obtaining an H-IC visa (CRS Report RS20164,
Immigration: TenporeyAdmsuton of Nurefor Health Shortage Amar (P.L 106-95),
by loyoeVialet) or anH-lB visaiftheyhavea bacbdor's degise, or if they are from Mico
or Canada, by applying for Trade NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agrmiut) stat.
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Table 2. Graduates from Nursing Degree Programs, 1976-1998

Academic year Number . Annual percent change

1975-1976 77,065

1976-1977 77,755 0.90

1977-1978 77,874 0.15

1978-1979 77,132 -0.95

1979-1980 75,523 -2.09

1980-198 1 73,985 -2.04

1981-1982 74,052 0.09

1982-1983 77,408 4.53

1983-1984 80,312 3.75

1984-1985 82,075 2.20

1985-1986 77,027 -6.15

1986-1987 70,561 -8.39

1987-1988 64,839 -8.11

1988-1989 61,660 -4.90

1989-1990 66,088 7.18

1990-1991 .72,230 9.29

1991-1992 80,839 11.92

1992-1993 88,149 9.04

1993-1994 94,870 7.62

1994-1995 97,052 2.30

:1995-1996 94,757 -2.36

1996-1997 91,421 -3.52

1997-1998 84,847 -7.19

Sore Dat provided by the National League for Nursmg through 1995-1996 may be fud in
Heath R oums and Services Adminimion, Burau of ealth Piofteans, National Center for
HcealthW otkftre r aa nd Analyws UnltdStcd leotrh WorkforcePronulFac *L
Avaible at hopJ:/www~bhpr.hrgov. - 'htboml. Daft for 1996-1997 ned
1997-1998 are Unficial unpublished dat fomm the National League for Nursin&
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Actademic year NumberAnnu41 percent changee

2016-2017 89,126 -1.40

2017-2018 79,413 - 10.90

2018-2019 81,133 2.17

2019-2020 88,065 8.54

Source- Nasinal Advisouy Council on Nurse Educaion and Practice Report to the Secretary of
the Depwftet of lecith awdHeomwn Sevices on the Bslc Registered Norse Workfore. Health
ReuMrMs and Services Administralion, Bureau of Heallth Professions, Division of Nursing, 1996.

The Total Supply of RNs

The Division of Nursing built on its projected supply of graduates from basic
nursing education programs to develop a projection ofthe total supply ofRNs. It was
produced by looking at such things as the historical trend in the proportion of the RN
population that is employed in nursing, economic and social forces evident inthe early
1990s that were expected to influence RN employment (e.g., changes in women's
employment rate and in nurses' salaries) and information on foreign graduate first-
time licensees. In addition, estimates of leavers were derived by taking into
consideration such things as trends in deaths among white women and in retirement
across all types of workers. The Division of Nursing expects to release new supply-
demand projections for RNs, based on more recent data, in summer 2001.

Although the total supply of RNs is projected to almost steadily increase through
2020, it is expected to do so at a diminishing rate. (See Table 4.) The falloffin the
growth rate could be particularly steep between 2005 and 2008, when an especially
large number of baby-boom RNs (i.e., those born between 1948 and 1959) will start
reaching 55 years of age-an age "at which RNs have historically begun to reduce
their labor participation."'

2
Another sharp reduction in the growth rate is anticipated

between 2012 and 2013, when this large subset of baby boomers will reach what
typically are the waning years of a person's working life.

1
2
Wimuk AnnF. Rnds= tteNursingWorkfoariadtheeYear2005. NwrstngOKIotk,

Septenberiactober 2000. p. 211.
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A Shortfall of Registered Nurses?

As discussed below, the latest estimates from which supply and demand
conditions in the labor market for RNs may be observed point to a looming national
shortage unless pre-emptive actions are taken. In contrast, reports that nurses
currently are in short supply generally are anecdotal, or they relate to a specific kind
of nurse (e.g., experienced nurses with specific skills as opposed to newly licensed
RNs) or specific geographic areas which suggest a maldistribution of labor rather than
a shortageper se."

Projected Labor Market Conditions for RNs

A sense of future conditions in the RN labor market can be gleaned from a
comparison of the BLS demand projections and the Division of Nursing's supply
projections. As shown in Table 5, the estimated supply ofRNs in 1998 exceeded the
number actually employed in that year by 142,190. Absent intervening actions, it is
not until some time late in the current decade that a shortage might occur: the supply
of RNs in 2008 is projected to fall just shy of demand, by 15,674 persons. The gap
could actually be slightly wider if the BLS and the Division of Nursing used the same
definition for RNs. The BLS categorizes RNs who principally are teachers or
managers in those non-nursing occupations; the Division of Nursing categorizes all
persons who have a nursing license as RNs. Nonetheless, the difference is so small
that some might regard it as indicating a balance of supply and demand

Table 5. The First Comparison of Projected Supply and Demand
In the RN Labor Market

Year Supply of RNs Demand for RNs'

1998 2,221,000 2,078,810

2008 2,514,000 2,529,674

Sourcee Supply data from Table 4 and demans data from Table 1.

ube supply figures for 1995 and 2008 are projectionsa

'The demand figure for 1998 is acual employment of RNs. Employment in 2008 is a projernioa

A very similar situation is revealed by comparing the Division of Nursing's
supply and demand projections for RR&,'despite the aforementioned difference in RN
definition, the fact that the Division's demand estimate uses a different methodology
than that employed by BLS" and the fact that it is based on statistics from the early

"See, for exaunple, The Ceater for Health Workfbree Studies, School of Public Health,
University at Albany. MeerlngFutrse NursingNeeds ofNew Yorkers: 7he Role of bie Statre
University of New York. Rmsaelaer, NY, October 2000.

"
4

For eample, the Division ofNusrung's demand model develops forecasts for each state that
(OMUN& )
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Table 6. The Second Comparison of Projected Supply and
Demand In the RN Labor Market

Year (as of December 31) Supply of ful-time Denaul for fultime
________________ equivaleut RNe equivalent RNe

1998 1,926,000 1,915,000

1999 1,957,000 1,943,000

2000 1,987,000 1,969,000

2001 2,014,000 1,999,000

2002 2.045,000 2.024,000

2003 2,075,000 2,048,000

2004 2,103,000 2,071,000

2005 2,128,000 2,095,000

2006 2,150,000 2,122,000

2007 2,169,000 2,148,000

2008 2,185,000 2,174,000

2009 2,197,000 2,202,000

2010 2,214,000 2,232,000

2011 2,232,000 2,262,000

2012 2,247,000 2,292,000

2013 2,256,000 2,322,000

2014 2,266,000 2,355,000

2015 2,277,000 2,391,000

2016 2,285,000 2,423,000

2017 2,290,000 2,459,000

2018 2,284,000 2,493,000

2019 2,281,000 2,532,000

2020 2,284,000 2,575,000

Sore: National Atlory Cowxd n Nurse Eduradnn and Pracce Repot to thc S try of
the Departnent of Health and Htn Setces on the Basic Registed Nuse Womre. Iilth
Remuces and Services Administratin, Burea of Hmlth Profmeion, Division of Nuri 1996.

'Tb full-time equvalent for pauribm coiem was calclated by applying the ratio of tN-rap
.ft&l hoor of p;rt-tulS to auago stdrn a of f tnmL

77-816 02 - 8
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Table 7. Employment, the Unemployment Rate and Median
Weekly Earnings of Registered Nurses and of Professionals

Overall, 1989-2000

Total employment (in Experienced Median weekly
thousands) unemployment rate' earningab

Year All AD AU

RNs profes- RNs profes- RNs profes-
sionals sionals sionals

1989 1,599 15,550 1.3 1.7 569 586

1990 1,667 15,800 1.1 2.0 608 610

1991 1,704 16,030 1.2 2.4 635 633

1992 1,799 16,370 1.1 2.6 662 658

1993 1,855 16,893 1.3 2.6 687 680

1994 1,956 17,536 1.5 2.5 682 705

1995 1,977 18,132 1.5 2.5 695 718

1996 1,986 18,752 1.4 2.3 697 730

1997 2,065 19,245 1.5 2.1 710 750

1998 2,032 19,883 1.3 1.9 739 763

1999 2,128 20,883 1.1 1.9 750 800

2000 2,111 21,113 1.0 1.7 790 832

Source: U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics. Employment andEarings, January issues
of various years, and unpublished data from the Current Population Survey which
queries households.

'Ilh expericed unemployment rate cneas persons who had jobs as RNs immediately before their
spell of nployment, that is,t exciudes new ent=ant and re to the RN labor forc The
employment and unemployment rate seia eover al employed posons.

Median weekly eamrings rawer wage and salary workers employed faU-me. Somewhat more
employed INs work part-time (2h) comupared In all profommonal wonsters (2 1%) aconding to
Division of Nmsing and BLS data, respectively.
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(1998 and 2000)," employers have thus far raised RNs' wages to a lesser extent than
they did during the last alleged shortage.

The efficacy of higher wages at increasing the supply of already employed RNs,
as measured by their number of work hours, is open to question According to a
survey that was administered to msrses who became licensed in New York State in
1999, 40%/6 said they would be willing to work more hours if offered a higher salary.
Another 44% indicated that there were factors other than higher salaries that would
motivate them to put in longer hours (i.e., flexible hours, speciality of choice, different
shift or hours and other conditions), while 16.01% stated that they would not be willing
to do so under any conditions." The objection of nurse advocates to hospitals'
current use of mandatory overtime to cope with a dearth of staff may reflect the
unwillingness of arguably overburdened RNs to work more hours or to continue in
nursing under the present state of working conditions, in part because fatigue might
compromise the quality of care being rendered.'

Employment Growth. If an occupational shortage exists, comparatively fast-
paced employment increases are expected as well. Between 1989 and 1994, job
growth among RNs occurred much more rapidly than among professionals in general
(22.3% and 12.8%, respectively). (See Table 7) Since then, however, the relative
trend in employment is not consistent with the presence of a shortage: between 1995
and 2000, employment of RNs grew by 6.8% compared to 16.4% for all
professionals.

The slowdown in job growth among RNs in the last several years appears to be
at least partly related to the spread of managed care across the nation. The
diminished rate of RN employment growth has been concentrated in hospitals,

n>The size of rep'orted wage increases can viny greatly depending on such things as the
definition of the occupation, how well the sample reflects the population from which it was
drawn, the relative size of the sample and the rate of response to the survey. Based on data
for hundreds of occupations that were called from the Current Population Survey, which
qeries about 60,000 households each month aand is conducted by the Census Bureau, the BLS
reported an increase of 5.3% between 1999 and 2000 in the median weekdy earnings of fall-
time wage and salary workers employed as RNs. In contast, a health care staffing and
consulting firm reported an 11.4% gain in nurses' average annua salary in 2000. (Health
Workforce: In 2000, Average Salaries for Nurses Rose 11 Percent, Healtheare Consulting
Firm Says. Health Care Daily, April 30, 2001.)

"Salsberg, Edward S. State NursingShorrage Issues: New York. Presentation at conference,
Hard Numbers, Hard Choices: A Report on the Nation's Nursing Workfonce, held Febmary
14, 2001 in Washington, D.C.

"See, for example: Aiken, Linda H, with Sean P. Clarke, Douglas M. Sloane, Julie A.
Sochalsh, Reinhard Busse, Heather Clark, Phyllis Ciovannetti, Jemifir Hunt, Anne Marie
Rafferty and Judith Shaeian Nurses' Reports on Hospital Caue in Five Countries. Health
Affairs, May/June 2001; American Nurses Association. Nurses Concerned Over Worldig
Conditions, Decline in Quality of Care, ANA Survey Revals. Press Release, February 6,
2001. Copyofthe press relase and surveyare availabl at [htsp:ilwwMrsigword-cg];
and Federation ofNurses and Health Proftssonals. he Nrse Shortage: Perspectlwsfrom
Current Direct Care Nurses and Fortner Direct Care Nurses. April 2001.
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greater demands on the nation's health care delivery system.3 While raising relative
wages, improving working conditions, upgrading the occupation's image and
lowering education costs to promote recruitment may encourage more students to
become RNs, these changes could take some time to make themselves felt and their
effects could be dampened by the alternative career paths now open to women.
Another means of bringing more workers into the field is through inrmigration.3"
However, "eliminating the shortage would require immigration on an unprecedented
scale," n and as happened when the 105" and 106a Congresses increased the number
of H-IB visas for professional/specialty workers, the policy could prove to be a
controversial one.

'0American Organimtion of Nurse Exasutives. Perspectives on the Nursing Shortage: A
BlueprintforAction. October 2000. Available at: [httpJ/www.aonc.org].

t
According to the latest available data from the Immigration and Naturalization Service

(INS), there were 2,500 RNs admitted to the United States in 1998 as legal permanent
residents under either the timoily-based or employment-based catgories. The INS estimates
that 10,000 Canadians are now working temporarily in the Uaited States as RNs on Trade
NAM visas. Although foreign nmusing graduates also may reemtly have entered the
country as tempotary workers on H-tB (prodbssional/specialty ocPatioa) vias their
numabers are likely to be relatively small because enployess have largely ben bringing in
information technology workers in the visa category. (The number of H-IlB visas issued in
FY2000 hit the cap of 115,000. The 106a Congress raised the visa limitto 195,000 annually
between FY2001 and FY2003.) In addition, the H-IC visa program allows only 500
nomum iganmt sussctoenterthecountryealchyeartoworktcemporarily mihesath professional
shortage areas.
2Bucrhaus, Staiger and Auerbach, Implications of an Aging Registered Nurse Workforc

p. 2953. The authors noted in Policy Responses to an Aging Registered Norse Woskforce,
NurslngEconodcs. NovemberDeomder 2000 v. 18,no. 6, that by 2020 tbe auppY of MIl-
time equivaiait RNs onuld be 400,000 fewer than needed to meet employer denad
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In summary, recruitment and retention of both nurses and nurse aides are
major concerns for health care providers. Experts and providers are
reporting a current shortage of nurses, partly as a result of patients
increasingly complex care needs. While comprehensive data are lacking
on the nature and extent of the shortage, It Is expected to become more
serious in the future as the aging of the population substantially increases
the demand for nurses. Moreover, several factors are combining to
constrain the current and future supply of nurses. Like the general
population, the nurse workforce Is aging, and the average age of a
registered nurse (RN) increased from 37 years in 1983 to 42 In 1998.
Enrollments in nursing programs have declined over the past 6 years,
shrinking the pool of new workers to replace those who are retiring in
addition, numerous studies report decreased levels of job satisfaction
among nurses, potentially leading to their pursuing other occupations.

Demographic changes over the coming decades may also worsen the
shortage of nurse aides in hospitals, nursing homes, and home health care
settings. With the aging of the population, demand for nurse aides is
expected to grow dramatically, while the supply of workers who have
traditionally filled these jobs will remain virtually unchanged. According to
the Institute of Medicine (10M), advocacy groups, and provider
assodations, a serious shortage of nurse aides already exists. Retention of
nurse aides Is a significant problem for many providers, with some studies
reporting annual turnover rates for aides working in nursing homes
approaching 100 percent Several factors contribute to providers' difficulty
in both hiring and retaining nurse aides, including relatively low wages and
few benefits. In addition, research has found that the physical demands of
the work and other aspects of the workplace environment lead to
diffculties in retaining nurse aides. In 1999, 30 states indicated that they
were addressing nurse aide recruitment and retention through task forces,
irdtiatives, and research. The federal government and provider groups also

have begun to address this issue. However, few studies have evaluated the
effectiveness of these efforts.

Background RNs and licensed practical nurses atP are responsible for a large
portion of the health care provided in this country. RNs make up the
largest group of health care providers, and, historicalty, have worked
predominanty in hospttala a smaller number of RNs work in other
settings such as ambulatory cae, home health care, and nursing homes.
(See table I.) Their responsIbIlities may include providing direct patient
Cae in a hospital or ahome health ce settng managing and diredtig
complex nursing care In an intensive care urdt, or supervising the

PeapS
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maintain a registry of nurse aides working in nursing homes who have
passed their competency evaluations; no such requirement exists for aides

- .. working in home health care.' For nurse aides working in hospitals, there
are no federal requirements related to certification, training, competency

* .: evaluations, or a registry..

Demographic and Job
-- Satisfaction Factors
Could Worsen
Shortage of Nurses

Current Nurse Shortage Is
Due to Several Factors

The nation's health care providers are reporting a shortage of nurses in a
range of settings. Although comprehensive data are lacking to describe the
nature and extent of the current shortage, there is evidence of a growing
demand for nurses with skills to treat patients with complex care needs.
Frathennore, shortages can affect the quality of care. The shortage is
expected to worsen as the aging population increases demand and fewer
people enter the nurse workforce. Job dissatisfaction among nurses may
further reduce the strength of the nursing supply.

Providers and experts around the country have reported that the nation is
currentiy facing a shortage of nurses. There is a lack of comprehensive
national data to describe the full nature and extent of the shortage, but
several types of information point to an existing shortage. For example,
California reported an RN vacancy rate of 8.6 percent for all employers in
1997, with hospitals reportlng arate of 9.6 percent, nursing homes 6.9
percent, and home health care 6.4 percent The Dallas-Fort Worth Hospital
Council reported vacany rates for 2000 of 9.3 percent for RNs in
emergency departments and, 16.9 percent for RNs In critical care urdts. A
recent survey of providers in Vermont found that nursing homes and home
health care agencies had RN vacancy rates of 16.9 percent and 9.8 percent,
respectively, while hospitals had an RN vacancy rate of 4.8 percent (up
from 12 percentin 1996).

An important factor in the current shortage is the higher proportion of
patients having more complex care needs, which increases the demand for
nurses with training for specialty areas such as critical care and
emergency departments. In addition, the increased use of technology in
care settings has increased the demand for a higher skill mix of RNs.
Furthermore, the expansion of care delivery settings-such as home
health care and community-based health care delivery systems-has
increased the Job opportunities available and demand for these workers.

'42i uc. swum 1i (eX2X') and42 UR.C Rub~ IS96i(e)C2XA)

rub GA"1-750r
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fewer than one In three were younger than 40 in 2000. During the same
period, the percentage of nurses under age 30 dropped from 25 to 9
percent As shown i figure. 1, the age distibution of RNs haa shifted
dramatically upward. he number of nurses aged 25 to 29 decreased from
about 296,000 in 1980 to about 177,000 In 2000, while the number aged 45to 49 grew from about 163,000 to about 465,000.

Figu 1: Age Ofthution of the eitere Nut. Populi 1980 n 2000

500 N~a. o-o5an,50

I=

: A

.1O60

-2000

SOei: HRS. The R9$Mad Mm Popiaq P n S"aqb alawr d Eod EW.

The total number of licensed RNs Increased 6.4 percent between 196 and
2000-the lowest Inerease ever reported In HMSA's periodic survy of
RNs Nursing program enruolmas ftrther aicste anartowhg of the
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or very dissatisfied with theirjob, and about half (51 percent) were much
less satisfied with theirjob than they were 2 years ago."

Job dissatisfaction is a primary reason cited for nurse retention problems.
As of March 2000,183 percent of RNs reported not being employed in
nursing, up slightly from 173 percent in 1992. A recent survey reported
that the national turnover rate among hospital staff nurses was 16 percent,
up from 12 percent in 1996." Nursing home and home health care industry
surveys indicate that nurse turnover is an issue for them as well. In 1997, a
survey sponsored by the American Health Care Association (AHCA) of 13
nursing home chains identified a 51-percent turnover rate for RNs and
LPNs.' A 2000 national survey of home health care agencies reported a 21-
percent turnover rate for RNs and 24-percent turnover rate for INs.'

Demographic Demographic changes over the coming decades may also worsen the
shortage of nurse aides. With the aging of the population, demand for

Changes, Low nurse aides is expected to grow dramatically, while the number of persons

Compensation and who have traditionally filled these Jobs will change very little. Retention of
nurse aides is currently a significant problem for many hospitals, nursing

Difficult Working homes, and home health care agendes, with some studies reporting

Conditions Contribute annual tunQver rates for aides worktnginnursing homes approaching 100
percent Low wages, few benefits, and difficult working conditions

to Shortage of Nurse contribute to recruitment and retention problem for nurse aides. Efigh
Aides turnover can contribute to both increased costs to the facility and

problems with quality of care.

Demograpluc Trends Wili
Continue to Increase
Demand for Nurse Aides

Several factors have contributed to growing demand for nurse aides to
provide health and long-term care services. In the decade between 1988
and 1998, the number of employed nurse aides increased 40 percent
Medical advances that have allowed people with chronic Illnesses and

alhe Noftg Exeeute Center, ThcNWme PerpeanT IN f l NatrJebSaUfsnd~d
and 7umaomWaaklngn, D.C: The TAdvis Board Coltr. 2e

"T7heN. P.rs wndasODr1w x f NWs w Abb5rdia and TmOer.

"Aanieharnteallen eAmtUm., F.and Thenshng Fad5O
Sovebok((W&&kg. D.C. AHCAM rnS).
anqti &Heahle C Opeasa Sarn HNJ: A1m uy & bB-e Rqo4 2WOx
AWy (Oakland PLJ Hospilta & lieafiese Campesso~e Serstee 2500)L
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Figure 2: DeclIne In Elderly Support Ratto Expected, 20Do to 2040
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Over the next several years, even before the baby boomers begin retiring,
nurse aide jobs are expected to be among the fastest growing in the
workforce. The 40-percent increase in nurse aide employment from 1988
to 1998 Is In contrast to the 19-percent increase in the nuanber of persons
employed In the overall labor market. From 1998 to 200, the overall
number of nurse aide jobs Is projected to grow an additional 36 percent-
from 2.1 million to 2.9 million Jobs-compared to the 14-percent projected
growth In all jobs. Jobs for nurse aides working in home health care are
projected to in-rease even faster, namely by 58 percent, from 746,000 in
1998 to 1.2 million in 2008

P8,8010 GAO.01-taer

Recruitment and Retention Numerous reports and media accounts In recent years have described the
of Nurse Aides Is Widely inability of a range of providers to hire and retain adequate numbers of
Reported To Be a Problem nurse aides. However, litle analytical work has been conducted to et

the nature or overall magnitude of the paraprofesslonal nursing staff
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17 percent in 2000, up from 11 percent in 1999. A recent survey of
providers in Vermont found high vacancy rates for nurse aides,
particularly In hospitals and nursing homes; as of June 2000, the vacancy
rate for nurse aides in nursing homes was 16 percent, in hospitals 15
percent, and in home health care 8 percent

Providers also face problems with retention of nurse aide staff Available
data indicate nurse aide turnover in nursing homes and home health care
agencies is much higher than the labor force in general (13 to 18 percent)
or the service workforce (20 percent)." Annual turnover rates among aides
working in nursing homes are reported to be from about 40 percent to
more than 100 percent. In 1998, a survey sponsored by AHCA of 12 nursing
home chains found 94-percent turnover of nurse aide positions." A recent
national study of home health care agencies identified a 28-percent
turnover rate among aides in 2000, up from 19 percent in 1994.

Lower Wages, Fewer
Benefits, and Difficult
Work Conditions Linked to
Nurse Aide Turnover

Studies have cited low wages and few benefits as factors contributing to
nurse aide turnover. Our analysis of national wage and employment data
from BIS indicates that, on average, nurse aides receive lower wages and
have fewer benefits than workers generally this is particularly true for
those working in nursing homes and home health carem In 1999, the
national average hourly wage for aides working in nursing homes was
88.29, compared to $9.22 for service workers and $16.29 for all workers.

For aides working in home health care agencies, the average hourly wage
was t867, and for aides working in hospitals, $8.94 Aides working In

Comprehensave iil data on nurme aide trnover ae not available, and cautn 51st
be used when cmaparng Manoer rates Iram dlffermtOuodles. While nuese aide tpnver
ratib UaICath numaer of nrse aies that have left a aeft dhided by the tOal
numbh of nsme aide poiions, the Is no standard mesod Oxw cdalubt tomn~er aad
uemode used in dofaeantatdieavuy It generay agd d saff who ave after
ve aot te nure teobconbUte ma oto hi anover ate Some n aid
porilons my taon over meveral Utmes dring a given year, while others n net ten o r
fiwaeveralyeas..

-AHCA, MxMW hrNof NadzSaroPces lb f Log A= C&M Premf Jww Jnd PmVec & far
theX ba (Wasietot D.CG: AHCA, 20l01

Hoqutta& Healthcare Compensation Sevic HomeceS alaWy&BenefftisRepaolf-
17 (OalPand NJ: Howital & Healh e Corapertmon Sere, 2) and Foquital &

He1reM am Compena w Serelce, Rau M Sala&yartefRq R4 3o9615 (OaM W4
NJ. Hospital & Heaotbce Compemln Servike, 1°94

"Detailed demogrhic, eGployment, and wag data on nue aides hio ita, nusIng
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In another study, the degree of nurse aide involvement in resident care
planning was superseded only by the condition of the local economy as a
factor affecting turnover." For exanple, in facilities where nursing staff
were perceived to accept aides' advice and suggestions or simply
discussed care plans with aides, the turnover was lower than in those
facilities where aides were not involved in care planning

High Nurse Aide Tunover Negative effects-related to both costs for the facility and quality of
May Lead to Higher patient cure-have been associated with high turnover. Direct provider
Provider Cdsts and Quality costs of turnover Include recruitment, selection, and training of new staff,
of Care Problems overtime, and use of temporary agency staff to fill gaps. Indirect costsassociated with turnover include an initial reduction in the efficiency of

new staff and a decrease in nurse aide morale and group productivity.

High turnover can disrupt the continuity of patient care-that Is, aides may
lack experience and knowledge of individual residents or clients.
Furthermore, when turnover leads to staff shortages, nursing home
residents may suffer ham because of the Increased number of residents
the remaining staff must care for, resulting in less time to care for each
resident The recent HCFA report to Congress that found a direct
relationship between nurse staffing levels In nursing homes and quality
also found a direct relationship between-nurse aide staffing levels and the
quality of resident care. HCFA's analysis of the three states' data.
demonstrated that, after controlling for case mix, there is a minimum
nurse aide staffing threshold below which quality of care may be seriously
impalred.0 Moreover, 64 percent of the fadlities in the three states were
not staffing at that minimum threshold level.

"DwA.kA41 Jan and Iarilyn A. Mris, Usstors Aoeaed Wit Nours Hs Staff
T1mane, The GeuztokOg Vet 36, No. 4 (Ia) pp. 612-17.

n aes ho ed f I the anys wer New York, Obb, at Tens for NOeB ye=
tmeda 1997.
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aides, concerns have been raised that funds may not always be used as
Intended Few atates have addressed the issue of benefits for nurse aides.
According to a 1M99 study, only three states had considered or taken
action to require any form of benefits for nurse aides and other workersa

Initiatives to Improve training and opportunities for career advancement
have been undertaken by states as well as providers. States and providers
are expernmenting with specialized training for nurse aides In targeted
patient care areas, such as treatment of persons with dementia, and are
developing career ladders that offer aides a chance to improve their sldils
while also advancing their careers. For example, according to
Massachusetts officials, the Massachusetts' Nursing Home Quality
Initiative provides $5 minion in fiscal year 2001 specifically to develop
competitive nurse aide career ladder grants and to encourage the
development of partnerships of concerned groups, including community
colleges and workforce investment boards."

Initiatives that focus on workplace and social supports for nurse aides fall
into two categories. The first type of support targets the structure of the
aides' work environment, focusing on Issues such as nurse aide
participation in care planning and the empowerment of nurse aides to act
on their special knowledge of their clients. For example, the Wellspring
Program in Wisconsin is an alliance of 11 providers whose approach is
based on the Idea that management should foster quality of care with
appropriate policies, but decisions on policyrimplementation should be left
to the frti.lne workers who are most familiar with residents' needs

The second type of support focuses on general work slls and social
supports for nurse aides. For example, the Iowa Caregivers Assodation, a
nonprofit organization representing nurse aides, received state funding to
develop a pilot project to determine the effect on nurse aide rermiftment
and retention of employee supports such as workshops on teamwork and
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retention issues for nurse aides. Additional evaluation is needed to
determine which initiatives are most effective. More detailed data are also
needed to delineate the extent and nature of nurse and nurse aide
shortages to assist In planning and targeting corrective efforts. As the
federal government focuses more on the nursing workforce in hospitals,
nursing homes, and home health care, support for the evaluation of efforts
to increase the supply of nurses and nurse aides may also help identify
more effective steps to ameliorate the shortage.

Chairman Jeffords and Ranldng Member Kennedy, this concludes my
statement I would be happy to answer any questions that you or Members
of the Committee may have.
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Appendix I: Demographic and Employment
Characteristics of Nurse Aides

Nurse aides work for a variety of employer types and in a variety of
settings. Of the approximately 2.2 million nurse aides employed in 1999,
most work either in nursing homes, hospitals, or home health care. (See
fig. 3.) Nurse aides compose a much smaller percentage of total employees
in hospitals than they do In either nursing homes or home health care.
(See fig. 4.) In contrast, nurses make up the largest portion of hospital
employees, and a smaller share of workers in nursing homes and home
health care

Figure 3: Nuse Aide Employment by Setting, 1999
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Compared to the workforce in general, nurse sides are more likely to be
female, non-white, umnarried, and with children at hoame (See table 2.)
While half of 91] workers and about twotds of service workers are
women, 80 to 90 percent of nurse aides are women In addition, nurse
aides tend to be somewhat younger than the overall workiforce, and a high
proportion are minorities. About half of nurse aides are nor-white,
compared to only one-quarter of all workers. Aides In hospitas have
slightty higher rates of employer-provided health and pension benefits
than the general workforce. However, sides in nursing homes and home
health care are less likely than other workers to have employer-rovided
health insurance and much less likely to be covered by- pension.
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Table 3: tIcome, Ewnings, and Poey Statue ot Nurse Aldes d Oawl 0 Woers

Nurse Aides wojidnoh
Nurng homes Hoom health a .Hospltals Service woker, All workers

Famly hme (percent)
Under$10.000 124 16.1 6.8 13.0 9.3
$10.000-19.999 23. 21.6 16.7 19.7 13.3
820,000-29.999 182 19.6 18.9 15.9 12.9
S30.000-39000 14.8 13.2 14.9 12.7 11.7
$40,000-49.999 11.3 10.1 10.0
50.,00-+ 19.7 20.0 33.2 28.5 42.8

Family Irnome
Mean -33,982 833,653 S43B32 S40.712 SS6,020
Medlan 28,970 2SB06 36,080 30,769 42.400
bndvkkl eantdngs

Mean $14,723 $13.501 S17B834 S13.412 S22.313
Meann 13287 12,25 16.608 10.795 13.50
hndMluw eabw (hA4.me, fh-year

workers)
Mean S19.418 819.216 821.432 S19.515 839.72
Median 17.000 17.002 20.000 16,608 30.6f3

Povety dabls e t)
* 5410W Poverty 17.8 18.6 8.1 18.1 10.5
100-149 132 15.9 10.4 12.8 OA

150-199 15.0 .A4 11.9 12.6 8.9
Above 200 54.1 53.9 69.8 58.4 72.3
Hoeft Iutence (perend)
UrdIroued 25.2 32.1 14.2 312 I1A
Enlrer oveg 67.5 47.3 77.9 51.7 61.6
Mldlcl 9.9 11.1 2.1 6.9 3.9

Pension coverge
Pecnt acoverd 252 212 513 21.3 4"A

Food dirme
Perosmrecdviii g 13.5 14.8 52 9.S 5.5
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Mean hourty wage, 1999
Nurse ead' Factory.worker

5
Fast food cook HousekeePer

NowJersey 9.85 11.17 6.83 7.98
New Mexlco . 7.35 9.57 6.09 6.69
New York 927 1026 6.69 9.71
North Carokna 7.77 10.45 6.38 7.06
North Dakota 7.48 9.38 . 6.40 6.56
Ohlo 8.34 11:11 6S2 7.27
Otdahona 7.17 11.91 6.08 6.53

Oregon 6.56~~~~~~~~~a 10.44 7.23 7.69
Pennsylania 6.882 10.82 6.34 766
Rhode Island 9.51 8.78 6.84 8828
South Carolina 7.. 4 11.66 . 6.39 6.93
South Dakota . 7.68 8.74 6.42 6.60
Tennessee 7.77 . 10.16 6.53 679
Texas 8.63 9.19 6.24 . 6.40
Utah :8.10 9.11 6.70 7.08
Vernont 8.30 1024 7.52 7.42
VIrgina . 7.67 10.19 626 7.05
Washington 8.59 11.13 6.74 : 787
West Virginia 6.83 8.60 5.99 6.57
Wisconsin . 8.66 . 10.56 6.9 7.37
Wyorning 7.74 8.95 6.34 7.09

U.S. . 8.59 10.67 6.54 7.46
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Aids e arnings peretage o
State Mean annual eanW Per capita Income state serapita Incom
South Dakota 15,823 25,045 64
Tennessee 16,153 .25S74 63
Texas 17,961 26.658 67
Utah 168.52 23,286 72
Vermont 17.260 25,868 67
VIrginia 15,154 - 2.789 54
Washington 17,877 30,392 59
West Virginia 14,204 20,966 68
Wisconsin 18.022 27.390 66
Wyonring 16.105 26,396 61

US. 17.866 28,542 63

Meanammalori ehin aora fr-dare fihesrvorr(2,080hloor) ewtra 5e mre, rely
*m. Sbitysen prede d aw ers aes nhplae thce W te 8 yeh, Iod to e
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Deperent d c a

Technical Notes on
AnaLysis

Two primary sources of data were used to describe the demographic and
employment characterislics of urse aides-the Cirrent Population
Survey (CPS) conducted by the Census Bureau for the Bureau of labor
Statistics (B) and the Occupational Enployment Statistics (OEI) survey
conducted by BIS and State Ernploymert Security Agencdes.

7he CPS In a monthly survey of approximately 47,000 households and is
the aource of offidal government statistics on employment and
umemploymert The monthly CPS contains basic demographic and labor
force data, while the March CPS survey contains additional data on work
experience, rtconme, beneftts, and migration. For our analysis, we used the
March CPS ifies. Although the overall sample sire of the monthly CPS is
large nurse aides represent a relatively small portion of the overel_
workforce. In order to obtain a sample of aides large enough to support
our statistical analysis, we combined the 3 most recent years of data from
the March CPS In 1998, 1999, and 2000. We ended with a weighted sample
of 766 hospttal aides, 1,230 nursing home aides, and 1,073 home health
care ides.

Paraprofessional musing side workers m.-ay be claMied under several
occupatlonal and indusity categories in the CPS. We selected two
occupational categordes: health aides, except nursIng (occupational code
448) and nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants (code 447). We ross- .

p~m S Oor14
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Appendix II: Examples of Government and
Private Initiatives to Address Nurse Aide
Recruitment and Retention

Initiatives and research efforts to address nurse aide recrudtment and
retention focus primarily on Improved wages and benefits (table 6),
opportunities for additional training and career advancement (table 7),
and additional employee supports, Including Improved work
environments, Job skills, and social supports (table 8). Many initiatives are
also multifaceted, addressing two or more of these areas (table 9). While
states and providers have undertaken most Initiatives and research efforts,
the federal government has recently begun to focus on the supply and
demand of this workforce. The Department of Health and Human Services,
through HRSA, HCFA, and ASPE, has undertaken research and planning
efforts focused on nurse aide issues (table 10). The tables describe
selected examples of initiatives and research efforts, and are not meant to
be comprehensive.

Table 6: Wages and Benefits

stae an pes-hrunhe
Affected provider type Niuring homes and home health care agendes
Description States with wage pass-throughs require that same portion of a crg-term care

remlnbursernent Increase from a public funding source be Usd spe y to ncrease
wages andor benefits for mirse aides. In sorne states, cnly famtie thatapply may
paeilcpate In the pass-thuough programs. As of September 200C, 28 states have
- estalshed a wage pass-throgh, wage supee, or reiated prograrn to provie
osrelerentat waoes or benefits.

Funding source Vades (fun are usually horn Medicld, but may also Indude lder Americans Act ftnds.
siae appnroprations, and othor souraes)

Start date Vades frn state to state. Some states have had pass4tighs in pibce since the esriy
1=s to deal with esodic worer dsohtoes rnoat pass-throunh, are relafive, recetr.

EvaluatIon findings Oata collected in Mthigan indica that between 190 ared 1998, the aide urnover rale
dropped from 74.5 percent to 87.45 percent, whidh the tale attrbutes to a pass-through
that has been is place since 1O9 AnsW aide turnover retw in pacltkatting r
the 1999 pass-through word from 120 percent in 1998 to 116 percent in 1i99.
There have been no evaluations examning short- or tong-term effects of the wage pas
through stiategy and differences to oulcomes based on state vartations In methodolotr.
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Table 8: Employee Supports

Affected provider e

Funding aouroe
Start date
Evaluation findings

Affected provider type
Descrption

'Funding source

StWvi date
Evaluaelon findings

The Wellspring Program
Nwusing homes
The Wellspring Program Is a collaborative of.1 providers and Is based an the Idea
that whie top levels of management should create quality of cam through appropriate
policy, ded siorm on how to hrodement to policy should be made by the front-line
workeas who are most farrntar Wh the needs of the residents. To Implement atis
policy, the fadeaI who cotpose th Wellspring Program have mracted 'cm
resorce team? widh receive speclaitied job traking and ame empowered totain
other wovrls and develop. hoement. and evaluate facilty level mmcand sM du
.changes. Name akide play a prorainers role In these Interdiscildinary teams.
Additionally. cintical eperte. Incluft ng ariatric me con Mau rera available to th
teams, and 8he geriatric mnese orxultants regularly visit ech fadity to provide
assistance ard suorot
Private
1994
The Iutitute for the Future of Aging Services with funding from The Connonweafth
Fund, Is conducting an evaluation of th Weltospng Program. Iowr tunover rates
for aides across the 11 filtiles have dropped from 110 prcent (19 before the
Inplementeton of the WellSPA Pnun t arrant rate d 23 neent (2001).

California Careghvers Training Initiative
Musing homes, home health care agendes, hospitals
The state of Callomns Caregiver Train Inilative (CT) is designed to develop and
Impternent proposal to rrlt train, and retain caregvem, k mng rme abies and
other entry level staff. tinitatives undertalmn wtih tunds from CTI nust be regional In
scope and may include auportive services such as ctlddare. tranopoilatl. and
prsomml growtit w ahops. Pertlpents Intha regiral b"lalltv muta medet am
eigIbit requirementa of the two ftunding souces, to federal Worrorce hivestment
Act and Weltare to Word Grant Progam ate matching funds. In order to mosie
money hrom Cia pplloanrotm develop collaborations with representatives ofthe
health care =rtry. pioagencieslabor organlations, and public education. As of
Januauy 31 , 201, 12 rants, ranging In size from S40000,C to Justover $25 milion,
were awarded.
S25 trillion ($15 rnmilon fom Woddrome Investment Act funds, and $10 .dilon from
State General Fund rath dollars)
2000
No evaluation hes bees conducted to date. However, an evaluation In reqtired .The
evalration will addrs the 8w nplementatoin, process, and outoones of eah funded
program Progran are required to collect and maintain data an an Igoing basis,
snd to nmdo u. o,.- h b 0.. .,,bnh n .
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Table 9: Multnaceted

Affected provider type Horme health care agencies
Description

Funding source
Start date
Evaluation findings

D escr ptio~n -. . "

Funding source
Start data
Evaluation findings

Cooperative Home Care Associates (CHCA) is a worker-owned home health care
provider In the Bronx. Now York. It currently emnploys 550 nmnority women, and was
developed on the premise that home health care rdients would receive higher quality
of care Ht home health care workers were offered higher quality jobs. Over 75 percent
of women who work for CHCA were previously dependent on public assistance.
Wages at CHCA are among the area's highest, and the provider offers a ull range of
benefts IrluKdng health care and a retirement plan. CHCA provides 4 weeks of
classroom training plus 90-days of on-the4ob training, and offers contrnuing
development to staff. Employees are given the opportunlty to become owners of the
company, and senior staff are elas gruaranteed a mInimum d 30 hours Per week.
Private
19g5
No formal evaluation has been conducted. However. CHCA reports that Its annual
turnover of aides Is less than 25 percent and within the last 2 years 52 percent of
aides remained with CHCA at least 180 days.

Providence Mount Saint Vincent
Nursing home
Providence Mount Saint Vincent (PMSV) Is a isng-terr care faclity In Seattle,
Washington that offers a range of services, Incbuding a nursing center and adult day
services. In 1991. PMSV restructured itself to provide 'resident directd care.' The
organriation defines resident draeded cave as care dIrected by residents. Including
choosing the daily routines and services the resident wishes to receive. Front-ine
staff were given the power to make decisions related to patlent care, and certain
middle management positions were eaiminated to provide resources for more dired-
care staff. AU employees received ocmas-raining in mfltigle tairsks whicih, according
to PMSV, gave m greater opporimnity for advanoeunet Aides also received pay
increases with each year of service, bonuses for staying with PMSV, and a iut
benefit Plan. inctudirt health care and a pension.
Private

1991
No formal evaluation has been cmnducd However. snce fie krnlemertaofn o the
changes. turnover at PMSV l iower than te Indusoy standard. in 1994. PMSV's
tumnover rate was 54 percent. Is 1995 St was 39 percent. and Is 199 ni was 37
percent

PQA-0145WrPq r3
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Table 10: Federal Research and Data Collection InitIatIves

Report to Congress on Appropriateness of the Minimum Nurse Stafflng Ratios In
Nursing Homes, Phase I-Health Came Financina Administration. HHS

Affected provider type Nursing hones
Description Phase II of the Staffing Ratio study witZ examIne the costs and benefits associated wfth

establishment of saffltng minibsnrm and hurther explore the findings of Phase I.
Additionally, Phase II wvil examine ssues that aftect the recruitnent and retentlon of
nurse akies. Including tumover rates. amount of stafl training, and management of staff
resources.

Funding source Federal
Start date 2000, with an expected completion date of late 2001
Evaluation findings No evaluation has been completed.

National Study ot Nursing Home Nurse Aides end Home Health WorkerZ-Heafth
Resources and Services Adminisdration. HHS

Affected provider type Nursing homes and home health care agencdes
Description The Health Resources end Services AdrminItration mcently began a national study of tIhe

current and future supply of and demand tor front-tine lung-term cure woers. The study
wiZi include analysis of exbsing databases and interviews of long-term care workers
provider. assoulations, and interested state agencies. The Itrdervnews wit be conduted
by the Center for Health Workforne Studies at State University of New Yokr. University at
Ahans School of Public Heath. and other health worldorce centers around the country.
A epod Is expected In late 2001.

Funding source Federal
Start date 2000
Evaluation flnrdngs No evaluation has been completed.

Frontlne Workers in Long-Term Care-Office of DIasbilIty, Aging, end Lng-Ter
Policy. Office o the Assistant Secretary for Plenninp and Evaluation. HHS

Affected provider type Alt long-term care workers
Description This prnect Is designed to heighten the awareness of federal, state, end local

pelicyrmakers about issues related to the development d a qualiry long-term car
worIdome. The project rdit Identiby successful recrnitment and retention models for front-
line long-term care workers and wilt suggest poticy and researth actMities to promote a
quality paraprofessionai lang-term care wolidorce. ASPE Is olisbortivng with the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. HCFA. HRSA. Adminbisration on Aging, the Department of
Education. Agency for Healthcore Research ano Ouality and the Department of Labor
are also Involved.

Funding source Federal and private
Start date 2000
Evaluation findings No evaluation has been completed.

(290008)
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JAN 4

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

At the Joint Economic Committee meeting on December 8, you asked
about the record low for the alternative unemployment series
that includes marginally attached workers and persons who work
part time for economic reasons. This measure (U-6) was
9.0 percent (not seasonally adjusted) in November 2001. You
correctly noted that it was 6.3 percent in October 2000; this
was the record low for the series. I have enclosed a table
showing the complete historical series. I would point out that
this measure has only been obtained since 1994. In addition,
because the data are not seasonally adjusted, comparisons across
months do not account for intrayear variations which tend to
occur during the same period each year.

You also asked whether the unemployment rate lags the bottoming
out of economic downturns. Specifically, you wanted historical
information showing whether the unemployment rate was a lagging
indicator of an improving economy. We have looked at the
relationship between the unemployment rate and the official
National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) peaks and troughs
going back to 1948. I have included a table that shows the
number of months that the unemployment rate has lagged or lead
the official dates. I would note that due to the variability in
the unemployment data, it can be difficult to determine the
exact month when the jobless rate reaches its peak or trough.

As you see in the enclosed table, the unemployment rate has
indeed lagged behind the official NBER troughs in the majority
of recessions since World War II. However, the length of lag
varies greatly. For example, the unemployment rate lagged the
July 1990 trough by 15 months but was only behind the July 1981
trough by 1 month. The unemployment rate was coincident with
the official trough of October 1949.
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The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes--2

JAN 4~

I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let me
know if you have any additional questions.

Sincerely yours,

LOIS ORR
Acting Commissioner

Enclosure

DOL/BLS/OEUS/DLFS
MARTEL/klj/ 12/26/01
Cc: Comm RF, Orr, Galvin, Rones, Hayghe, Martel, RF, DF



U-6 Series, not seasonally adjusted. 1994-2001

Year Jan . Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct I Nov Dec IAnn Av
1994 12.8 12.2 11.9 10.9 10.6 11.3 11.1 10.4 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.7 10.9
1995 11.1 10.5 10.3 9.8 9.8 10.4 10.4 10.0 9.7 9.3 9.6 9.7 10.1
1996 10.8 10.7 10.3 9.7 9.5 10.0 10.0 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.9 9.2 9.7
1997 10.4 10.0 9.6 9.0 8.5 9.2 9.0 8.6 8.3 7.9 8.0 8.2 8.9
1998 9.3 8.9 8.9 7.7 7.6 8.4 8.5 7.8 7.6 7.3 7.2 7.3 8.0
1999 8.5 8.2 7.9 7.4 7.1 7.9 7.7 7.2 7.0 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.4
2000 7.8 7.6 7.4 6.7 6.8 7.3 7.3 7.0 6.6 6.3 .8 6.7 7.0
2001 8.1 7.9 7.6 7.2 7.2 8.2 8.1 8.1 8.3 8.7 9.0 9.3 8.2

U-6. Total unemployed, plus all marginally attached workers, plus total employed part time for economic reasons, as a percent of the
civilian labor force plus all marginally attached workers.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Number of months that the unemployment rate lead (-) or lagged (+) the official National Bureau
of Economic Research (NBER) business cycle peaks and troughs

Number of months that Number of months that
NBER the unemployment rate NBER the unemployment rate
Peaks lead (-) or lagged (+) the Toughs lead (-) or lagged (+) the

official NBER peaks. official NBER troughs.
November 1948 ND October 1949 0
July 1953 -l May 1954 4
August 1957 -5 April 1958 3
April 1960 -2 February 1961 3
December 1969 -7 November 1970 9
November 1973 - March 1975 2
January 1980 -8 July 1980 ND
July 1981 ND November 1982 _

July 19901 - March1991 is
March 2001 -5

ND Not determined due to variability in the data.


